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Let us answer

the question

"Can you make it of
Vulcanized Fibre ?"
If you are unacquainted with the
physical properties, the machin-

ing qualities and the cost of
vulcanized fibre applicable to
your products, put it up to us to
find out.

the material with a million uses"
SHEETS : RODS : TUBES : SPECIAL SHAPES

Ourexperimental department has
shown many a busy manufacturer
how the proper application of the
right grade of vulcanized fibre
will overcome serious production
or sales difficulties.
Avail yourself of this service now
blue prints or
a detailed description of the
part and its functions will
put us to work at once.
Write today!

...

NATIONAL VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, Del., U. S.A.
Offices in Principal Cities
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Laminated Insulation!
HERE

is some more of the apparatus which is kept busy testing the results of different formulas and different methods of
handling
as they show up in the physical and electrical
properties of Formica.
This steady effort at improvement has been going at Formica
for 15 years. And there has been steady improvement
with
once and a while a big noticeable step forward.
The effort has built the largest plant in its industry: with the
largest and most specialized organization making just one product.
You can expect quality, uniformity and service from Formica.
Send your blue prints for quotations on your insulating parts.

....

...

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY
4654 Spring Grove Avenue

Cincinnati, Ohio
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THE attempt to increase the tariff on
condenser tissue, at the reques of the
paper manufacturers, may bring an
acute shortage in this material and
seriously affect the radio industry.
Only a few new units, at most five, have
been laid down by American manufacturers
for the production of this material. There
are only three manufacturers of any size producing condenser tissue in this country. The
production of these mills is already substantially sold for the year.
With the increased production plans of the
radio set manufacturers, th.' sudden interest in
talking motion pictures, both for the theatre
and the home; the growth of the electrical
phonograph field, the adoption of amplifiers
for announcing systems, calling systems,
group address systems, centralized radio systems, etc., not to mention television. the increased productive capacity of the American
mills will be but a small portion of the increased demand.
Why, therefore, raise the tariff wall against
what we must have? The product of the
American mills is over -sold; the price of foreign tissue is higher today than that made
in this country, and the profit of the Ameii.an producer is a fair one, even a fat one.
The argument may be advanced that at
worst it will mean only an increased cost for
tissue. This, however, loses sight of the
fact that there is a much increased demand
for this material in England and on the
Continent, and the importers in this country
are already being asked to release commitments in favor of other countries where
there is no tariff wall.
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Sylvania .Announces

j ..,.

'i'//'
/'.

f.{

THE SILENT SLEEVE CATHODE
The pioneering courage and exhaustive experimentation that always have been part of Sylvania development, again bear fruit. This time in the silent sleeve
cathode which definitely solves the long baffling problem of crackle and hum in the 227 tube.
The Sylvania 227 now minimizes hum and further
increases amplification as a result of the Sylvania designed sleeve which extends over the entire length of
the heating element.
The same kind of diligent research and intelligent application of discoveries account for the superior performance found in all types of Sylvania tubes.
We will be glad to send you bulletins showing the
characteristics and advantages of all Sylvania tubes.

SYLVANIA PRODUCTS COMPANY
Emporium
Pennsylvania

Itt:.1;

RADIO TUßES
Licensed Under RCA Patents

For further information please use the
coupon -you're WELCOME!

/

//

//City

Company

Position

Address

and Stelo

_

W. R. Jones, Sales Engineer
Sylvania Products Co.. Emporium. Penn.
showing
send me bulletins
Please
t'haraeteristies of .our htmdess 227.
Also bulletins on the following niber
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IIDITORIAL
June
1929

DUTY ON CONDENSER TISSUE
N THE much -discussed revision of the France,
we have it on good authority,
Tariff Act of 1922 now under considera- there is where,
a similar paper shortage. What
tion in Congress there has been included would be
the result?
an item in paragraph 1304 which will
It
has
been
found that approximately three
have a decided influence -and that not a good
one -on the radio industry as a whole. This million pounds of tissue were imported to the
particular point of interest is a proposed United States last year. If this amount of
paper were withdrawn from our market it
increase of duty on condenser tissue.
would mean, in round numbers, that three
At the present time the domestic paper million radio
receivers of the modern elecmills supply a bit more than two -thirds of the trically- operated
total amount of condenser tissue used in this there is about onetype could not be built, as
country. If the foreign mills were to refuse in a receiver. Thispound of condenser tissue
situation then would not
to enter tissue at the increased cost this would only be
detrimental
to the set manufacturer;
create a shortage that doubtless would have it would, in turn, affect
the manufacturer of
a far -reaching effect in the radio industry. If every
component that is included in a
the foreign mills did deliver, shortage in the receiver. Such a condition
American product would cause many manu- the radio industry the mostas this would give
facturers to pay a greatly increased price in setback. Likewise, the allied serious kind of
industries would
order to keep in production.
doubtless feel the shortage, as pointed out by
The consumption of condenser tissue has Mr. Colby elsewhere in this issue.
increased enormously in the past few years.
Looking at the situation from an unbiased
The construction of new mills or the conver- point of view, it seems
unnecessary for
sion of present mills to the production of this any increase in tariff, asrather
far
as giving protecmaterial would require a number of years, tion to the domestic manufacturers
considering the highly technical nature of the denser tissue. If it were the case of conthat with
material, the great difficulties encountered in the existing tariff the foreign
paper
were
the control of the various necessary qualities, much cheaper than the
domestic
and
the
an organization of specialists, which is almost market flooded
with it, then there would be
impossible to secure-as well as the difficulty a different story. But in
neither instance is
in securing the proper raw material, a large this so-there is but
one domestic paper that
part of which is imported. Many mills have brings a higher price and as
we have stated
spent years in an unsuccessful attempt to above, less than a third of
the
produce this tissue in qualities which would imported. Up to the present paper used is
time the very
be acceptable to the chemists and engineers few mills in this
country,
which
can manuof the various electrical and radio manu- facture a suitable tissue,
cannot
begin
to fill
facturing companies.
the demand.
The increase in duty on condenser tissue
It seems as though insufficient thought were
would mean an increase to the manufacturers being devoted to the
of condensers who use imported paper, of industry as a whole in good of the radio
this particular situaapproximately three cents per pound on paper tion. It is, of course, impossible
for Con.0005 in. in thickness and four cents per pound gress to know how an
increase
or
decrease
in
on .0004 in. tissue.
the existing tariff will affect each industry,
Now let us look at the subject from another but in a case such as this it would seem as if
angle. Suppose the owners of the foreign further investigation should be made before
mills decide that they can get a larger profit the bill is presented in its final form.
by shipping their paper to Germany and
M. L. MUHLEMAN, Editor.
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RADIO -AND THE ORACLE

THE Greeks of old
turned to the Del-

phian Oracle for the solution of their difficulties and a prophecy of
future events. Out of
this "heart of nature "
came the litanies of nations; up with the volcano's tongue of
flame arose t h e
canticles of love
and woe which
guided their actions.

T h e modern
radio manufacturer needs no
oracle to tell him
that he is operating in a day of

10110

new developments.

Neither has he need of
oracular advice when he
goes to buy equipment
that will meet the exacting demands of a highly
competitive market.

He knows that Scovill
Condensers and radio
parts are manufactured in accordance with the latest and most efficient scientific developments --he knows that Scovill service insures
satisfaction.
Every step in the manufacture of Scovill Condensers is under strict laboratory supervision

ILL

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
WATERBURY, CONNECTICUT
MEMBER
COPPERL BRASS
R.ESEARCH
ASSOCIATION

New York
Providence
Los Angeles
Atlanta
Chicago
Cleveland
Cincinnati
Detroit
Boston
Philadelphia
San Francisco
In Europe
The Hague, Holland

-

1i

Pay,.

t;

:

Fixed & Tapped
Pyrohm Resistors

r

l

!:'agineering,

,lEUEe,

Moulded
Mica Condensers

F::ter ::ocks

AEROVOX

-fttigti nnnnnunuUuNuUu6110"

BUILT BETTER

1,1E TAL

CONDENSERS AND RESISTORS

Lavite Resistors

Without A Doubt
The Most Complete Line of
Condensers do Resistors

Grad Leaks

No matter what your requirements may be in the
fixed condenser and resistor field, you are sure
to
find an Aerovox unit exactly suited to your needs.
In addition to the large number of stock sizes of
condensers and resistors, the Aerovox Wireless
Corporation is equipped to supply to manufacturers,
at short notice, special types and sizes of filter condensers, filter condenser blocks and resistors in all
f,: °d 2nd tapped combinations.

AEROVOX WIRELESS CORP.
76
.

Filter
Condensers L

L

Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

PRODUCTS THAT ENDURE

Bypass

Condensers
;T

Fz

Interference

Bakelite Case

Condensers

"A" Condensers

Filters

A COMPLETE CATALOG WILL BE
SENT ON REQUEST

1924

Page
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SAFEUJAPII NC
-:

your RADIOINVESTMENT
THROUGH every phase of radio
development, Yaxley Approved
Radio Products have, within their
own lines, retained an undisputed

leadership.
The reason for this is a definite
adherence to the highest degree of
specialization concentration on
related products for which their
engineering and production facilities were best suited.

-

It is a far cry from the lad in the
basement workshop to the big
plant making thousands of radio
sets a day. But throughout the
evolution Yaxley Approved Radio
Products have always been the
choice of discriminating set builders. They have learned that Yaxley
has never made anything that it
could not make well.

YAXLEY MFG. CO.
9

Clinton Street
Chicago, Ill.

S.

THE CHOICE IS

Volume
Controls
Rheostats
Phone Tip
Jacks
Fixed
Resistances
Grid
Resistances
Socket
Assemblies
Plugs
Jacks
Jack
Switches

7
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erformance
insured
Radio performance can be no
better than the performance of
each component part.
Your finest engineering efforts
are defeated unless each purchased part performs precisely
as your specifications require.
The TCA standard of quality
is your best insurance that these
important units, at least, will
function as you would have
them.
Look us up

at the Radio
and let's
talk it over. Booth No. Show
64D. Demonstrations at Room 516, Stevens Hotel.
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Core laminations are all of special soft steel of high magnetic
capacity,and separated by a sili-

cate treatment that raises their
value. Blanks are clean cut and

free from burrs. Cadmium
plated shields supplied if desired. All leads securely
anchored, and insulated leads

thoroughly skinned and tinned
for rapid handling and perfect
soldering.

Complete data and samples
available. TCA engineers will
gladly assist in your audio and
power supply developments.

ls

a.

resistoares

When you

fully understand the

policies under which the Transformer Corporation operates, you will concede that our claims for
TCA products are reasonable and conservative.
Specialization, we all know, has its advantages.
It makes intensive and critical engineering possible.
It has enabled us to perfect our product to a point where a
large demand has developed. We have built millions of units.
This volume has encouraged us to build and install special machinery, more accurate and more speedy than human hands.

TCA Transformers meet the quality requirements

of your
engineers, as well as the price requirements of your production

department.
Transformers and dynamic speakers have much in common
from a manufacturing standpoint. So the TCA Dynamic
was a natural development for this organization.
And the same precision through controlled quantity production
that made TCA transformers and power packs standard in
the country's finest sets, is securing a quality in T C A Dynamics that is receiving quick recognition. They are a real
contribution to the industry.

TRANSFORMER CORP. OF AMERICA, 2301 -2319 South Keeler Avenue, CHICAGO

Yuge Iu
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new

tubes

from the De Forest laboratories

These 255 volt De Forest Audions, the
latest developments from the De Forest
Laboratories, meet the latest circuit requirements.
Audion 424, a 4 element Screen -Grid
Heater -type A. C. Amplifier with an amplification factor of 420 is principally
employed as a radio frequency amplifier or may be used as a space- charge-

grid amplifier.
Audion 427 is a new design of the
standard -27 A. C. Heater type tube,
which reduces hum, buzz and crackle
to a negligible quantity, and reduces
heating time to 10 to 15 seconds.
Audion 445 is a new A. C. Power
Amplifier, Filament type, which gives
maximum volume with Dynamic speakers without blasting or distortion.

AUDION 424
The 2% Volt A. C.
Humless Screen-Gri l
Detector-Ampffter.
AUDION 427
The 2% Volt A. C.
Humless Heater -Type
Detector-Amplifier.
AUDION 4.45

The 2% Volt A- C.
Power Tube.

Like all De Forest Audions these three
tubes are evacuated to 1 micron (less
than one fifteenth the air pressure considered satisfactory by other tube mantafacturera), They are bombarded in four
positions with ample "getter" present
after sealing to absorb gases and preserve their remarkable vacuum.
In addition they combine other De
Forest features -oxide coated filament,
which doubles electronic emission, mica
spaced elements, more rigid tolerances,
more accurate inspection and longer life.
The more you know about radio tubes
the more you will appreciate De Forest
Audions and specify them for use in the
sets which you design.
DE FOREST RADIO COMPANY
JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY

AUDIONS

eeIIICH VACUUM" RADIO
TUBES

tr

Page 11
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The

MERSHON
CONDENSER
has been adopted by many leading radio manufacturers after
exhaustive tests, analysis and
research. Upon your request,
we will be glad to send you a
report covering the reasons for
the adoption of the Mershon
Condenser by several different

manufacturers. This experience
record will undoubtedly be of
assistance to you in studying your
own condenser requirements.
Address Dept. MW -9.
The Mershon Condenser is
manufactured exclusively by

THE AMRAD CORPORATION
MEDFORD HILLSIDE, MASS.
J. E. Hahn, President
rowel Crosley, Jr., Chairman of the Board

MER SHON
AMRAD

ÇOIThÈN SER

J

The present Mershon Condenser is a
result of over ten years of intensive
development. It has many advantages
over other types of condensers, some of
which are as follows:
1. Self healing in case of puncture.
2. Lower cost per microfarad.
3. One -third as large as paper condensers of the same capacity.

Extremely rugged construction.
Unaffected by changes in temperature or by moisture.
Peak voltage 400 V. D. C. Operating
voltage 300 V. D. C. Copper can is always negative- anodes are always positive. Supplied in a variety of sizes that
enable it to be readily employed whatever the requirement may be.
The Mershon Condenser will give years
of efficient service and is easily adapted
to practically any radio circuit. When
connected to a "B" eliminator it prevents "motor- boating.'
4.
5.

Page
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.dcAnowled1ed Slandat'd
of qualify since 1881

The

THE ZAPON COMPANY
STAMFORD , CONN.

CHICAGO

.

CLEVELAND. DETROIT

NEW HAVEN

NEW

LOS ANGELES

YORK
OAKLAND
PORTLAND. SAN FRANCISCO

SEATTLE

Page 13
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Clak

ROWE
Glodrav
U
Designs- Distinctive in Character and
Symbolizing your own product has been the particular
achievement of Crowe for the Radio Manufacturer
during the past number of years.
Modern

See

Crowe Escutcheons are made of Bronze, Low Brass
or Brass in various finishes and are produced under
ideal manufacturing conditions by the latest modern
methods, insuring sharpness of detail and definition

Our Exhibit

R.M.A. Trade Show

of line.

Booth 131
Stevens Hotel
Chicago

Where quantity production

is possible and no

change

in name is contemplated, coin embossed work is advised. The Crowe Art Studios will be
glad to submit colored drawings with

June 3-7

period designs carried out according
to your suggestions.

For small production or when different
dealers' names must appear on the
escutcheon, we recommend the etched
style with formed border and window.
Samples and detailed information on
request. Your blue print or drawings
will help us in advising you to the best
advantage. Our engineering department is at your service.

W

N

CROWE NAME PLATE & MANUFACTURING CO., .. 1749 GRACE STREET, CHICAGO

I:udiu Engineering, June,
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PAM 25

PAM Keeps Pace With the Best
PAMs kept thousands along the shore of Biscayne Bay in constant touch
with every
phase of the International Boat Race pictured above. The voice of
the
announcer
was easily heard above the roar of the giant motors used by Gar Wood
and Seagrave.
Wherever speed kings reign -on track, or ice or sea
this and other lands,
there you will find PAMs which tell the crowds every detail of the
contest.

-in

Pictured above are two new PAMs, the
PAM -5 which uses one 227, one 280 and
two 112s, and is designed to work out of
the detector tube of a radio set, a magnetic
phonograph pickup, or microphone amplifier. Its output is such that it will feed any
number of PAM-25s according to power
output required for a particular installation.
The PAM -25 uses two 281s and two 250s.
When used in conjunction with a PAM -5, it

has a power output of 14 watts. Multiples of
this undistorted output can be had by the
addition of each PAM -25.
A new 16-page bulletin giving mechanical
and electrical characteristics, representative
installations, and many new amplifiers
be sent upon receipt of 100 in stampswill
to
cover postage. Ask for bulletin No.
when
writing.

-

T

amsoiaet/VG:
MANUFACTURERS

Main Office
Canton, Mass.

sincE I6b2

Factories
Canton and Watertown, Mass.

19E11
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THE

RADIO SET TESTER
See

it at the R.M.A. convention

W E S T O N

EXHIBIT
AT

HOTEL

STEVENS
The radio industry is familiar with the
Weston Model 537 Radio Set Tester -for
A. C. and D. C. receivers. Service men
hailed it with great acclaim a year ago,

noting its many advantages over the

Weston Model 519-for D. C. only.
And NOW -here is another great advance -the Weston Model 547- incorporating'many additional features to
meet the service testing requirements of
radio's latest developments. And there
have been many since the last R. M. A.
Convention. But with this NEW SET
TESTER radio servicing is still further

simplified, even taking into account the
number of new tubes, sets and circuits.
Space won't permit description here
nor would words alone do this new set
tester justice. You must see it for yourself- operate it -try to think up some
service problem it can't solve. Try as you
will the Model 547 will give you a quick
and accurate answer every time. Convenient-complete-light and rugged. Handsome in appearance -and it will yield you
handsome profits. It will increase your
business and your prestige. YOU CAN
BANK ON IT!

-

OUTSTANDING .FEATURES OF THE MODEL 547

-

First of all it is a WesTON-assuring you exquisite workmanship and
complete service reliability. It is provided with three instruments
all 31/" diameter and furnished with bakelite cases. Carrying case,
removable cover, panel and fittings are also made of sturdy bakelite.
Voltmeter- 750/150/16/8/4 volts. The readings with better scale characteristics.
Tests -On A. C. sets the heater voltage and
three lower ranges are brought out to the Tester
plate current can be read throughout the test
plug, and all fivd ranges. are brought out to
binding posts. 750 vólt range is for testing sec. while the D. C. voltmeter. may be indicating
plate bias or cathode voltage.
ondaries of power transformers. 16 volt range
is to provide for 15 volt A. C. tubes. Operations
Self contained,dotìblesensitivity continuity test
have been reduced -only one selector switch
provided. This can also be used for measuring
being necessary.
.resistance as well as testing for open circuits.
Grid test can be made on A. C. or D.C. screen
D. C. Voltmeter-High, range increased to 750
grid tubes -also the '27 tubes when used as a
volts. Other ranges- 250/100/50/10/5-all six
detector -without the use
ranges brought out to bindof adapters.
ing posts and Tester plug.
Two sockets on the panel.
D. C. Milliammeter-U Y tube adapters elimDouble range,- 100/20
inated.
M. A. provides for lower
A. C.

fe

0

PIONEERS
SINCE 1888

INSTRUME TS
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YN11IAN 1
Laminated

Bakelite

UNIFORM
DIMENSIONAL ACCURACY
IN Sheets ... dimensional accuracy gives you
stampings to close tolerances ... allows you
/
4
.3

4

Punching O..InY......
Nigh Dielectric Strength

Lo. Water
Lo. Serla<.

to Figure costs more accurately . . . to design
tools for the production of more accurate parts
. . . to make punch press stamped
engravings.

L..h.g....

UMIIOMMI/Y IMPOUGHOUI

In Specialties

... dimensional accuracy and strict

adherence to blueprints speeds and facilitates
assembly in your plant
Synthane

Is

Uniformly Accurate In Dimensions

TEST IT YOURSELF

\YN1rHAN E
CORPORATION
Sheets, Rods, Tube s, Fabricated Parts

OAKS PENNA

New York, Chicago, Cleveland

RAYTHEON
has done something more than imitate the design of
other tubes. Raytheon has made a very real contribution to radio.
RAYTHEON

RAYTHEON was FIRST
To produce a practical, heavy duty rectifier tube for Belimination.

And when Raytheon brought out a full line of A.C.
and receiving tubes, RAYTHEON was FIRST
To anchor receiving tube elements at the top with mica, increasing
rigidity and uniformity of performance.
To produce a long -life, quick- heating tube for A. C. operation.

And RAYTHEON ALONE
Builds a tube of FOUR -PILLAR CONSTRUCTION, cross tube so sturdy that its laboratory anchored top and bottom
tested performance cannot be changed by the shocks and knocks
of shipment and handling.
In addition to the many outstanding improvements and patents
which can be used by Raytheon only, Raytheon will benefit by
all R. C. A. tube patents, present and future.
Due to the license granted Raytheon-jobbers and dealers can
sell these high -quality tubes with no danger of legal entanglements or "frozen" stock.

-a

EV

DY

RAYTHEON

EYE READY

RAYTHEON
THE NEWEST NAME IN RADIO
Inc., now controls production and
sale of licensed Raytheon Tubes. This combines not only the
names, but the facilities of these two companies.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

Effective June 1, 1929, Eveready Raytheon Tubes will be
produced and merchandised under the control of the great
Eveready organization.
Plant enlargements are now under way. Additional equipment is being installed. Production of Eveready Raytheon Tubes
will be enormously increased. An adequate supply is assured.
Eveready Raytheon is a large individual division of the
National Carbon Company, Inc., and will have all of the usual
aggressive Eveready advertising and merchandising activities
back of it. Extensive Publicity ... Broadcasting . Advertising.
This means increased opportunities for present Raytheon
dealers. Additional franchises will be allotted. There will be
full co- operation with the trade.
Plan now to take full advantage of this great new development
in the radio tube market. Be sure to order an adequate stock of
Eveready Raytheon Tubes.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc., New York
Branches: Atlanta, Chicago, Kansas City, Long Island City, San Francisco
Unit of Union Carbide

Li:

and Carbon Corporation

¡VE RFAiW
RAYTHEON

EVE READY

RAYTHEON
EVEREADY

Raytheon Tubes

-

will be sold in this package,
made in the Eveready colors
red, blue and gray. It brings the
prestige of two well -known
names together in a striking
display.
The change in name will

NATIONAL CARBON
UNIT OF

UNION CARg IDE AN D
MADE IN

CO.,Inc.

CARDON CORP

U.S A.

mean even more than a great
expansion of production and
distribution. In addition to the
specialized activities of the famous Raytheon laboratories at
Cambridge, Eveready Raytheon will have the benefit of
all research and development
facilities of the National Carbon Company, Inc.
Eveready Raytheon will continue to lead in radio tube
development. As an Eveready
Raytheon dealer, the many
developments in principle and
design which are constantly in
progress in the Eveready Raytheon laboratories assure you
of radio tubes abreast of the
moment . .. ahead of it.
Don't miss this opportunity
to profit by all that Eveready
Raytheon will have to offer
you. Get in touch with your
jobber or distributor today.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc., New York
Branches: Atlanta, Chicago, Kansas City, Long Island City, San Francisco
Unit of Union Carbide FT-in and Carbon Corporation

AVE READv

RAYTHEON

R

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON PACKAGE
and great new E R 224
Screen Grid Tube

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON

;Pl

LRAYTHÉÓÑ

NATIONAL CARBON
UN IT

CO.,Inc.

UNION CARBIDEOF
AND CARBON

CORP.

MADE IN U.S.A.

Eveready Raytheon Tubes are a
complete line
E R Rectifier B1-í
E R Rectifier BA
E R 201-A
E R 200-A
E R 112-A
E R 171-A
E R 210
E R 250
E R 245

ER

E R 240
E R 280
E R 281

E R 226
E R 227
E R 224
E R Type A

Cartridge Rectifier

E R Photo -cell
Kino Lamp
E R 224 tube with exclusive four- pillar
construction, cross - anchored top and
bottom
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PERFECTED
for your new
power tube

set.....

Engineering Co- operation.
Jefferson engineers, pioneers in the
field of transformer development, are
ready to assist in solving your transformer and choke problems. In our

Jefferson Power Pack
for use with the new
245 and 224 tubes

--

own modern research laboratories
or working with your engineers
Jefferson engineers can offer valuable
aid in the design of your audio and
power equipment.

Jefferson....
Transformers and Chokes

Protection in Peak Periods

Foreseeing the present trend toward the use of new power
tubes in receiving sets, Jefferson engineers have perfected
a special transformer -and a wide choice of choke units
-for coordinate use with the new 245 power tube and
the 224 shield grid tube. Likewise, Jefferson audio transformers have been improved in design to make use of all
the potentialities of these new tubes. Complete electrical
specifications and quotations will be furnished reliable
set manufacturers on request.

The Jefferson world -wide reputadon for quality transformers and integrity in trade relations, combined with
tremendous production capacity, is
your assurance of a reliable source of
supply. During last year's peak season,
although besieged with outside business, not one of our customers was
forced to seek another source of supply. Deliveries were made promptly
under all conditions production
schedules protected.

-

7E1

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC COMPANY

1592 South Laflin Street

Chicago, Illinois

NEFF

AUDIO and POWER TRANSFORMERS and CHOKES
(9481)

l'ogr

?,!
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These EBY Products Are
Already Half Way On the Set
Their Advanced Designs Reduce Assembly Costs

The Eby Company considers assembly cost as part
of the cost of the product to the
manufacturer. That's why Eby has specialized in
designing products that take
only half the time and expense
to assemble-that's why Eby products
are virtually
half way on the set when they are
finished at our factory.
Another big feature of Eby products is attractive
an asset to the finest radio set. And finally, and ofappearance. Every Eby product is
equal importance, is Eby service.
The Eby Company has been an absolutely
dependable
supplier of quality products
for six years.

Model 6 Socket is new and much
better. Designed for manufacturers'
use exclusively. Popular
Eby features have been retained and new
ones added.
Five different colors numbered
for identification of tubes.
Long two-sided prongs -for positive

-

pair of tip jacks moulded as
inserts, in a brown Bakelite strip
marked Speaker, Phono or Field.
No insulating washers or nuts!
Eby type "H"
A

contact.
Guide for tube prongs -a famous
Eby feature.

A new

and inexpensive connector plug and receptacle.
Available with six prongs for
connecting set to power supply, with five prongs for pushpull dynamic speaker voice
coil and field connections or
with four prongs for dynamic
speaker voice coil and
field connections

Rivet assembly -for economy.

New in performance, new in appearance -and a new low price

One

nut assembles these two tip
moulded as

inserts in a brown
strip. Available marked
Speaker, Phono or Field. No insulating washers! Type "S"
Bjacks
akelite

There are three assembly operations
on the Combination Antenna
and
Ground post strips -two nuts to
tighten and one soldered connection to make. The ground post is
automatically grounded to panel
and Antenna post insulated
it. No washers! Furnished from
with
soldering lug and nut assembled on
Antenna post

Another product which eliminates
assembly operations. The Ground
post is automatically grounded and
the two Antenna posts insulated
with no washers. Quick,
easy, economical!

The H. H. EBY
4710

Stenton Ave.
Makers of Eby

Here's another assembly
shortcut for manufacturers
who want binding posts for
Speaker Field connections.
One nut to tighten
two
soldered connections to make
and they are both assembled
and insulated. No washers!

MFG. CO., Inc.
Philadelphia
Binding Posts

-
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An

organization composed of Pioneer Radio Engineers and Executives whose products have
achieved fame everywhere, occupies a new plant and presents DUOVAC, a NEW and better tube.
DUOVACS are made in the world's FINEST equipped tube factory. Every detail is precisely
performed by skilled operators in broad bright daylight with the aid of the newest automatic tube iaking machinery.

DUOVAC RADIO TUBE CORPORATION, 360 FURMAN

ST.,

BROOKLYN, N.

Y.
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Licensed under Lektophone patents

GOODWILL IS GOOD BUSINESS
Behind and directing everything that the
manufacturers of the Oxford Dynamic Speaker
are doing is one dominating aim that is
TO SERVE

-

-

OXFORD

By building the

definitely
stands for

finest radio speakers in the World
in large mass production
at the
lowest prices consistent with the
highest ideals

THE FINEST
THE LATEST
THE MOST
DEPENDABLE
IN RADIO
SPEAKERS

-

-

Let Speaker Specialists fill your Speaker Requirements.
Our spacious new
plant provides for the production of thousands of
speakers daily.
Oxford Speakers are available, correctly engineered, for the new
model
chassis of practically all the radio set builders who sell
separate radio
chassis. Among our thirty -five models we have D. C.
speakers now available for chassis of Wells-Gardner, Silver -Marshall,
Audiola, Premier,
Shamrock, Day -Fan, Minerva, Buckingham, Wexstark,
Pierce-Arrow,
Sentinel, Liberty, Walbert, Peerless- Pioneer, National, and
IsrasbergGollos.

The Oxford line includes all Dynamic Speakers, such
as the Direct Current
Models, A. C. Rectified types, tube operated speakers,
and theater models.

OXFORD RADIO CORP.
G. A. Joy,

President

Successors to Joy -Kelsey Corporation

Roy W.
Frank Reichmann, Gen'l Sales Mgr. and Chief Augustine, Secy. and Treas.
Engr.

3200 W. Carroll Ave.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

SEE OUR EXHIBIT AT THE JUNE TRADE
SHOW,
HOTEL STEVENS, BOOTH 41-D, Room 523
-A
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volume control. "R"
the resistance.
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Contact disc "D" has only
a rocking action on the resistance. Pressure arm "P"
together with shaft and
hushing is fully insulated.

THE volume control on the set you sell may seem like a
small thing to you . . . and yet that little unit behind
the knob can either make or break the satisfaction of the
family to whom you sell a radio.
When they get the set it may work fine, but what will they
say after a few months when noise, both mechanical and
electrical, develops . . . as well as an unevenness of control.
The signals come through in "spurts" and locals are almost
impossible to control. What then?

This is the action of the
usual wire wound control
after it has been in use
like
.
for some time
iron on it so he places a
cobblestone ,pavement.
.

Here's the answer: Be sure the volume control has
"Centralab" stamped on the back.
And here is why: Centralab precision controls give a
perfect control of all stations smoothly and evenly . . . the
exclusive rocking disc construction is insurance against any
change in the resistance as well as against the development
of mechanical or electrical noise.

CENTRAL RADIO

20

K E E F E

AVE.

The tailor uses

the stme

rini lido as Centralab. Ile
doe, not want to ruin the
e-uleont by placing the
iron on it so he places a
cloth iu between. Centralab controls can not ruin
the resistance because the
rocking disc is in between
the pressure arm and the
resistance.
p

LABORATORIES

MILWAUKEE,

W I S

.
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NIUD SCI EN.LAB

Pointing Out the Features
of the New Type B. T. 4 Gang
ARMORED CONDENSER

-Rigid frame

made of heavy drawn

s

-Circuit adjustments are facilitated

and

stators are precision

6

-Adjustable smooth acting end thrust
and

steel.

spaced and
©__Rotors

soldered.

4-Accuracy and calibration

in ganging
is assured by wide spacing between

plates.

-Permanent and perfect alignment
(1)of rotors

is assured because the removable shaft is independent of
bearings.

by the gradual curve on the minimum capacity adjuster.

tension fork.

split end rotor plate permits
additional adjustment for the entire

wave band.
®_The

At The Chicago Trade Show

See the

United Scientific Laboratory displays, Booth
135, Stevens Hotel, and Room
542 -A, Stevens Hotel.

Samples now ready for delivery. Write
for prices and

lull information

UNITED SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES, INC.
115 Fourth
Branch Offices
St. Louis
Chicago
Boston

Minneapolis

664%

Avenue, New York City

Cincinnati

Los Angeles

Philadelphia

San Francisco

London, Ontario

/A0,./2)W/iríiüiirirsi,i
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See us

R.

¡11.

at

the

A.

Trade .Show,
Booth 8,
Exhibit Hall,

Stevens Hotel,
Chicago,
t nrr arts.

HARRY H. STEINLE
f'icePresident and
General Sales Manage

WILLIAM CEPEK
Secretary

"Ask

for the tube in the

yellow and black
triangular box"

TRIAD MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.

PAWTUCKET, R. I.

Pape ?s
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Electrostatic Condensers for All Purposes

For Service

The Accepted Standard

WIRELESS SPECIALTY APPARATUS Co.
Jamaica Plain, Boston

Est. 1907
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MOVING DAY CAME AND WENT...
But POLYMET

PRODUCTION
Rolled Right
Along

ITH

pardonable pride, Polymet points
to the successful completion of the Herculean task of maintaining production schedules
while the entire Polymet Plant was on the move.
Rather than impair in any detail a reputation for
on -time delivery consistently built up over years,
Polymet moved unit by unit so that production
could flow steadily along.
are proud of that job, and even prouder that
it was a greatly increased business, built on a

We

foundation of consistent Quality, Service and Dependability in Polymet Products, that necessitated
our moving at all.
The Polymet factory is now in full operation at the
new address printed below. Enormously increased
capacity, the very newest in machinery and an augmented technical staff are ready to fill your orders
time!
for Quality electric set essentials

-on

Hor Coils .. Condensers.. Resi,tances.. Enameled Wire

POLYMET MANUFACTURING CORP.
839 -C E. 134th Street, N. Y. C.
{

isit our booth,

No.

76, at the

R.

Q

I. thole

POLYMET Pl {nl)UCTS

iiir
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POTOR REGULATION

TRANSFORMER REGULATION

95

IlirGo

En1110

1111111®11111

POTOR
ANEW AC

VOLTAGE

REGULATOR
POTOR (Ward Leonard AC Voltage
Regulator) replaces, for the manufacturer, the power transformer in
any
radio receiver. It is made of
wire,
insulation, and steel -the same
components used in transformer
construction. POTOR is entirely
magnetic in
operation. There are, of course, no
condensers, resistors, moving parts, or
thermally operated units used in, or in
connection with, its design.
Any desired degree of regulation
may be obtained (manufacturing
costs
are higher for very close regulation),
and POTOR may be designed for
any
primary voltage range, frequency, and
to provide the necessary secondary voltages.
Once the design data has been
WO.

POTOR replaces

the transformer
in a radio re-

ceiver. Illustrated is a typical model.

established, POTOR may be placed in
production with no more difficulty than
is associated with the
manufacture of
transformers.
Information on POTOR (Ward
Leonard AC Voltage Regulator) will
be sent upon request to the Chief
Engineers and other executives of radio
companies. If you have a specific regulator problem demanding immediate
solution, please send us complete data,
or preferably, plan to visit our
plant
yourself. We will show you POTOR
in many applications, and discuss the manufacturing
arrangements.
V1HlK/W
1.0114111

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.
MOUNT VERNON,NY.
+.ra.v._

,

.,,......

.,

,....

111113
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PETER L. JENSEN has applied entirely new and original
principles in the design of this new dynamic. The cone is 10
inches in diameter. The moving coil represents an innovation in
design. The sensitivity is greater than that ever attained in any
previous dynamic speaker, and the ability to reproduce great
volume is exceeded only by the Jensen Auditorium Dynamic.
startling and impressive. Many
of America's leading radio set
manufacturers have acknowledged the superiority of this new
dynamic speaker and their engineers in collaboration with Peter
L. Jensen have adapted it to their
own specific requirements. The
trade and public will acknowledge just as readily the marked
superiority of radio sets equipped
with this new reproducer.
Write for complete information and ask for a frequency response curve of this new speaker.

The Concert Dynamic definitely
sets a new standard of excellence.
For along with the musical reproduction of bass notes as low as 30
cycles, the higher frequencies are
reproduced with extraordinary

brilliance. In fact the entire
musical scale is reproduced with
a brilliance and firmness of quality never acquired before.
There is no need of a "side by
side" comparison to appreciate

the superiority of this new
JENSEN PATENTS ALLOWED AND PENDING
LICENSED UNDER LEKTOPHONE PATENTS

R A D I O
S E N
Chicago, Illinois
Avenue,
Laramie

J E N
6601 S.

Jensen Speaker. Wherever it is
heard its performance is both

M A N U F A C T U R I N G
212

111,"`s""f""

C O M P A N Y

Ninth Street, Oakland, California

HEAR DEMONSTRATION AT R. M. A. SHOW, STEVENS

HOTEL
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EW, REVOLUTIONARY, AYEAR AHEAD

Mink=

for HOME and THEATRE

Its

advantages:

..

Best Theatre Pick -up is the largest, heaviest,
1 The
most powerful Pick -up ever designed.

tALKINGPtcrU

2

The Best Theatre Pick -up has by far the lightest
weight on the record.

WIWOW

3

COUNTED 4
113AlANCEp !
............i:d'.'?'l.'::i:2:1.J:..!:':Y'

.

The Best Theatre Pick -up has less needle noise.
The Best Theatre Pick -up will give by far longer
record life.

Best Theatre Pick -up has a response curve
5 s The
which follows, almost exactly that of the pick -up

selling for over $200.

examine the Best Theatre Pick -up in
your laboratory, when you make your own independent tests, both individual and comparative, you
will know that again the designers of the BBL Speaker unit have made the finest product in its field.
Samples will be sent
to responsible manufacturers.
WHEN you

The BestTheatre Pickup, iebuilt like
a suspension bridge. So delicately is
it balanced, that only a feather weight
is placed on the record. When finished
playing a record, simply tip the head
stays
no danger of ruining
record orwoodwork.

-i

Perfect balance
does it.

/11-:
-,

BEST MANUFACTURING CO.
1.200 GROVE ST., IRVINGTON, N.

J.

IBIESSI
for HOME and THEATRE

74eafrdll'otwànpw
.

i
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TWO NOTABLE CONTRIBUTIONS
TO RADIO DESIGN
Aluminum Condensers
perfection of a special

THE
A luminum Radio sheet to meet
condenser blade specifications as
to gauge and flatness has been
very generally welcomed by Radio
producers.
A reliable, dependable source of
supply of Aluminum condenser
blade stock is now available -with
variations in thickness within a
single sheet of less than .0005"
and gauge tolerances from sheet
to sheet of ± .001 ".
Aluminum is the logical material for the heavy condenser
blades now required in sets that
are housed in the same cabinets

with powerful loud speakers.
Aluminum Blades do not vibrate
and produce microphonics.

Aluminum Shielding
SINCE the beginning of 1929,
five more prominent manufacturers have adopted Aluminum
Shielding. Twenty -seven leading
sets are now designed for Aluminum Shielding -an almost universal acceptance.
The reason is evident. Aluminum is highly efficient electrically
-especially at radio frequencies.
It works easily and well in the
shop. It appeals to both purchaser
and producer- because it is attractive in appearance, light in
weight and non-corrosive.
And Aluminum Shields are
economical, from the standpoint
of first cost -in production -and
in finishing. We solicit your inquiries.

Inquiries are solicited for Aluminum foil, sheet, wire, rod, tubing, stamping,
die- castings, sand castings, extruded shapes, screw machine products, strong
Aluminum alloys, Aluminum wood grain panels, and magnesium products.

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
2468

Oliver Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Offices in 18 Principal American Cities

ALUMINUM
(?lie inuik of i/uulity in Radio
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LONG LIFE ASSURED

Type B-402 B -L Rectifier Max. D. C. Rat ing, 3 Amps. 2 Volts.

Type

B -12

B -L Rectifier.

Advancement...
The new Type B -402 B -L Rectifier Unit
has caused a decided advancement in
the manufacture of dynamic speakers.
An advancement because it permits

these economies for the dynamic
speaker manufacturer:
Allows a low voltage type of field winding-less turns of larger wire and consequent lower winding and wire costs.
Thus a more rugged field winding
with a better space factor is assured.
The B -402 is a truly notable addition
to the long line of stable, proven and
successful B -L Rectifiers.
Type C -110 B -L
Rectifier Replacement Unit.

Write us for complete literature on all B-L

...

Rectifier Units
Complete data and engineering service is available at all times.

The B -L Electric Mfg. Co.
(Formerly Mfg. Div. of llar Benwood-Linze Co.)

19th Sr Washington Aves.

St. Louis, Mo.

Lmm
Type

A B -L

Rectifier.

RECTIFIERS
TRADE MARK REG.

DRY DURABLE - COMPACT COMPLETE NOISELESS
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Visit our
Booth No. 45
at the R.M.A.
Convention

New Improved
(#74\--

DURHAM POWEROHMS
FACH succeeding year, more and more important manufacturers of radio, television and
talking movies are standardizing on DURHAMS
resistances which are dependable,
accurate in rating, and can be relied upon for long continued and uninterrupted serviçe.

-the

Supplied in 1 and 2 watt types in standard, pig -tail or special tips; temperature rise at
1 watt is 45 °c and at 2 watts 74 °c; all types are flash tested at double the rated power load
as an extra precaution against electrical or mechanical weaknesses; extremely rugged construction; supplied in all ranges from 500 to 200,000 ohms in power types and from 1 to
100 megohms in resistor types.
Samples for testing gladly sent upon request, together with engineering data sheets. Please
state ratings in which you are interested.

METALLIZED

POWEROHMS
&
RESISTORS
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE
2006 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,
CO.,

Pa.

RADIO /TUBES

Be guided by a name

that has meant absolute tube
integrity for the past fourteen years.
The name
is Cunningham-choice of the American home.
Cunningham Booth No. 5, R M A Trade Show, Congress Hotel, Chicago, June 3-7

NEW YORK

E. T.

CHICAGO

CUNNINGHAM, INC.
SAN FRANCISCO

DALLAS

Manufactured and sold under rights, patents and inventions owned and /or controlled by Radio
Corporation of America
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Precision Filament is produced
by a special process so that it
hangs absolutely straight. .. .
This quality, in addition to the
consistent accuracy, uniform
size and resistance, and its
clean surface, makes this wire
the preference of the foremost tube manufacturers.
PRECISION FILAMENT WIRE
IS A PRODUCT OF

SIGMUND COI-lIN.

44 GOLD STREET.
NEW YORK
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YOU can secure Frost -Radio Volume
Controls in any of the curves drawn
on the charts shown, as well as in many
other curves to suit your needs. You
can thus obtain from us any resistance
gradient you desire in units from several
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hundred ohms up to and including a
total resistance of several megohms.
Frost -Radio Variable Resistors are
made in several sizes, in single or tandem construction, and with resistance
arranged to increase with either clockwise or counter -clockwise knob rotation.
These units are smooth -running, noninductive, and absolutely unaffected
by temperature or humidity changes.
We supply Frost -Radio Volume Controls in the following standard housing
dimensions:
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Bakelite
Metal
Metal
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Tell Us of lour fi, eeial
Requirements
For other than standard units, please indicate in your request for
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samples any special dimensions, terminal positions, curve desired,
and watt load, and in
requesting tandem unit
samples state maximum

permissible mounting
depth. Please note that
bushings, threads per
inch, shaft lengths and
diameters illustrated are
standard. Made in two
or three terminal type.

Manufacturers in the World
HER ?.RT H. FROST, Inc. Th"471rgest
igh Grade Variable Resistors
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TIME
THERE IS STILL TIME TO SECURE
OUR QUOTATIONS AND SAMPLE
BLOCKS FOR THIS SEASON'S REQUIREMENTS.
OUR OIL CONDENSERS ARE LEADING THE FIELD IN QUALITY AND
THE PRICES ARE RIGHT.
DO NOT OVERLOOK THIS OPPOR-

TUNITY. FORWARD YOUR LATEST
SPECIFICATIONS TO US AT YOUR
EARLIEST CONVENIENCE.
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CONDENSER CORPORATION OF AMERICA
259-271 CORNELISON AVE.
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JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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This New Elkon Rectifier Eliminates the Power
Transformer in Dynamic Speakers

This shows the size
of one of the rectifier units. Two are
required on each

The rectifier unit, . n
he easily replaced when
necessary s may he seen
here.

speaker.

the field. The new Elkon D -30 Power
Supply is the outstanding development of the year in
rectifiers for dynamic speakers.
This remarkable rectifier operates directly from the AC
power line eliminating the Power Transformer and reducing the cost of assembly.
Supplied complete, ready to install, or the rectifier units
(two required on each speaker) can be sold separately.
Wonderfully efficient, quiet in operation. The units can
be replaced when necessary as easily as a tube is changed
in a socket.
If you have not already sent us a sample
of your new speaker, do so at once. We
will equip it with the new Elkon rectifier and return it to you
promptly.
AGAIN Elkon leads
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For Complete Satisfaction
Specify Textolite Laminated
-

Textolite laminated gives complete
satisfaction to users, not only because
of its remarkable combination of
qualities, but also because it is made
by an organization with facilities and
resources to supply all your present
and future needs.

Its quality is beyond question
the resources of the General
Electric research laboratories are

It is new to the trade -but it is time -

The adaptability of Textolite lami-

tried in seven years of service.

nated is amazing. The trade

enlisted in its manufacture. Modern machinery, supervised by
skilled technicians, assures quantity
production.

continually finds new uses for
it. Complete stocks of rod,
tube, and plate are always on
hand, and special requirements can be met promptly.

Millions of pounds have been
used to replace wood, rubber,
fiber, mica, porcelain, and
metals in General Electric
products.

885.19

GENERAL ELECTRIC

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY.

N.

Y., SALES

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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Frequency Distortion in R -F. Amplifiers
Effects of the Shape of the Resonance Curve on the Quality of the
Received Signal With Special Attention to Tuned Coupled Circuits

By Charles J. Hirsch, A.B., E.E.
E effects of the shape and
width of the resonance curve of
a radio receiver on detection
and quality has been much misTl

I

understood. Thus It is quite possible
that, in some of the sets using coupled
circuits which have been recently advocated, distortion may be increased
instead of diminished. It is also possible, under certain conditions, to obtain better quality with a flat -topped
resonance curve only 5 -kc. wide than
with one 10 -kc. wide. It is the purpose of this article to discuss the effect
of the shape of the resonance curve
on the quality and volume of a received signal. This discussion holds
only if we make the assumption that
the transmitting stations send out
waves in the same manner as they do
now.

d

Let us now briefly discuss the high
points of modulation and detection, the
two being practically the same thing.
If a radio wave of frequency fo is
modulated by a voice frequency f1, the
radiated wave is made up, among other
things, of the frequencies:
a. The carrier frequency fo.
b. The upper side frequency equal to
fo-F-f,.
c. The lower side frequency equal

to fo-f,.

If the carrier is 100% modulated,
then the side frequencies are of half
the amplitude of the carrier frequency.

FIG.1
The received signal is made up of
the beats between these three frequencies. We see that the beat
between the carrier and each side
band has a frequency equal to f,
while the beat between the two
side frequencies has a frequency
equal to 2 f, and is therefore distortion. Low percentage modulation by decreasing the amplitude
of the side frequencies, decreases
the beats between them more than
the beat between the carrier and
each side frequency.
íj

amplitude of the beat between the sidebands varies as the square of the percentage of modulation, while the desired note varies as the first power.
This means that for a 100% modulated
wave, the second harmonic distorting
frequency will be a quarter as strong
as the desired note. while if the percentage of modulation is reduced to
10% the second harmonic will only he
one- twentieth of the desired note.
This shows the advantage of low percentage modulation when good quality
is desired.
We see from this that we want to
increase the beat between the carrier
and each side frequency and that we
want to minimize the beat between the
side frequencies. With this in mind
we can easily see that the ideal resofo+fi
fo i
nance curve is not a flat- topped one
FIG. 2
but one which is flat topped for all
the notes that we want to receive and
If the resonance curve has this
shape, we see that the side freone that would amplify the carrier
quencies are accentuated with remany times more than the sidebands.
spect to the carrier. In this manner, the beats between the side
Unfortunately, this is impossible so
and
frequencies are very marked
that we must be satisfied with the
distortion Is increased.
more easily obtained flat- topped resonothing more than the creation of beats nance curve.
between the high -frequency wave and
Carrier and Sideband Amplificathe low-frequency modulating signal.

S0% modulated, then
the side frequencies have an amplitude equal to 40% of the carrier frequency. In other words, the amplitude of the side frequencies is equal to
half the percentage modulation of the
carrier. (See Fig. 1.)
The modulating then amounts to

If the carrier is

f

tion

Process of Detection
The process of detection is similar

to that of modulation. The receiver
picks up, in general, three frequencies
which are : the carrier and the two

side frequencies. When these three
frequencies are impressed on the detector, the latter causes beats to take
place between them. These beats are:
a. A beat between the carrier and
the upper side frequency. This has the
frequency which modulated the carrier
at the transmitting station and is
therefore what we want.
b. A beat between the carrier and
This is
the lower side frequency.
identical to "a ".
c. A beat between the two side frequencies. Since the sidebands are
separated from the carrier by an
amount equal to the desired frequency
the two sidebands. occurring one
above and the other below the carrier.
are separated by twice the desired frequency and therefore canse second However, the
harmonic distortion.

By means of coupled tuned circuits,
it is possible to obtain a resonance
carve as shown in Fig. 2. Such a

fo

fo-fi

fo+fl

rf,/

N

-

---!

10 KC.

FIG.3

This is the ideal form for the resonance curve when the present
The
method of tuning is used.
carrier is accentuated with respect
to the side frequencies but all
these come in equally well over a
band of 10 kc. After that there is
The accentucomplete cut -off.
ation of the carrier with respect
to the side frequencies minimizes
the beat between them when compared to the beat between the
carrier and each side frequency.
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tinuously with the frequency desired,
decreasing as frequency increases.
This is a point which has been neglected in all popular articles on coupled
tuned circuits and manufacturers now
sell kits in which the coupling is fixed.
While this practice may be justifiable
in other respects, we see that it is not
correct scientifically.
To have good quality, all frequencies
up to 5 kc. should come in equally
well. This means that counting the
upper and lower sidebands, the resonance curve should be fiat-topped for
a width of 10 kc. Actually, it is possible to obtain just as good quality with
a band width of 5 kc. as with one of
10 kc. This is done by tuning the carrier to either the upper or lower cutoff frequency. This has the effect of
cutting off one of the sidebands and,
therefore, prevents the beat between
the side frequencies. This is shown
in Fig. 4. The audible signal then
consists only of the beat between the
carrier and one sideband.

Advantages of 5 -kc. Band
The advantages of a 5 -kc. flat -topped
resonance curve are:
a. Better quality because the beats
between sidebands are eliminated. This
results in the elimination of secondharmonic distortion.
b. The transmitting station could increase its percentage of modulation,
thereby increasing its range without
decreasing its quality.
c. Greater selectivity can be obtained.
d. If the flat -topped curve is obtained by tuned coupled circuits, then

20

resonance curve is to be avoided inas- us now find out the characteristic curve
much as it amplifies the sidebands at 1500 ke. We then find that the cirmuch more than the carrier. Some cuit tunes much too broadly. The cocalculations were made to determine efficient of coupling which was correct
just how much this would amount to. for a wave of 550 kc. is no longer corIt was found that with a coil of 150 rect for 1500 kc. In other words, the
microhenrys, tuned to 550 kc. and coefficient of coupling should vary concoupled to a similar coil similarly
tuned, the two peaks obtained were
separated by 10 kc. for 1.75% coupling
However, the carrier in this case was
amplified only half as much as a side
_
e1
frequency 5 kc. off resonance. This
means that if the transmitted signal is
100% modulated, the second harmonic
O
distorting note will be half as strong
es O
RIS
FOR EACH
as the desired note. However, if two
CIRCUIT OR FOR EACH
such stages are cascaded, the relative
COMBINATION OF CIRCUITS.
R
amplification between a note 5 kc. off
resonance and the carrier will be as
four to one. This means that in this
W
o
A is the
case for a 100% modulated signal, the Curve
a td
inverted
resosecond harmonic distortion will be as nance curve of
á
coupled
tuned
strong as the desired note. This will, circuits 1 and
4:11
ilail 0 I2.
of course, give very bad quality. Of Curve B is the
resocourse, very few carriers are 100% combined
curve of
modulated, but this case was taken nance
straight tuned
plate circuits 3
to illustrate the point more fully.
4. Curve C
The doubly- humped resonance curve and
is the combinaresonance
\
I- Z
given by coupled tuned circuits can, tion
curve
all four
however, by careful matching with an tuned of circuits.
see that it
ordinary tuned circuit, be made to give We
Is
fairly flat
a fairly flat -topped curve. The orditopped.
ocr
nary tuned circuit discriminates in
favor of the carrier as against the side - nnunumnummunwnnmu!uuunn
hands. The coupled tuned circuits
discriminate in favor of the sidebands
as compared to the carrier. By combining the two, we can obtain a combination characteristic which will be
fairly even. This is shown in Fig. 6.
However, another precaution must
be taken. Let us suppose that we have
carefully matched our circuits so as to
10
5
0
give 10 kc. band width at 550 kc. Let
KILOCYCLES OFT
111111111111111111110111111111111111111111101111
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constant coupling will not cause as
wide a resonance curve at the high
radio frequencies.
e. More efficient circuits can be
used.
The disadvantages are :
a. The public is accustomed to
tuning to the midpoint of the resonance curve and would probably keep
on doing so unless restrained by force
or an injunction.
b. The volume would be decreased
because we only get the beat between
one sideband and the carrier instead
of the beats between both sidebands
and the carrier.
c. It will not, generally speaking,
give better quality than tuning to the
edge of the 10-kc. band resonance
curve.
d. It is questionable if the public
wants the high notes. People are so
used to listening to the low notes as
an indication of quality that they
have probably forgotten there are high
notes.
As the ordinary set is tuned in, we
bear at first only the high notes, then
as we get closer and closer to resonance, the low notes become louder and
louder as compared to the high notes
until when we are in resonance, the
high notes may be mostly lacking. By
suitable adjustment of the volume con-

45

either into a tuned plate circuit or into
a circuit coupled to the plate circuit
of the tube. We should not let ourfo-fi
fo+fi
selves be fooled by claims of sensitivity
of this type of circuit. If we are only
after sensitivity, then it is true that
we can get lots of it in this manner,
but then sad things happen to the
quality. With a coil of 150 micro henrys and 2.75 ohms resistance tuned
to 550 kc. and feeding out of the plate
of the new 224 -type tube, an amplification of 80 per stage can be obRECTANGULAR'
RESONANCE CURVE
tained. However, 5 kc. off resonance
is only amplified .345 times as much
FIG.4
as the carrier per stage. Therefore,
",
point
"a
tuning
carrier
to
By
the
for three stages, the amplification will
the lower sideband is eliminated,
while by tuning to point "b ", the
be 512,000 times and 5 kc. amplificaupper sideband is eliminated. In
tion will be only 4.1% of the amplificathis manner the beat between the
side frequencies is done away and
tion of the carrier.
only the desired frequency comes
through. It will be seen that this
By this, I don't mean to condemn
ideal form of resonance curve
screen-grid tube. It is a good tube
the
frewould also let all audible
and I believe that it is here to stay,
quencies up to 5 kc. come through
This
would
give
suwell.
equally
but we must be careful before we make
perior quality to the one obtainable
in Fig. 3. The volume will be deextravagant claims for it.
creased because the disired freOne great advantage of the screen quency is obtained by beating the
carrier with only one side fregrid tube is that the elimination of the
quency instead of two, as in Fig. 3.
plate to grid capacity allows us to detrol we can then adjust the perform- sign circuits with some degree of acance of the receiver to favor either the curacy. At least now we can figure
out a characteristic on paper and on
low or the high frequencies.
It is true that fabulous amplifica- trying it out find something which will
be near to what was expected. This
tion can be obtained by using the
screen -grid tube and feed the output was not possible before.

A New Method of Tuning
The Wave- Resonance System of Tuning, Developed by
Major W. R. Blair and Dr. Louis Cohen
By J. E. Smith*

-

BASED on a fundamentally new
principle of tuning, a simple
device for use with existing
radio receiving sets or for incorporation into future designs of receivers, has been invented by Major
William R. Blair, Chief Engineer in
charge of Research and Engineering
Division, and Dr. Louis Cohen of the
Signal Corps Radio Laboratories of
the War Department. The mathematical formula of the so- called "circuit tuning by wave resonance" will
be outlined by Major William R. Blair,
Chief Engineer of the Signal Corps,
and Dr. Cohen at the forthcoming
annual meeting of the International
Union of Scientific Radio -telegraphy.
The instrument by which this new
method of tuning is effected consists
of a coil of wire, 8 inches long and 2
inches in diameter and containing 400
turns of extremely fine wire, and a
thin plate of aluminum, eight inches
long and four inches wide. The piece
of aluminum is moved at varying distances from the coil of wire as a
means of tuning signals from various
broadcasting stations. This device,
which has a vertical movement instead
of revolving about an axis as is true
with our present -day variable conPresident, National Radio Institute.

THE

Wave-Resonance

Tuning System described
in this article is an
elaboration on the developments of Major Blair and Dr.
Cohen, originally referred to in
the May, 1927 issue of RADIO
ENGINEERING.
Considerable progress has been made since that
time.
This system of tuning recalls
to memory the Resonance Wave
Coil, given wide recognition
many years ago.
It is quite possible that Wave -

Resonance Tuning can be effectively applied to modern broadcast receivers and assist materially in easing the problem
of selectivity vs. distortion.
Editor.

-

densers, may be coupled to commercial -built radio receiving sets and thus
employed as an extra degree of tuning-insuring much greater selectivity
than is now possible with the prevailing method of tuning.
"In the present practice of the radio
art," points out Dr. Cohen in introduc-

ing his basically new system, "circuit
tuning is accomplished by a proper
combination of localized inductances
and capacities ; the values of the inductance and capacity properly chosen
to meet the conditions of any particular problem of design. The phenomena
connected with this form of tuning
have been studied quite exhaustively
by many investigators every conceivable modification of circuit structure
has been subjected to careful analysis,
and the results made available in many
publications."
;

Wave- Resonance Tuning
"There is, however, another form
of tuning which may be called 'wave
resonance' of which comparatively
little if any advantage was taken in
the radio art, and which will show on
investigation to offer possibilities in
the accomplishment of results which
cannot be very well attained by the
older method of tuning. The basic
principles of this form of tuning were
more or less known to theorists, but
the application to the radio art has
been negligible."
Wave -resonance tuning may be defined as that condition when a piece
of wire or other metallic conductor of
distributed inductance and capacity is
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limits. The dimensions of the coil as
well as the number of turns may be
varied to meet particular requirements
of design in the matter of frequency
range. By varying the distance
separation of the movable plate from
the coil, the distributed capacity and,
to some extent, the distributed inductance are varied, affording a convenient
Inca us for adjustment. In some cirhe metal plate is grounded and
iu oihers ungrounded, depending upon
the particular circuit arrangement in
which it is used."
,

I

1

i

1

I

Practical Adaptation of System
Dr. Louis Cohen applying the resonance wave tuning system to a
superheterodyne.

subjected to radio waves or electrical
oscillations and either the length of
the wire or the inductance and capacity per unit length of the conductor
are harmoniously adjusted with respect to the wavelength or frequency
of the radio wave or electrical oscillations. Or, simply expressed, it means
capturing a stationary radio wave on
a piece of wire and then picking out
the resonant or tuned points. The coil
of wire, already referred to, harnesses
the radio wave and the thin aluminum
plate picks out the signals of the different broadcasting stations.
"This method of tuning," we are told
by Dr. Cohen, "offered possibilities for
many novel circuit arrangements suitable for various uses in the reception
and transmission of radio signals. In
the mathematical discussion before
the International Union of Scientific
Radio -telegraphy, we shall describe
circuit systems embodying this method
of tuning and demonstrate that a high
degree of selectivity is obtainable, and
that it offers an effective method for
the elimination of interferences. Also,
multiplexing, both in the transmission
and reception of radio signals. can be
readily realized by a circuit system
utilizing this method of tuning."
The original but crude method of
applying this basically novel system of
tuning would be to use a straight, long
wire as a wave conductor but, obviously, the required length would be too
unwieldy for use with our radio
receivers. Therefore. we are reminded
by Dr. Cohen. "To make use of wave resonance tuning in a practical way,
a wave- conductor must be made available that will meet the conditions of
practical dimensions. and affording
convenient means of adjustment for
different frequencies. This is realized
in the design of a wave-conductor
which consists of a solenoidal coil
mounted on a metal plate."
"The dimensions of the coils used
for the broadcast frequency are S
inches long and 2 inches in diameter,
wound with a suitable number of turns
of wire giving the required length of
conductor. and at the same time keeping the dimensions within practical

"The possibility of the adoption of
wave- resonance tuning for the reception of radio signals is quite obvious,

providing suitable means are introduced for transferring to a receiving
device the voltage or current energy
from the wave- conductor. This can
be accomplished in various ways ; it is
largely a matter of coupling. The
simplest way is to couple a closed
circuit. preferably tuned, to the wave conductor, and the voltage developed
-
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FORTHCOMING ARTICLES
We have been very fortunate in

securing

a number
of excellent
articles that, on the whole, serve
well to reflect the general engineering and industrial trend in the radio
field. The subjects dealt with hinge
around the most recent develop-

ments.
Clyde L. Farrar, of the University
of Idaho, is to present the results
of his work on band -pass tuning, in
the July issue. In this same issue
there will appear an article on loud-

speaker response measurement, by
L. G. Bostwick, of the Research Department, Bell Telephone Labortories.
The long promised articles on
sound recording and reproduction,
and the governor grid amplifier are
in preparation. They are scheduled
for :Iii early issue.
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across the condenser of the closed circuit applied to the grid -filament of a
vacuum tube in the usual way. If
desired, additional tuning may be had
by the use of a tuned radio -frequency
amplifier, and in that case the wave conductor tuning serves to superimpose
another degree of tuning, giving a
remarkably high degree of selectivity,
and this without any loss in efficiency.
In fact. it may be used in connection
with any of the well -known types of
commercial receivers. In practice, it
is found that a sufficient degree of
coupling is obtained by placing the
wave- conductor close to the receiving
set: the coupling is largely electrostatic."
"A better arrangement, however, is
to connect the metal plate of the waveconductor to the receiving set. In this
case, the metal plate serves a double
purpose that of adjusting the waveconductor and as a coupling means. I
had the use of a Stromberg- Carlson set
in which the primary is untuned; the
metal plate of the wave-conductor is
connected to one terminal of the primary coil, and the other terminal Is
;

open. The coupling from the primary
to the tuned secondary circuit is, obviously, electrostatic. Very good results
in the matter of volume and selectivity

were obtained with this arrangement."

Elimination of Interference
"Tuning by wave -resonance is well
adapted for the elimination of interferences. A wave -conductor connected
in series with an antenna can be made
to respond resonantly by proper adjustment to signals of a particular frequency, and it should follow from this
that it should also function efficiently
as an energy absorber of an interfering
signal of that particular frequency.
That this is actually so was demonstrated experimentally, and accomplished in the following manner. The
receiver is connected to the antenna
in the usual manner, and a wave-conductor connected to the junction point
of antenna and receiver. By the proper
adjustment of the wave- conductor to
the frequency of any particular interfering signal, a voltage wave is established for that frequency at the junction point of antenna and receiver and,
consequently, very little if any signal
current of that particular frequency
will pass into the receiver."

Multiplex Reception
"The possibility of utilizing waveresonance tuning for multiplex reception naturally suggests itself. If, as
it has been indicated, it is possible to
eliminate several interfering signals of
different frequencies by the use of several wave-conductors, each adjusted to
a frequency of one of the interfering
signals, then it should be possible to
reverse the process by coupling receivers to the wave -conductors through
each of which a signal of one frequency only, for which it is in adjustment, is transmitted to the corresponding receiver. This has been accomplished in a highly satisfactory manner."
"This multiplex method should prove
useful for broadcast reception in apartment houses; one large antenna serving as a supply source of the signal
energy for all the receivers in the various apartments. It would be simply
a matter of extending lead -wires from
the antenna to the different apartments.
each connecting to a wave-conductor
which is coupled to a receiver. A
small reduction in signal strength occurs only when all the receivers are
operated on the same frequency, and
the probability of any large number of
receivers operating simultaneously on
the same frequency is likely to occur
only when receiving from a local station. in which case the energy is more
than sufficient, and the reduction in
intensity would not even be noticed
For distant stations. if the receiving
sets are operated on different frequencies, no appreciable effect is produced on either the tuning or strength
of signals by the addition of other
receivers connected through. wave-conductors."
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Production Testing of Vacuum Tubes'
Hinging on a Detailed Description of the Circuit and Components of an
Automatic Tester Capable of Handling 8,000 Tubes Per Hour
By Allen B. DuMont*
task. It can be realized that even
when extreme care is taken to see that
everything is all right, there is a possibility of some time elapsing before a
meter off calibration, a wrong battery
setting, or a circuit which does not
always have perfect contact, is discovered. Likewise, the test girls are liable to make slips occasionally, due to
carelessness or fatigue.
Because of these facts, work was
started on a machine which would
characteristics:
automatically test the tubes and sort
1. Filament current.
them into the following classifications
2. Emission.
necessary for efficient factory opera3. Plate current.
tion :
4. Gas current.
1. Broken filaments and all types
5. Electrical leakage.
short circuits.
of
6. Amplification constant.
2. Gassy and low emission tubes
7. Plate resistance.
as well as any tubes having elec8. Mutual conductance.
trical leakage between the various
elements.
As the productions increased, the
the specified
3. Tubes outside
task became so great that means had
range for plate current.
to be devised for simplifying this
4. Good tubes.
operation. It was found that the tubes
could be held within the desired charBy a classification of defects as deacteristics by checking a few of the scribed above, it is possible for the
essential characteristics of the tube, factory engineers to get back at the
The limits for these essential tests source of trouble causing these rejects
were determined by target diagrams
and make the necessary corrections.
The essential characteristics which are At the same time, the good tubes are
now checked on all tubes are:
picked out of the defective tubes and
sent to the packers. This machine
1. Emission.
consists of an electrical control board,
2. Plate current.
connected by means of a cable to the
3. Gas current.
mechanical apparatus which connects
leakage.
Electrical

IN THE manufacture

of radio
tubes, one of the most important
operations is the final electrical
test to reject all inoperative tubes
and those outside of a range which are
not satisfactory for set operation.
Four or five years ago, when the production of vacuum tubes was just commencing on a large scale, the general
procedure of testing was to check each
tube individually for the following

4.

the tubes in succession to the various
test circuits. Connected with the
mechanical apparatus is the automatic
loading device and moving belts which
convey the defects and good tubes
away from the machine. The loading
is accomplished by having a belt
divided into sections and timed to
move at the same speed as the machine. The bulbs are placed in individual sections on the machine by the
divided belt. It is necessary, however, to provide some means to locate
the pins and insert them in the socket
at each individual section. This is accomplished by rotating the tube by
means of a rubber pad until the pin
in the base hits a stop. The large and
small pins of the tube are now lined
up with the socket and the tube is
pushed in by means of a metal slide
set at an angle and equipped with
springs.

The Automatic Tester
The fundamental idea in connection
with this tester is that tubes are placed
automatically in a socket and by
means of a rotating disk. equipped
with contact rings and brushes, are
successively connected with specially
designed electrical circuits to test for
the desired characteristics. The circuits are also designed to be set
normally to throw out a tube and a
good tube releases the relays deëngiz-

The filament current is not ordinarily tested because of the fact that
it can be held within very narrow
limits by checking the wire before it
is used in tubes. Likewise, the amplification constant, plate resistance and
mutual conductance are not ordinarily
read, because the dimensions of the
grids and plates are checked before
assembly and a very close check is
kept on the centering of the elements.
Hence by a proper setting of the
emission, plate current and gas limits.
the tubes can be maintained within the
desired limits for the other characteristics.
The method of testing for these
essential characteristics has been to
have numerous girls with separate
test sets checking every tube and discarding all those outside of limits. A,
the production gradually increased,
the number of test sets necessary became very large. The time required
to keep all these sets operating alike,
the calibration of meters and the replacing of batteries was a considerable

t From a paper delivered before the Radio
Club of America, November 14, 1928.
Chief Engineer, DeForeet Radio Co.

A general view of the automatic tube testing equipment.
chutes in the foreground.

Note the sorting
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ing the ejector circuit. The arrangements of the contacts are such that the
test circuits are first connected up
allowing the meters and relays to come
to a fixed position before the ejector
circuit is connected in. This serves a
double purpose. It makes for greater
speed in testing because of the fact
that the ejector circuit is not connected in while the meters and relays
are becoming stabilized. It also permits the system to be operated with
all the circuits set at "danger," as in
a railway block signal system.
The ejecting mechanism consists of
three solenoids located opposite the
various chutes into which the defects
are sorted. The tube is ejected by the
solenoid moving forward and a cam
engages an incline track located on
the solenoid, pushing the tube out of
the socket. The good tubes must clear
the three defect positions and are then
pushed out mechanically by means of
a fixed incline track operating a cam
connected to the tube socket.
The first circuit is designed to eject
the following defects
1.
Open filaments.
2. (minus) Filament to plate shorts.
3. (plus)
Filament to plate shorts.
4. (minus) Filament to grid shorts.
5. (plus)
Filament to grid shorts.
6.
Plate to grid shorts.
The essential features of this circuit
are two telephone relays, a protective
resistance, and a power control relay
which operates the solenoid. When a
good tube is in the socket, current
flows through these telephone relays
and breaks a contact which opens the
circuit to the power control relays,
thereby allowing the tube to pass this
position. If the tube is open -circuited
:

:

or short- circuited, no current flows
through these relays, and the contact
on these relays remains closed, thereby
energizing the power control relays
which closes a circuit energizing the
solenoid which ejects the tube. The
protective resistance is simply to prevent the storage battery from being
short-circuited when a minus filament
to grid short circuit occurs.
The second circuit removes the following defects:

Gassy tubes.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

(minus) Filament to plate leakers.
(plus) Filament to plate leakers.
Grid to plate leakers.

Low emission.
removing
Open filaments.
Filament to plate shorts.
Filament to plate shorts.
Filament to grid shorts.
5. (plus)
Filament to grid shorts.
6. (minus) Grid to plate shorts.
as a further check on circuit number
one.
The essential parts of this circuit
are: a sensitive relay, a milliammeter,
a protective relay, and the necessary
batteries in the grid circuit. In the
plate circuit there is a 500,000 -ohm
resistance, a microammeter and the

as well as
1. (minus)
2. (minus)
3. (plus)
4. (minus)

necessary batteries. The filament circuit simply consists of the necessary
batteries, rheostat, and voltmeter. In
connection with the plate circuit there
is a one -stage vacuum -tube amplifier,
in the plate circuit of which there is a
sensitive relay and milliammeter. The
two sensitive relays referred to are
connected to a power relay which
operates a switch connected to the
solenoid.

Operation of Tester
The general operation of this circuit is as follows : if the tube to be
tested has the required emission, the
relay in the grid circuit operates so

that the contact arm moves off the

bottom contact and does not touch the
upper contact. If the emission is below the required value, the arm of
the relay does not move off the lower
contact. In any one of these cases, if
contact is made by this relay, the
power control relay is energized,
operating the ejector. The protective
relay is provided to prevent an excess
of current due to a short circuit from
damaging the sensitive relay or mil liammeter. If the current goes above
the value which would cause harm to
any one of these instruments, this relay opens and puts a resistance in the
circuit which limits the current to the
sensitive relay and milliammeter. The
gas in the tube is tested in the plate
circuit. If there is no ionization present, there will be no current flowing
in the plate circuit, and hence the
plate current of the amplifier tube will
be at its normal value and the relay
will be balanced between upper and
lower contacts. However, if there is
a current of two microamperes or
over flowing in the plate circuit, the
grid bias of the amplifier tube will be
changed by one volt. This causes a
change in the plate current of this
tube and causes the contact arm to
engage the upper contact, closing the
power relay, thereby energizing the
solenoid.

The reason the sensitive relay in
this circuit is balanced between an
upper and lower range is that in case
the filament of the amplifying tube
should burn out, or the grid or plate
voltage fail, the contact arm would
automatically engage either the .upper
or lower contact and throw out all
the tubes in this particular position.
Hence it will be seen that if a tube
has the required emission and the gas
current is not above the desired limit
and has no leakage between the filament to plate, or grid to plate, the
tube is allowed to pass by this position. Electrical leakage is determined
and taken care of in a similar manner to the gas current.
When the automatic tester was first

started the preceding method of test-

Schematic diagram of the automatic tube tester.

Note the special relays.

ing for gas and leakage was not used.
Instead a microammeter was fitted
with a shutter and when it moved
over a certain amount, light was admitted to a selenium cell which in
turn worked a sensitive relay. As a
strong light was used it was easy to
get a charge of several milliamperes
in the cell circuit whjch worked the
sensitive relay. However, it would
have been impractical to try to
operate a relay between a range of a
tenth of a microampere which would
have been necessary if this or the
preceding method were not used. The
cell method was not satisfactory when
testing at high speeds because the
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sensitive microammeter was not suf- filament plate shorts will operate the
ficiently damped. The present method sensitive relay.
using a high resistance in the plate
Miscellaneous Points
circuit, in conjunction with a tube
amplifier, permits rapid and certain
One of the problems that came up
operation and can be set to throw out in conjunction with this machine was
tubes within a tenth of a microampere to develop a socket which would stand
of any desired value.
several thousand 'insertions an hour
The third circuit operates to eject and last under steady use. The standthe following defects :
ard commercial sockets were tried and
would not last a day and continue to
1. Low plate current tubes.
give good contact. After numerous
2. High plate current tubes.
trials a socket having the four conas well as
tacts set in slides, and the tension to
Open filaments.
1.
these contacts supplied by an annular
2. (minus) Filament to plate shorts.
rubber ring, was developed which
3. (plus) Filament to plate shorts.
The essential parts of this circuit would supply positive contact and last
are a sensitive relay, a milliammeter, several months without replacement.
Signal lights are provided on this
a protective relay, the necessary batteries in the plate circuit, and the machine to indicate the operation of
necessary batteries in the grid circuit the various circuits. These lights are
together with the power control relay. simply connected across the line to the
If the tube has the proper plate cur- power control relay.
The sensitive relays referred to are
rent, the sensitive relay in the plate
circuits operates so as not to make essentially meters, but instead of havcontact. If, however, the plate cur- ing a pointer, they have a contact arm
rent is low, or high, contact will be which makes contact between an upper
made in this relay operating the and lower range and may be adjusted
power control relay which operates to suit the desired conditions. A
the solenoid and ejects the tube. It spring is provided to hold the movable
arm to the lower contact. Hence, the
is evident that an open filament will
have no plate current and also that contact is normally closed and must

be opened to allow the tube to pass.
These relays are special high- torque
relays which have been developed for
this particular purpose and can be set
to work within one- twentieth of a

milliampere.
As all the circuits are so designed
that a failure in the test apparatus
throws all the tubes out at one defect
position, it is impossible for a defective tube to be packed.
This machine will operate satisfactorily at speeds up to 8000 an hour.
With this machine no operators are
required either to load or unload, and
by the old manual testing method, the
maximum limit per operator is around
225 per hour.
The same general procedure as outlined can be adapted to various uses
such as testing resistances, transformers, condenser units or almost
any electrical apparatus. It is evident however that before a machine
of this type can be used to any economic advantage the number of units
to be tested must run into considerable figures. In many cases this can
be overlooked due to the more uniform
product which the manufacturer is
enabled to turn out.

Analysis of Papers Employed in Radio
Manufacturing
III. A Study of Special

Papers-Methods of Research, and a Bibliography
By I. L. Gartland

IN

Fig. 38 we have a combination
of fibres representing the paper
used in the cone type loudspeaker.
On a close examination of this
paper it will be seen that it is extremely bulky. If this paper were
made hard and brittle, it would entirely lose its qualities as a cone
speaker paper. It will be seen from
this microphotograph that the fibres
are of the conventional type and are
elongated. In this case a brushing

i
Fig. 38. A brushing effect instead
of a chopping action in the beating make this combination of fibres
in loudspeaker cone paper conven-

tional and elongated.

i

effect was used in beating instead of a
chopping action. A beater can per-

form both these actions and the operator at the paper mill is instructed
by his chemical control department
whether or not to keep the fibres long
or short. Cone speaker paper is extremely bulky and "dead" ; that is to
say, it does not possess the usual tinny
sound or the rattle that most papers
possess. It is constructed for resonance and the ease with which disintegration was effected indicates that
this was the paramount consideration
in its making.
Fig. 39 is a microphotograph of the
fibres of "Fish" paper. Considerable
difficulty will be encountered in the
disintegration of these fibres due to the
chemical and mechanical hydration of
the fibres while in preparation, and it
might be found necessary to use small
glass beads in the test tube as an aid
in disseminating the fibres.
Cone paper and Fish paper are interesting studies when their analyses
are executed at the same time, the
former possessing soft, pliable and
bulky qualities, while the latter is
hard and brittle.
There are many other combinations
of cellulose that go to make up dielectric and insulating paper. The art of

constructing these papers in the paper
mill requires considerable skill in the
making and likewise research in the
laboratory. It is this combination,
with the aid of the consumer which
help us develop our products to the
highest degree, and without this cooperation there is little hope of obtaining success.

Microscopic Measurements
It is important that a record be

Fig. 39. A microphotograph of the
fibres of "Fish" paper.
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TABLE OF MAGNIFICATIONS
Projection Distances

Tube Length =160 mm.

OBJECTIVES
(4)

HUYGENIAN OCULARS

CORRECTIONS

6.4

7.5

10

32 mm.

20x

26x

30x

40x

50x

(10)
16 mm.

50x

64x

75x

100x

125x

(45)
4 mni.

225x

288x

338x

450x

562x

(97)
1.9 oil ini.

485x

621x

727x

970x

1212x

5

= 250 mm.

12.5

By dividing the number of spaces on
the stage micrometer by the number
on the ocular micrometer, the quotient
will equal the value of the ocular
micrometer. For instance, if it requires 10 spaces on the ocular micrometer to be included in the divisions
of the stage micrometer and the stage
micrometer value is 0.1 MM (assuming
that 0.1 to .01 MM micrometer is used)
each division is 0.1 =10 = 0.01 MM,

Fig. 40.

available of the magnification of the
equipment one has to work with and
for this purpose a small chart can be
made Fig. 40) to consult as experiments are made.
In order to obtain the relative values
of fibres, measurements of these fibres
are often required and to accomplish
this the following method is used.
This method applies also to the
measurements of any microscopical
objects:
Purchase an ocular micrometer, and
stage micrometer the latter being sold
in either 1 /1000 of an inch calibration
or in MM. The MM is preferable because this is more or less the standard
unit on both foreign as Well as domestic microscopes. There are three
types of ocular micrometers most commonly used:
1. A small glass circle, similar to a
cover glass, with calibrations thereon
(Fig. -11) and inserted in the ocular
where the real image is formed.
2. An ocular (usually 7.5x) with a
permanent calibrated circular glass
therein ( Fig. 42).
3. A Filer micrometer (Fig. 43).
Of these three types, the first and
second will be found not only convenient but quite accurate for the purpose intended and we will confine ourselves to these.
The value of the Ocular Micrometer
varies with the magnification of the
real image. The higher the magnification of the objective, the less the ocular
(

i
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OCULAR MICROMETER

Fig. 41. The position of the ocular
micrometer, where the real image
is formed, In the eyepiece.

micrometer valuation and the lower
the magnification, the greater the
valuation. Tube length likewise varies
the valuation. To give the ocular
micrometer a value, a stage micrometer is used. These are usually calibrated in 0.1 to 0.01 MM. or in from
1 /101) to 1 /1000 of an inch.
The appearance of the slide micrometer resembles the conventional
microscope slide, but in the center of
it. and almost invisible to the naked
eye, will be found the etchings of the
calibrations. The operator is again
cautioned to check his illumination
!l.
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Fig. 42.
An ocular
micrometer
containing a permanent calibrated circular glass.

(Courtesy, Bausch
& Lomb)
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carefully as he will waste considerable
time trying to locate these etchings.
The following suggestion will assist in
finding these lines A piece of cotton.
smeared with ordinary blue writing
ink and rubbed across the slide in a
lateral direction, will allow the ink to
lodge in the etching grooves and aid
in finding them. The ocular micrometer is then placed in the tube and
the stage micrometer centered and
focused until the lines of the stage
micrometer are plainly visible. Adjust
the position of the stage micrometer
until the lines align themselves with
those of the ocular micrometer. It
will he found that on the first attempt
the alignment will resemble Fig. 44.
If this is the case, the adjustment of
the tube will compensate for this nonalignment and the result should be as
illustrated in Fig. 45, which represents
a perfect alignment.
It will be noticed that in Fig. 44
the heavy (stage micrometer) lines are
slightly to the right of the fine (ocular
micrometer) lines.
Assuming that the adjustment is
correct and that an MM slide is used,
the value of the ocular micrometer
can now be determined.. A medium
power objective should be used first.
:

A Filer micrometer
(Courtesy, Bausch & Lomb)

Fig. 43.

i. e., each division on the ocular micrometer is, therefore, 0.01 MM and any

object coming within this division is
0.01 MM in length or breadth.
Any change of objective or change
in tube length changes the valuation
of the ocular micrometer. It is always well to record the details of the
operation to get the value of the
ocular micrometer in combination with
different objectives. As a guide the
following are the important points and
might be added to the reference as
suggested in Fig. 40:
(1) Location with mechanical stage
(refers to position of etchings).
(2) Tube length
10 x ocular
4 MM objective
10 x ocular -16 MM objective
10 x ocular -32 MM objective
(3 Position iris diaphragm.
(4 ) Light source.
Do not, however, depend on these as
a constant set position each time it is
necessary to make measurements. The
foregoing should act as a guide and
thus save the operator considerable
time in finding his values.
If it is found necessary to measure
the concavity or convexity of an object one should be careful that at
the time of purchase the fine adjustment of the microscope is calibrated
so that this measurement can be obtained.
This operation is very simple : Carefully focus until either the lowest, or
adversely the highest, point of the
object is visible. Read on the fine'
adjustment the location, then focus
up or down until the highest, or adversely the lowest. point is found and
again consult the fine adjustment. The
member of divisions between the first
reading and the last represent either
the concavity or convexity of the object.

-
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should have a method of obtaining his
results accurately and speedily.
The procedure can be divided into
two distinct classes
1. Comparative Analysis.
2. Research Analysis.
Comparative analysis is subdivided
into
A. Comparison of qualities.
B. Control of standard specifications.
The comparison of qualities (A)
deals mostly with new materials submitted by the purchasing department
to the laboratories as a substitute for
those being used.
Control of standard specifications
(B) has to do with the checking of
raw materials to be used in the product manufactured.
Research analysis (Class 2) has to
do with the laboratory's endeavor to
find, or create, cheaper and equally
good substitutes for materials already
being used.
:

The stage micrometer
Fig. 44.
lines (heavy) are shown out of
alignment with those of the ocular
micrometer.

Special Miscroscopes
Binocular microscopes are becoming
more popular, due to the ease with
which they can be used with a
minimum strain on the eye. In 1851
Professor J. L. Riddell devised the first
practical one. Since then vast improvements have been made and the
instrument today is capable of producing effects, in some cases, better

than the monocular type.
Fig. 46 illustrates the modern instrument. The older models were of
the converging tube types. whereas,
the more modern are of the parallel
The more expensive stands
type.
manufactured today are interchangeable and either monocular or binocular
tubes can be used. It is claimed,
among other things, that more detail
can be seen by the use of the binocular
than the monocular microscope.
Aside from general microscopic
analysis, there are special phases of
the art for which special apparatus
has been constructed. For example,
the metallurgical microscope, for the
examination of metals, wherein indirect illumination is used because of
the opacity of the materials examined.
(See Fig. 47). The Brinell Microscope
(Fig. 48) is an instrument designed
for the purpose of measuring the impressions of the Brinell Ball Test.
There is also the Comparison Microscope (Fig. 49), used for comparing
(microscopically) any two objects that
can be brought within its field. The
Abbe Refractometer is of special design, used for obtaining the measurement of refractive indexes and dispersion of fluids, solids and plastic

Methods of Research
Microscopic analysis is equally
peculiar to certain industries and involves not only chemical and general
microscopy, but also metallurgical
microscopy. It is impossible to lay
down certain rules of procedure, unless
the given industry is known. The
author has endeavored to suggest. by

Here the two sets of
Fig. 45.
lines of the micrometer are shown
in perfect alignment, which is the

correct adjustment.

touching on the many fields of micro scopical analysis, what can he done
with the microscope.
Each subject referred to is in itself
a study. and text books on these particular branches must be consulted in
order to obtain more detailed information.
The ensuing bibliography will cover
as much as possible books which
might refer directly or indirectly to
the subjects covered in this article. In

bodies.

For the laboratory of the radio
manufactures, however, the conventional Compound Microscope, manufactured by a responsible concern, is
Most of the microrecommended.
scope manufacturers will be of great
assistance in choosing the proper instrument, and they should be consulted.
The operator upon whom lies the
responsibility of interpreting his examinations for the manufacturing department or research department

A microphotograph, executed by the

author, that represents Sulphite fibres
Magnification 5500X.

of the Coniferous group.
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for measuring the impressions of
the Brinell Ball Test.
(Courtesy, Bausch & Lomb)

Fig. 49. The Comparison microscope for comparing microscopically any two objects brought
within its field.
(Courtesy, Bausch & Lomb)

Microscope." (Encyclopedia Britannica,
7th Edition 1837.)
Carpenter -Dallinger- "The Microscope and
its Revelations." (London and Philadelphia 1901.)
phie,
Emile
Chamot-"Elementary Chemical Microscopy." (First Edition) (John
Wiley & Sons New York.)
C. H. Clark -"Practical Methods in Microscopy." (Boston, 1896.)
S. H. and H. P. Gage -"Optic Projection."
(Comstock Publishing Co., Ithaca, N. Y.)
J. Hogg-"The Microscope, its History,
Construction and Application." (Rutledge,
London and New York, 1898.)
Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society.
Published by the Society, 1878.
A. B. Lee-"The Microtomist's Vade mecum." (P. Blakiston's Son & Co. Phila.,
Penn., 1913.)
"Lenses, their History, Theory and Manufacture." (Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.)
Sir. Lsaac Newton -"Optics." (London,
England.)
E. L. and Franklin Nichols-"The Elements
of Physics." (The MacMillan Co., New
York, 1897.)
Joseph Priestley -"The History and Present

(The End)

Correction: On page 28, May 1929,
the titles of the columns of counts tri
the second column, Mechanical Pulp
and Sulpkite Pulp should be reversed.
The average percentage of the Sulphite Pulp should therefore be 19 % %.
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Five -Meter Work
Some Theory and Practical Observations on Five -Meter Transmission
and Reception, Including Construction Suggestions

i

By C. H. West*
Possibly the best demonstration of
wave action is not by the "stone and
water method ", but by the conventional toy balloon. As air is blown
into the mouthpiece, the balloon increases in size, but still retains the
round shape as the rubber expands.
The expansion is equal in all directions, and radio waves radiate into
space in all directions and instantly.
This can be compared in action to the
balloon expanding under air pressure.
As noted on the wave chart, the
earth is represented by grouped lines
running from 1 to 2. From transmitter "T" to 2 is listed as 5000 miles.
One portion of the wave is shown reflecting from the Heaviside Layer ;
likewise, other portions appear at
various points ; but it must be remembered that the wave does not go in
sections but touches all points to a
certain degree, between "T" and the
5000 mile point.
Whether greater signal strength is
obtained on the full wave portions (5
meters) along this distance is open to
discussion ; however, the fact of long
distance reception on certain occasions, with inability to record the
signal at a few miles, does not necessarily mean their is a "skip distance"
in the true sense of the word.
Looking at Section A, Fig. 1, which
is based on actual and practical tests
conducted by the writer, it will be
noticed that two insertions appear on
the earth line, in the form of a hill
and a mountain. Most every expert-

iiROBABLY the greatest set -back
encountered in reception of
5 -meter signals is the inability
to successfully record at all
times, and under adverse atmospheric
conditions, these feeble impulses,
which we know to be penetrable
through space and with a velocity
equivalent to light.
The inability to successfully receive
these impulses is not wholly the fault
of equipment, as some very good apparatus has been built in the past and
signals recorded at a great distance.
Signals were
but not continually.
generally heard only for a short period of a very long schedule.
.

From this advanced the famous
"skip distance" theory, which is as
much to say that signals travel upward until they hit the "Heaviside
Layer "; whereupon they are reflected
to some remote portion of the earth, in
the neighborhood of 5000 miles distant. Also, that failure to successfully record signals at a comparatively
short distance seemed to indicate that
such was the case.

General view of the 5 -meter
receiver constructed by the author.

Theory and Practice

which is proceeding upward until it
strikes the Heaviside Layer. This is
represented by various lines running
at angles from the transmitter, and
represents the action of the wave
which is not by angles, but simply
shown that way for illustrative pur-

By examining Section B. of the
wave chart shown in Fig. 1, it will be
noted that the transmitter "T" is
radiating a wave 5 meters in length,
according to most accurate measurements known at the present time;
U. S.

ton, N.

-

Marine Hospital No. 21, Staple-

poses.

Y.

SECTION - B
(THEORY -SEE TEXT)

SECTION -A
(PRACTICAL-SEE TEXT)
A

C

B

D
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5000 M

Ì
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the theory of the supposed "skip distance" effect, as recorded by
This chart shows the record of receptionon and
this particular band of frequencies. (5 meters)
experimenters
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FIG.2
C1

tune from, say 5.14 to 5.21 meters. At
points "E, F, G, H" and "I" signals
were received somewhere within this
wave scale ; actual measurement by
the resonance click method being out
of the question due to the broadness
of the tuner and hand capacity effects
ou.
of the frequency meter.
The circuit diaAt point "J" the signal was not
gram
of the
within this scale, but much lower, and
5 -meter transmitter, a phototo properly record it, the receiver Ingraph of which
ductances were subsequently shortened
Is shown on the
L3
next page. L3
to lower the tuning scale, while the
is the inductmicrometer tuning condenser remained
ance in the antenna
circuit
the same and possibly covered apwhich is comproximately the 7 cm. scale, but in the
posed
of the
aerial and the
neighborhood of 5.07 to 5.14 meters.
counterpoise, A,
The point should not be overlooked
A.
that the transmitter remained at a
IIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
A
fixed wavelength of about 5.17 meters.
This seemed to indicate that at "G"
and "J" the frequency was much
higher. The foregoing action could
not have been observed had the re6+
ceiver covered a one-meter tuning
scale or even one -half meter, and
neither can it be construed to mean
from minimum to maximum on this that each indentation in the earth's sur7 cm. scale.
Points "E" and "F" face-or projection for that matter
signals were tuned in at about mid- is going to change the tuning ratio.
way on the tuning control, but at After all, the equations of the elepoint "G" the signals appeared at the ments may adjust themselves or give
lower minimum, showing the freus some fixed rule upon which to
quency to have changed. This was work.
not due to defects in the oscillator.
However, the fact of long distant
At point "H ", 7 miles from the reception at 5 meters is vague in detransmitter, signals were again heard tail. Only a few cases have been
at about the same tuning portion as recorded which might be explained to
for "E" and "F ". At the summit of
the effect that the wavelength
5
the mountain "I ", signals were re- meters at this point and possiblywas
some
ceived, sharp tuned, loud and distinct,
other figure at various other distances.
and, likewise, at about the same
setting as for "E", "F" and "H ".
Sunlight Effect
However, at "J" all the coaxing in
Sunlight has always been a large
the world failed to record impulses
from the transmitter ; and as a final factor encountered in 5 -meter experiresort, the receiver tuning inductances, ments. It has been noticed that daybeing held in wire clips and adjustable, light reception is far more reliable,
were shortened, thereby decreasing the remaining so until the setting of the
tuning scale range. Signals were sun, whereupon signals fade badly,
then located at point "J" and at an become wobbly, and as darkness falls,
entirely different setting than pre- disappear entirely.
viously observed. As stated heretofore,
Theory on this particular phase has
the receiver had a 7 cm. tuning scale, been advanced on everything from red
which means that it would actually
and green traffic lights to the Aurora
nII IIIlI11111111111111111111111111111NIN

IIIII IIIII IUIIIII

A+

menter and engineer engaged in
meter research has noticed the peculiarity of being unable to record signals
successfully, when located behind a
hill or mountain. Likewise, the most
advantageous point seemed to be on
the highest peak.
This can be best explained by examining the wave action from the
horizontal level, and reflection of
vertical portions from the Heaviside
Layer. It is very evident that the
mountainous obstruction is reflecting
the horizontal portion of the wave as
well as the reflected part from the
Heaviside Layer, and it is equally evident that other portions of reflection
are going to miss the obstruction.
It is behind these hills and mountains that experimenters have been
on the verge of pronouncing 5 -meter
communication a dismal failure. It
has always been assumed that a wave
is a wave no matter how it is generated, and if a 5 -meter wave is
transmitted, this should remain the
wave, provided fluctuations of plate
and filament power supply are kept at
a minimum.

II III IIIII

-

Change in Frequency Noted

FIG.3

We do not care to go exactly contrary to this belief ; nevertheless, some

recent observations have indicated that
maybe our so- called "skip distance" is
due to nothing more than the 5 -meter
transmitter radiating a 5 -meter wave,
which might be 4.6 meters at many
points on the map.
At point "E" on the chart (Fig. 1)
signals were recorded nicely at a distance of two miles. By moving the
receiver to point "F ", at the summit
of the bill, signals remained on the
same tuning point but with a marked
degree of increased audibility.
At point "G" signals became inaudible. The receiver, in these cases, had
a very low tuning scale about 7 centimeters, which required a micrometer
action, representing 100 turns, to run
;

P2 o ANT.
C1
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T
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0
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detector

unit of the 5meter receiver.
Note that r -f.
chokes are used
in the filament,
grid and plate
circuits.
Constructional details are included In the
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power at a loss would act favorably
from the antenna system of a 5 -meter
transmitter ; which is about a total of
4 feet including aerial and counter poise, provided the same Is operated
al he fundamental.

Some suggestions have been
offered that sun rays tend to aid the

Borealis.

natural project from the Heaviside

Layer and thus prevent the impulses
from wandering off into space beyond
the atmospheric layer. On other
mostly by
wavebands, occupied
amateurs, long distance reception remains fairly good at 20 meters during daylight, and 40 meters at nighttime.
It has been noted that stations thousands of miles away have been able to
record signals and carry on communications, while stations only a comparatively short distance from each
other could not communicate reliably,
due to bad fading and weak signals,
which at that identical moment could
be reported strong and steady on the
other side of the continent. This is
food for thought-and deep thought.
Are the signals actually there? Is not
some exterior object or element
changing the wavelength to some other
figure?
It can be remembered by the writer
how some years back with a spark
transmitter tuned to 200 meters by all
the science known at that time. was
actually shooting out a wave of 600
meters.
It came to pass that a heavy feeder
cable attached by rings to a dead
ended steel cable running parallel to
the aerial was acting as a loose -coupled
helix and re- radiating a wave approximately 600 meters, which was chopping up the commercial work of our
older and more experienced brothers
to the point of having the writer of
this article placed in a quiet location
surrounded by stone walls.
Our contention is not that transmitters are emitting a wave contrary to
their operators, but there are plenty
of other elements not in the form of
feeder cables to do it for him, and
possibly light plays an important part.
On the other hand, most of our
experiments under Section A, were
conducted during darkness, and
rechecked during daylight. The only
noticeable effect was that signals were
much stronger during the daytime;
the constants, measurements and
factors were the same for both factions. This led to the belief that
maybe the transmitter was radiating
more energy during daylight than
darkness.

I

Effect of Artificial Light
To recheck this action of sunlight, a
large parabolic light reflector was
placed at Ile rear of the transmitter
and equipped with a 300 -watt incandescent bulb; which acted as n powerful
searchlight. and projetIed light rays
on the o,cillator. 'l'Ilis caused the
resonance bulb on the wavemeter to
glow as it originally did during actual
The retleclor was
starlight tests.
then moved to n point in which the
wavemeter was bet wee!' it and the
oscillator. The light rays repelled the
action of the oscillator; hut. at this
I

point only.

Powerful artificial light is equal to
sunlight so as causing a nuihtitle
change in the output from a transmit-

ter. This was not a new discovery in
principle, as the writer noticed during experiments over n year ago, that
projected light steadied a signal over
a 7 mile range.
The object of titis article is merely
The transmitter for 5 -meter operato acquaint the layman. who Is contion. The two rods are the aerial
and the counterpoise.
templating experimenting at 5 meters,
with seine facts and theories of which
may not be wholly familiar with.
he
movement of the wavemeter towards
many experimenters
Undoubtedly,
the oscillator caused the bulb to glow
have dropped the matter in disgust,
disappear
more
once
only
to
again,
dire to inability to hear signals more
when darkness settled.
than a mile from the radiating source.
continued
were
These observations
The perri,ient ideas on hand regardin
and rechecked. The results appear
ing "what works on SO meters ought
Fig. 6. which is self explanatory. and
is the main cause.
to on
indicates that an oscillator at 5 meters
band receiver will tune
80-meter
An
durenergy
much
as
radiate
not
does
60
to 90 meters. with n
from
nicely
sunlight.
bright
in
ing darkness as
30 meters: hut a 5of
scale
running
is
small,
Although the amount of loss
not tune from 3
will
receiver
meter
be
close to the oscillator, it might
to 0 meters, which is only a 3 meter
greater at a long distance.
equivalent to 300
While a 2 -watt loss at the higher tuning scale andthat
represents more
and
centimeters.
noticed.
hardly
be
would
wavebands
experiaverage
the
than
kilocycles
of
amount
this
same
it is doubtful if

ANT.
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CuCri
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Experiments on Effect of Light on

Waves
reliable source of plate and filament current was used so that this
would be independent from the 60cycle, 110 -volt main lines and their
subsequent change during these
periods. A wavemeter. equipped with
flashlight bulb, was placed in inductive relation 'to the oscillator and
tuned by an extension system until
the filament gave forth a glow. This
was accomplished during daylight, and
as dusk appeared the glow left the
flashlight bulb filament. A small
A

2

o:

ó
M

PARABOLIC

REFLECTOP

FIG.6

A!

102'

of light and darkness
This sketch shows the effect
the 5 -meter wave.

on

the strength of
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menter has dollars ; and after all, isn't
our aim to try and segregate just as
few of these kilocycles as possible?

Construction Data
Referring to Figs. 2 and 3, schematic
diagrams appear for the transmitter
and receiver, both operating on the
ultra -audion principle. This circuit is
a persistent oscillator, provided the
desired wave is obtained by use of inductance and very little (if any)
capacity. These diagrams are self explanatory as all constants are given.
However, in case of the receiver.
this requires a detailed explanation of
the tuning control (variable conTO INDUCTANCE

HARD'
RUBBER
BLOCKS

A
-SIDE VIEWT. WASHER

_ LUCKNUTS
PANEL

FIG.4
Details of the variable tuning condenser. showing the micro -adjust.
ment of the wedge for varying the
capacity between A and A.

denser)
and regeneration control
(filament rheostat). At a short distance from the transmitter tuning is
not critical, but as the distance is increased, likewise will the sharpness of
tuning and regenerative feedback. For
this reason it is imperative that both
these units be well constructed.
The Variable Condenser:
Referring to Fig. 4, A, A are two
strips of spring brass 2 inches long
and % -to 1/i -inch wide, separated about
1/4 -inch at one
end by a hard rubber
strip ; while two outer lengths of equal
thickness are bolted together by small
machine screws.
The wedge is about 31/2-inches long,
1 inch wide, and 1 inch thick at the
base. In the end is bored a hole 3
inches long and slightly larger than
the control screw used ; and on this
same end should be fastened a thick,
threaded washer, nut, or any threaded
bushing, as a screw guide. By inserting a long brass machine screw
through the panel and held securely
to it by lock-nuts ; any action of the
control knob will move this wedge
horizontally between the two capacity

plates A, A.
To prevent the wedge from shaking
or wobbling, two flat supports should
be placed under and over the plane
surface. These should be a close fit.

The wedge will then move horizontally
true. It is not necessary that the experimenter use this method of guiding.
An upper and lower wooden track tongue and grooved wedge, or any
other method will suffice, as long as
the wedge moves horizontally without
binding or vibration ; which would
change the tuning not by the natural
method this system intends.
The Rheostat:
This unit, like the tuning control,
is vernier or micrometer in action,
inasmuch as it provides a very gradual
method of adjusting the filament temperature to provide the exact degree
of regeneration. It is illustrated in
Fig. 5.
Procure a hard wood block and bore
a hole % -inch in diameter for a depth
of 31/2- inches. On a brass machine
screw about 10 -32 thread affix a control knob, and wind the screw thread
full of ordinary resistance wire from
an old rheostat (6 or 10 ohm). Insert
the screw, with the wire, inside the
hole in the block and fasten securely
the projecting leads to washers drilled
and screwed to the block ends, or by
any other convenient method. Carefully withdraw the sr rew for the first
time by turning the knob to the left.
The block will now contain a spiral
of resistance wire which has the exact
pitch and thread as the machine screw.
The change of resistance is accomplished by the control screw, which
progressively short circuits the resistance spiral.
For the control of a UV -199 tube,
an exterior rheostat may be required
to aid in adjusting the detector tube
filament to the desired degree, but all
actual control during reception should
be with the vernier rheostat. During
local reception, at a short distance of
one -half mile, the rheostat seems to
have little effect but at long distance
it is absolutely essential.

Operation of Receiver
Recent tests at 250 miles brought to

light the fact that one-quarter turn
of the screw thread dropped the regeneration to a point beyond audibility
range. This subsequent reduction of
filament current was so small that a
sensitive voltmeter would not have
recorded the drop.
The most sensitive point of the receiver seems to be where a faint high
pitched whistle is heard in the phones.
Working slightly clockwise or anticlockwise from this point, the correct
amount of regeneration can be easily
obtained where signals are surprisingly loud. The receiver should be a
good job. Cushion the detector tube
on a rubber bath sponge glued to the
tube socket and baseboard. This is
important, otherwise exterior vibrations will cause a tube ring that is
quite difficult to silence.
Flexible leads of thin copper foil or
No. 40 copper wire in spiral 1/16 -inch
in diameter, and 1/4 -inch long should
connect the heavier bus -bar leads to the

tube connections. The two inductances
should be made of heavy copper wire
and arranged to slide within four wire
clips, two to each inductance. This
is the best method of adjusting the
rceiver to resonance with the oscillator, and should be accomplished at
about one mile or more from the transmitter, and tuning to be worked so the
wedge will record the signal at about
midway position.
It is surprising to note how any
change in the frequency of the transmitter can be easily followed up by
the micrometer action of this variable condenser. At a distance of 250
miles during tests, it required five
rotations of the tuning knob to completely delete the signal, which corresponded to about a h -inch movement of the wedge, and probably less
than a 1/32 -inch movement of the two
variable plates.
This certainly is a small variable
capacity, yet it represents a wide tuning scale at a great distance, while at
the short range of one mile, these two
plates may be separated from % -to
1 -inch without actually tuning the
signal completely out.
One very noticeable feature is evident during continued research on the
ultra -high frequencies ; the human
body will tend to a run a temperature
if any excessive work is being done
around the oscillator. However, this
need not cause worry, as the individual can refrain from experiment-
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filament and regeneration
micrometer control.

ing for a while. If high power and
large output tubes are used, great care
should be taken, as high -frequency
burns at 56,000 kc. are extremely
painful.
Let it be understood, we do not
guarantee 5 -meter operation or communication, but we do know that
with care and understanding this
mystery band of frequencies will
prove in time as easy as those now in
use. We have proved it reliable at 250
miles after four years of research, and
intend to increase this distance to
1000 miles or more in the near future
and with low power ; and possibly by
only decreasing further the 7 cm. tuning scale.
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At the Turn
national

the Seas®n

these problems. All I can now do is to wish the
radio industry Godspeed in its further efforts.

THE radio Indusn

®f

assem-

the
at
blage
Fifth Annual Convention and Third Annual
Trade Show of the
Manufacturers
Radio
Association, at Chicago, finds itself at
the peak of efficient
organization as a dis-

tinct industrial entity
of our country.

is
"Organization"
the watchword of effiin
industries
cient
this new age of commerce.
It is not an
open sesame to success
but it is an imperative
necessity to every inHERBERT H. FROST.
dustry.
The radio industry, through the Radio Manufacturers Association, and through affiliated radio organizations, is at the forefront of industrial organizations.
Six years ago a bare handful of radio manufacturers, these including some of the smaller interests
in radio production, had a vision of a radio
"industry." In the radio gathering at Chicago this
vision is realized.
Every branch of this new but giant industry, whose
total national sales are now approaching the billion
The Radio
dollar mark, is now well organized.
Manufacturers Association includes in its ranks virevery radio
of
manufacturer
every
prominent
tually
product. The distribution branch of the industry, the
Federated Radio Trades Association, the national organization of radio jobbers and dealers. is also efficiently organized, with influential members in every
state of the Union. The other side of the radio
"Triangle," the National Association of Broadcasters.
also has grown shoulder to shoulder during the same
period with the organization of radio manufacturers
and distributors. And more important, all of these
great and influential organizations of radio interest
have worked shoulder to shoulder in friendly and
harmonious mutual interest. All are soundly financed.
strongly supported and form a trinity of organized
effort.
This organization of the radio industry was not
from
solely
designed and does not function
The ideal
for the selfish interests of its members.
The
radio
service.
public
is
primarily
public's
of each
interest comes first, because the leaders of the radio
is
their
organizations
dependent solely upon the measure of service which
they give, first to the public, and second to their
members. That the radio public has been well satisfied with this service -broadcasting, the quality and
performance of radio products, and the service accorded
amply demonstrated,
them by radio distributors
in many ways.
No industry could have grown by leaps and bounds
as has the radio industry without, generally speaking,
wide public favor and general public satisfaction.
These are achievements of which everyone connected
with our new industry can be proud.

-tar

SEVERAL motives
inspired the idea
of the patent interchange agreement for the radio industry. Probably the
prime motive was the
unrest caused by the
many suits threatened
and brought between
the various members
over the patents that
might well become the
subject of cross- licensing. A secondary but
related motive was the
operation
successful

FEW inventors of
basic inventions
are
privileged
to live to see
fully
dreams
their
In 1907,
realized.
began my
I
when
extelephone
radio
periments on a pratdid
I
tical scale,
dream of a time when
this means of communication would find
extensive and genuine
In 1909,
usefulness.
when I introduced the
idea of radio broadcasting by transmitting news bulletins and
concerts over the air,
I was convinced of the
practicability of the
FOREST.
LEE DE
radio telephone, and
had visions of a time, many decades hence, when
forum of space.
a
national
in
every home would join
During those long and arduous years, when I essayed
one by
audions
of
costly
production
and
the slow
one, at the hands of skilled glassmakers, I dared
intricate
these
perhaps,
when,
time
of
a
dream
the
devices might be made by machinery to supplyradio
demands of thousands upon thousands of
fondest
my
1929,
as
enthusiasts. And as early
Marvelous
dreams are more than fully realized.
a radio
broadcasting, audions by the millions, technique,
audience of tens of millions, a superb radio
It is
picturestalking
reproduction,
superphonograph
almost unbelievable, even to one who has worked on

`

no

exacts
promises
from its members, admits every radio dealer to its membership,
y et
regulates a n d
n o

ENGINEERING

consciousness has
been the predominating factor during the past
longer
No
season.
does the manufacturer
design a radio set by
cut -and-dried methods,
nor does he rely on
the ear of any one
individual, but instead
develops every model
with a thoroughness so
well characterized by
the automotive industry.
This engineering consciousness is not limited to the manufacturer.
Distributors and deal ers are asking not only
questions of price and

In
discount, but of details regarding factory tests. and
many cases, distributors 'have put in laboratories used
equipment
the
technical equipment which exceed
but a
in many reliable manufacturers' laboratories
few short years ago.
and comThe thoroughness of engineering design
of
pleteness of service testing assures the consumerthan
more reliable radio set per dollar of investment
before.
has ever been possible

e.4
Director, Engineering Division, R.M.A.
TIIE annual

Association

that makes

rules,

Chairman, R.M.A. Patent Committee.

H. B. RICHMOND.

President, R.M.A.

AN

almost fifteen years and
of the aircraft indusLE ROI WILLIAMS.
try for a somewhat
shorter period under cross- licensing agreements.

-is

Or

Executive Vice Presi.ent, R.M.A.

from an economic viewpoint of the automobile industry for

it-

Of
possibly approaching the billion dollar mark.
course, this includes sales of all sorts of radio
products and we are constantly developing into new
fields and broaching new markets for radio manu facturers and distributors.
Without even including new markets, we have
unusual replacement markets to supply. Only twelve
million, or about one -fourth of the American homes
have radio sets of some kind. Modern A -C. radio
is enjoyed in about only four million homes, as it
has been in the market only a little over a year,
and every one of the other eight million homes
having obsolete radio is a potential market for new
The public demand for and satisfacmodern radio.
tion with modern radio is beyond all question.

Cona n d
vention
Trade Show of
the Radio ManuAssociation
facturers
has become established
as the biggest event
of the radio industry.
This year again it is
the big event and this
year also is to be the
biggest year in. business for the radio industry. Everyone senses
this. There are a few
qualms regarding overproduction possibilities
but there is little
foundation for such
fears.
In 1928 the volume
of sales of radio prodBOND P. GEDDES.
estimated
ucts was
around $650,000,000. My estimate for the current
year is that it will be close to $800,000,000 and

stabilizes
the radio
business -that is the
idea behind the Wisconsin Radio Trade
Association.
That the Association
has been successful in
i t s stabilization of
business is attested by
the fact that we have
no flagrant price cutters.
Our efforts are not
combined to member-

MICHAEL ERT.
ship alone. When
some outsider, not acquainted with our family, begins
advertising in a way that is apt to hurt our members
and himself we call upon him and talk the situation
over and find that he also has ordinary intelligence.
The Wisconsin Radio Trade Association is more, of
We have our
course than simply a social club.
regular activities such as the examination and registration of servicemen, our annual Radio Exposition
which provides most of the funds for our year's work;
we run co- operative advertising campaigns and publish
a monthly trade magazine. We try to do everything
possible to make the business of the radio dealers of
Wisconsin better and more profitable.

President, W.R.T.A.
THE past year
has
been
the
most successful

that the Federated
Radio
Trade
Association has ever
had.
The Bi- Annual
Convention, June 3 -8
at the Stevens Hotel
in Chicago, marks the

third time that the
Federated Radio Trade
Association has attended a Convention
held in
conjunction
with the Radio Manufacturers
Association
Trade Show.
The progress the organization has made
during the past year
The
is remarkable.
HAROLD J. WRAPE.
associations
affiliated
with the Federated have grown from thirteen to
twenty -five while the Radio Wholesale Association,
affiliated with the Federated, has grown from a
nucleus of eleven members to a strong and thriving
organization of over 175 prominent wholesalers
scattered throughout the country.
We look forward to the coming year as being one
of the most successful the radio industry has ever
enjoyed with the coming of the soreen -grid tube
and the many other improvements in loudspeakers
and cabinet designs. The merchandise we have to
offer to the public represents far greater value for
the cost than ever before. The latest improvements
and developments have made Radio an established
article and an absolute necessity in every home.

ikw,(2-(
Chairman, F.R.T. A.
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List of Third R. M. A.
(Key to List:
NAME

A. C. Dayton Co
300 E. First St., Chicago, Ill.
Acme Elec. & Mfg. Co
1444 Hamilton Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Acme Wire Co

New Haven, Conn.
Adler Mfg. Co
29th & Chestnut Sta., Louisville, Ky.
Aerial Insulator Co
Green Bay, Wien.
Aero Products Co
4611 E. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Aerovox Wireless Corp
70 Washington St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ail- American Mohawk Corp
4201 Belmont Ave., Chicago, HL
Allen -Hough Carryola Co
Milwaukee, Wis..
Allan Manufacturing Co
Harrison, N. J.
Aluminum Co. of America
2400 Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
American Beach Magneto Corp
N. Main St., Springfield, Maso.
American Reproducer Corp
1200 Summit Ave., Jersey City, N. J.
Alined Corporation
205 College Ave., Medford, Mass.
F. A. D. Andrea, Inc
Jackson Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
Avborphone Division Co
321 Main St., Ann Arbor, Mich.
Arco Electrical Corp
207-13 E. Columbia St., Fort Wayne, Ind
!Arcturus Radio Co
255 Sherman Ave., Newark, N. J.
Aston Cabinet Mfgs
1223-1229 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co
4700 Wissanickon Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Auld Company
Columbus, Ohio
Hudak Co., Inc
565 Firth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Yathaaiel Baldwin Co
3474 S. 23rd St., Salt Lake City, Utah.
3alkite Co
State St., Chicago, Ill.
3elden Mfg. Co
2300 S. Western Ave., Chicago, IIL

BOOTH

DELEGATE

S-38

S -923

C. R. Strassner

S -35

S-553

R. A. Lais
H. B. Bassett

S-42

B-4-5-6

S-906

Nathan P. Bloom

S-33
S -133

T. H. Brennan

8-1

S.

I. Cole

E.

R Ferny

S- 116 -117

S -2001Á

S-50

S-507A

S-450A

S-118
B -7

Leroy S. Green
B-815

Morris Metcalf

C-B32

Geo. M. Barcy

S -97 -98

S-620

Albert B. Ayers

S-89 -90

B -1205

S-130

S -1400

C. K. Verechoor

S-24

S-534A

S. A. Lehman

George Lewis

S -143

S-136D

S-421A

Gordon L. Aston

C -7

C-F4

V. W. Collamore

S -2201A

S560A
C-4

C -636

L. M. Stohl

S-39

S-135D

S561A

S-137

lest Mfg. Co

S -147

1200 Grove St., Irvington, N. J.
3irnbach Radio Co
254 W. 31st St., New York, N. Y.

S-25

loud Electric Company
259 Comelieon Ave., Jersey City, N. J.
:, S. Brach Mfg. Corp
127 Sussex Ave., Newark, N. J.
bandes Corp
Newark, N. J.
Iremer-Tully Mfg. Co
656 Washington Blvd., Chicago, IIL
Irooklyn Metal Stamping Corp
718-728 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Irown & Caine, Inc
2317 Calumet Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Irunswick- Balke -Collender Co
623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
luckeye Manufacturing Co
Springfield, Ohio.
luekingham Radio Corp
440 W. Superior St., Chicago, ¡IL
largess Battery Co
111 West Monroe St., Chicago, Hl.
lush & Lane Piano Co
Holland, Mich.
)able Radio Tube Corp
84 -90 N. Ninth St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
)arter Radio Co
300 8. Racine Ave., Chicago, Ill.
lapehart Automatic Phonograph Co
Huntington, Ind.
;aawell-Runyan Company
Huntington, Ind.
'eCo Mfg. Co., Inc
702 Eddy St., Providence, R. I.
'entrai Radio Corp
Beloit, Wis.
'entrai Radio Laboratories
16 Keefe Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
'hampion Radio Works, Inc
Danvers, Mass.
bicago Solder Co
4201 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago, IIL
Ihicago Jefferson Fuse & Elec. Co
1500 S. Latin St., Chicago, I1L
'hillicothe Furniture Co
1 Cherry St., Chillicothe, Mo.
larostat Mfg. Co., Inc
285 -287 N. Sixth St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
'olonial Radio Corp
East Ave. & 10th St., Long Island City,
N. Y.
olumbia Phonograph Co., Inc
1819 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

ROOM

H. W. Clough
S-539A

G. G. Cromartie

Philip A. Birabach
C -B60

S-66

Godfrey Gort

C -19

C -1102

S-79

S -1501A

J. C. Fishel

S-54

S. H. Feigley

S-26
S-142

S-635A
B -1005
S-1206A

S -1106

S-105

S-717

8-37

S-1306

S-96

I. B. Freed

W. F. Winstrom

J. J. Steinharter

S-11

S-65E

C. Hutchings

R. J. Koehr

C-10
S-40

R.

C. F. Gedge

S-140

S-95

John C. Tully

S-537
S -1802A
C -E6-ES

8-154

A.

J. Carter

C. A. Backus

H. H. Steinle

E. R. Stoekle

C-B6 -8
S-19

F. C. Engelhart

S-30

J.

S-36

8502A

8-29
8-78

B-2

A.

Bannon

A. H. Myers

John J. Mucher
S-505A

B55

Art Floor

Connor Furniture Co
New Albany, Ind.
Continental Diamond -Fibre Co
Bridgeport, Pa.
Continental Radio Corp
160 Varick St., New York, N. Y.
Cornish Wire Co., Inc
30 Church St., New York N. Y.
Crosley Radio Corp
3401 Colerete Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Crowe Name Plate & Mfg. Co
1749 Grace St, Chicago, IIL
E. T. Cunningham, Inc
370 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
Day-Fan Electric Co
1320 Wisconsin Blvd., Dayton, Ohio.
DeForest Radio Co
Central and Franklin Sta., Jersey City,
N. J.
De Jur -Amsco Corp
199 Lafayette Sta., New York, N. Y.
Demo Corp
Tobe Deutschman Co
11 Windsor St., Cambridge, Mass.
DeVry Corp
Chicago, IIL
Diamond Electric Corp
780 Frehughuysen Ave., Newark, N. J.
Diamond Vacuum Products Co
4049 Diversey Ave., Chicago, IIL
Dongan Electric Mfg. Co
2987 Franklin St., Detroit, Mich.
Ebert Furniture Co
Red Lion, Pa.
H. H. Eby Mfg. Co., Inc
4710 Stanton Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Thomas A. Edison, Inc
West Orange, N. J.
The Ekko Co
111 W. Monroe St., Chicago, IIL
Electrad, Inc
175 Varick St., New York, N. Y.
Electrical Research Laboratories
2500 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, IIL
Elgin Cabinet Corp
Union and W. Chicago Sta., Elgin, Ill.
Elkon, Inc
200 Fox Island Road, Port Cheater, N. Y
Empire, Ltd
Rockford, Ill.
Eassenbee Radio Devices Co
2016 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.
Eureka Talking Machine Corp
Chicago, Ill.
Eicello Products Corp
4820 W. 16th St., Cicero, IIL
Farread Mfg. Co., Inc
Metropolitan Bldg., Long Island City,
N. Y.
lohn E. Fast & Co
3982 Barry Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Federal Furniture Factories
206 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
Federal Radio Corp
1738 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
Robert Findlay Mfg. Co
1027 Metropolitan Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y
Formica Insulation Co
Cincinnati, Ohio
Freed- Eiseemann Radio Corp
Junius St. and Liberty Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
French Battery Co
Madison, Wis.
Ihas. Freshman Co., Inc
122 East 42d St., New York, N. Y.
Herbert H. Frost, Inc
1128 -1224 W. Beardsley Ave., Elkhart,

Ind.
3eneral Dry Batteries, Inc
13100 Athens Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
3eneral Instrument Corp
225 Varick St., New York, N. Y.
3eneral Radio Co
30 State St., Cambridge, Mass.
3ilby Wire Co

W. W. Robinson

S-159

BOOTH

NAME

F. G. Carson
W. C. Fuhri

ROOM

C -B14

S-83

S-522
W. F. Ogler, Jr.

ô-130
B-8

B-609

C-5

C -1124

M. F. Burns

S-53

S-823

Chas. T. Lawson

B -12

BI

C. A. Rice

Art FL
B-410

H. DeJur

S-149

SI1

5550A

S -21

S-452A

S -65F

S -509

Tobe Deutschman

S -110

F. M. Rosenfeld

S -156

Geo. D. McCabe
G. J. Soherling

S-4
S-3

S-524A

S -126

S-222M

Hugh H. Eby

S-529

C-1177

A. L. Walsh

S-16
S-69

T. K. Webster, Jr.

Arthur Moss

S-109
S-127

S-523

F. Wellman

S-148

S-444A

H. D. Shoenwald

C -14

C-G6

G. Fred Yessler

B-11

B-1019

S-135D

A. I. Blanc

5-158

S-553A

S-153

S-556

J. L. Axen

S-85

S-509A

George H. Kiley

John E. Fast

S-27
C -17

David E. Kahn

S -108

S -505

L. E. Noble

S-74

S-1020A

Fred Schwartz

C -B2 -B4

Joe. D. R. Freed

D. J. O'Connor

S -55

C -1

S-64

S-80

G. A. Shipley
8-1101A

H. A. Beach

S-58

F. C. Beet

C -15

Warner Jones

S-560

Samuel Cohen

S-87

H. B. Richmond

N. Y.

3ilbranson Co
lamilton Mfg. Co
Two Rivers, Wis.
Jerald Company
Frequency Laboratories
28 N. Sheldon St., Chicago, Ill.
Jolyoke Co
621 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Inward Radio Co
4949 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, IB.

Powel Greeley, Jr.
Winslow Goodwin

S-134

S-10

Ill

DELEGATE

S-9

150 Riverside Ave., Newark, N. J.
fold Seal Electrical Co., Inc
S-161
250 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
L H. Grebe & Co., Inc
S -115
70-72 Van Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill,

Grigsby -Grunow Co
5891 W. Dickens Ave., Chicago,

S-Stevens Hotel

B-3
S-160
S-17

W. B. Driver

S-422A

J. W. Duff

B -1505
B -2 Art FL

Douglas Rigney

B -208
B -1 Art FL

B. J. Grigsby

8-2508
S-445A
H. C. Gewran

S-43

William Dumke
8-451A

C-9

C -E4

A. A. Howard
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Trade Show Exhibitors
B-Blackstone Hotel C- Congress Hotel )
NAME

BOOTH

ROOM

H. L. Hubbell

H. L Hubbell
59 Market Ave., N. W., Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Hygrade Lamp Co
Insuline Corp. of America
78 Cortland St New York, N. Y.
International Resistance Co,
2006 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co

S-7

S-548A

S-18

5-1:306A
S-501

Jewell Elee. Instrument Co
1640 Walnut St., Chicago, IIL
Howard B. Jones
2300 Wabansia Ave., Chicago, Ill.

S-70

J. T. Keeney

S-63

Howard B. Jones

S-41D

R. W. Augustine

S-125

338 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, HI.

Joy-Kelsey Corp
542 N. Parkaide Ave., Chicago, HL
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co
1066 W. Adams SL, Chicago, Ill,
Colin B. Kennedy, Inc
Cypress and Lorena Sta., Highland, RL
The Ken -Rad Corp
Owensboro, Ky.
Kersten Radio Equipment, Inc
Kalamazoo, Mich.
King Manufacturing Corp
2M Rano St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Knoxville Table h Chair Co
Box 1087 Knoxville, Tenn.
The Kodel Elec. & Mfg. Co
507 E. Pearl St., Cincinnati, Ohio
Holster Radio Corp
200 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Newark, N. J.
Logan Mfg. Co
To n, Ohio
L A. Lund Corp.
1018 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago, IIL
The Magnavox Co
42.50 Horton St., Emeryville, Oakland.
Cal.

blaring Wire Co

Muskegon, Mich.
Markel Electric Products, Inc
145 E. Seneca St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Master Engineering Co
Chicago, IIL
Matchless Electric Co
Chicago,

114

McMillan Radio Corp
1421 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IIL
Micarta Fabricators, Inc
500 S. Peoria St., Chicago, IlL
Minerva Radio Co
154 East Erie St., Chicago, ILL
Leslie F. Muter Co
8440 S. Chicago Ave., Chicago, IIL
National Carbon Co., Inc
30 E. 42d St., New York, N. Y.
National Co., Inc
61 Sherman St., Malden, Mass.
National Electrical Products Co
Waukegan, Ill.

National 'Vulcanized Fibre Co
Maryland Ave. and Beech St., Wilmington, DeL
Northern Mfg. Co
371 Ogden St., Newark, N. J.
O'Neil Mfg. Corp
715 Palisade Ave., West New York. N. J.
Operadio Mfg. Co
St. Charles, Ill
Pa cent Electric Co
91 Seventh Ave, New York, N. I.
Perryman Electric Co
33 W. 60th St., New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia Storage Battery Co
Ontario and C Sta., Philadelphia. Pa.
Philmore Mfg. Co
106 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
- The Pierson Co
Cedar and Pleasant Sta., Rockford, Ill.
Pioneer Radio Corp
Plano, Ili
Platter Cabinet Co
Madison Ave., North Vernon, Ind.

Polymet Manufacturing Corp
599 Broadway, New York, N. Y
The Pootey Company
1600 Indiana Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Potter Mfg. Co

1950 Sheridan Road, North Chicago, HL
Queen Radio Products Co

5-906A

F.hlo

White

A.

S-606A

W. L. Jacoby

C-Il

S-513A

Colin B. Kennedy

C-'

C-112

A. D.

Strathy

S -545

5-GOD

S-2220

W. L. Morley

S-75

S. 1605A

Alvin M. Talky

C. E. Ogden

'-1112

C-18

C 1106

H. H.

:-Li:3:5

I. A. L,m,3

S-1701.\

R. A.

Frost

S-155

S -31

.....

1'

Connor

H. W. Simpson

J. Markel

S-1111

C-1)6-1)8
S-1000

Fred I). Willinnu

C -6

C-F6-F8

S-71

5 -537A

H. S. 'Fenny

8-84

5 -806

C. C. Colby
11. L.

S -23

A.

.

il

S-556:1

Walter Magill

Harry

5-111

N. Y.

A. Olson

S-532A

E. R. Schults

S-61

S -1406A

Leslie F. Muter

5-100

S -120IA

G. C. Furness

5-440.A

James Millen

S-517A

John I.. Nelson

Kurs

Caw'IMrthwalte

S-51)2

John 7'. Beatty

5-821)

11.

S 821):\

J. I,. Woods

.-C'i5

II. C. Badman

S 1:3)1 5

lake St.. Chicago, Ill.
Sonora k'honngrnph Co., Inc ... -.. .... S -17
50 West 57th St., New York, N. Y.
S -101
The Sparks-Withington Co
Jackson, Mich.
.` .14
Starr Piano Co
Richmond.
- 171
Steinite Badin l'o
516 S. W'nliash .ive., Chicago. Ill.
S 113
Sterling Mfg.( 0
20:11 .53 l'r,xgsrt Ave., 1'10-eland, Ohio
Stevens Manufacturing Corp
d0-08 E. Ilooston Sta., New York,
Stewart -Warner Speed. Corp
1020 Diverney Parkway, Chicago, III.
St. Johns Table Co
Cadillac. Mich.
Storey k ('lark l'inno Co.
173 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Ill.
Super -Ball Antenna t

J. B. Sebhrist

S-6

8-2
Sentinel Mfg. Co
9705 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago. Ill.
S-7:3
Shamrock Mfg. Co
196 Waverly Ave.. Newark, N. J.
8-133
Co
Brothers
Showers
Tenth and Morton Ste., Bloomington,
and.
S 122
Silver-Marshall, lue
8.16 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
S -91
Co
Sonatron Tull'

13ay, Wis.

5-546A
-15:3

5-120

Kendall Square Bldg., Cambridge, Mass.
Red Lion Cabinet Co
Red Lion, l'a,
The Itola Co
4250 Hollis St., Oakland, Calif.
Samson Electric Co
224 Washington St., Canton, Mass.
Sangemo Electric Co
Springfield, Ill
Scoville Mfg. Co
99 Mill St., Waterbury, Conn.

-

S-60
S-65D

Raytheon Mfg. Co

-

C-21

S-102

DELEGATE

108 W.

S-33D

801

t'lurelstein

II.

dam Stein

S-1901.5
-

It,se

R.

Sparks

1Vn1.

5

tor.\

s
s

S-511

S 121

,

:,.II

I' -3

r

1)1

.

.L,lu, It. Price

5

:,I'

l'arker

E.

I

1)7

11.

M.

I

F. Bull

It. E.

`

Snperior Cabinet t 'nrp
200 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Supreme Instrument Corp
Greenwood. Miss.
S- 20
Swan- Haverstick, Inc
Trenton. N. .1.
Il Itl
Sylvania Ikodnrts 1'0
Drawer 45. Emporium l'a.
S 114
.....
Televocal Curi.
588 -12th St.. W7st New York, N. J.
` -132
Temple, Inc
1925 S. Western Ave., Chicago, Ill.
S .I9
Thorinrson Electric Mfg. ('o..
5110 5V. Huron St., Chicago, Ill.
S.'2a
Tower Mfg. Corp
124 Brookline Ave., Boston, Maas.
. -1111)
Transformer Corp. of America
1428 -32 Orleans St., l'hicago, Ill.
Triad Mfg. Co
Pawtucket, R. I.
II I
Turman Electric Corp
314 W. Superior St., Chicago. Ill.
-'_ 2
Udell Works
28 St. at Barnes Ave., Indianapolis. `
I

1

Scott

W. M.

111. S
S 519

h Lson

\ .\

I

II..'I

S 120ni

l'etrie

('olhurn

W. E.

Johnson

D. F.

Ilaverstick

Lins

S

It ON

I3.

'l'. P. 51haglty

yi\

Paid G. .5ndns

\

;112

t;, Erskine

Manly

I1. P.

S17
1

iordnn C. 13ennett

.

S-32

H. C. Hackett

5-152

E. A. Tracey

S-119

5--600
C-111t3

S-52

S-1623

R. L. O'Neil

S-88

S-5I3

J. McWilliam Stone

S-59

3--620:5

L G. Pacent

:-112

S-1406

H. B. Foster

5-806.5

James M. Skinner

S-82

Philip Schwartz

S-IS
S-51

.S-530A

C. W. Pierson

C -13

C-B48

E. E. Henningen

S-5

S-539

O. R.

Platter

Nat. C'.I;nenc

S-76

C-8

('-F22-28

Ben R. Staaffer

S-111D

S-546

E. E. Potter

S-2

S-502

('-1128

N. Y.

A.

J. .5brah,rnts

('-1318

Radio Cabinet Co. of Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids. Mich.
Radio Cabinet Co. of Rockford
Rockford, IIL

Thos.

S-114

Chicago, Ill.
C-12
Racan Electric Co., Inc
k 18-24 Washington Place, New York,

Radio Corp. of America
233 Broadway. New York, N. Y.
Radio Engineering Magasine
62 Vanderbilt Ave, New York, N. Y
Radio Master Corp
Bay City, Mich.

r

Francis

S-45

ROOM

T3O1)TI I

NAME

DELEGATE

5-139A

368
i

C-22

S-1023A

J. I.. Ray.

S-53i

B. S. Davis

C-C6-C13

F. B. Ward

I Sel.

United Reproducers Corp
Rochester. N. Y.
...
United Scientific bah., Inc.....
113 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
t'. S. Radin A Television Corp....
1340 S. Michigan Ave.. Chicago, IIL
Universal Electric lamp Co
26 Treat Place, Newark, N. J.
Utah Radio Products Co
1615 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Ill.
Valley Appliances, Inc
6.34 Lexington Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
Sictoren Radin Co
2_825 Chester Ave.. Cleveland, Ohm
Victor Talking Machine Co
mper Ste., Camden. N. J.
Front and C('o
Wa1Mrt Mfg.
1000 Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.
S_S smuth- Goodrich Co
Peru, Ind.
The Webster Co
850 Blackhawk St., Chicago, 111.
Webster Electric Co
Racine, Win.
Wells-Gardner Division
1720 N. Robey St.. Chicago. Ili
Weston Electric Instrument Corp
514 Frelinghuynten Ave., Newark, N. J.
.

a -140
It -9
5 -135

firm I). Slrng,mo

S

516

S

2100

It. t;.

S

Ilrx)

It tone
S 512 S

-I6
,-

-

,1'

1

'

-2')

S-SOIA

Allan

li, Messick

15'm.

J. Benncrt

Forma'

H. C.

I

Symington

.-1220.5

5V. S.

S .551.5

J.

A.

11.

I...Sommeror

-Ir22-1)2Y

Victoreen

S .557

W. H. Huth

It

13-506

F. V. Hughes

S-IS0

.4-515A

IL E. !Hash

2i-50

S-519

R.

S-1120.5

A. S.

i-S3
S-106

.

S-12

,S-IHOt)

Charlotte. Mich.
Wright- DeC'ester, Inc

5-135

6-SIH

St. Paul, Minn.

I

S-Ií

Wilcox laboratories

Yssley Manufacturing Co
1103 W. Monroe SL, Chicago, IIL
Zenith Radio Corp
3620 Iron St., Chicago, ILL

Ihvid Wald

S-1ar2:5

S-92

Fhel

If. T. Griffith

S-512\

Ferda
Wells

Caxton Brown

.

,

C. M. Wilcox

144
3 -86

C-1322-1326

E. F.

Mrlh,n,all
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Light-Sensitive Cells
IV. Practical Cells of Various Types

By John Patton Arnold
pREVIOUS discussions have been
confined to photoelectric cells of
the alkali metal type, although it
has been noticed that there are
other classes of cells-the photo-conductive and the photo -voltaic. In this
concluding article, a few words will be
said about these latter devices, and
some further data regarding alkali
metal cells, which has not been treated
elsewhere in this series, will also be

useless for the purpose for which they
were intended, the curious phenomenon
exhibited soon led to the development
of the first practical instrument for
controlling an electrical current by
means of light.
Essentially a selenium cell comprises two metallic electrodes between
which annealed selenium is deposited.
As the specific electrical resistance of
selenium is quite high -30 to 2500
given.
megohms per cubic cm. (Bidwell)
the cells should be so designed that
only a short path of relatively large
cross- section is traversed by the current flowing between the electrodes
when these are connected to a source
of potential. Furthermore, the selenium should be spread in a thin film
so that a relatively large area, with
respect to its volume, is affected by the
light. The films should not be thicker
than 0.0014 cm., as Brown` has shown
that this is the effective depth for the
penetration of light into the surface of
the element. To obtain the greatest
ratio between the light -dark current
(sensitivity) and to lessen inertia
(the lagging of the electrical response
Fig. 15. A sketch of a typical
behind instantaneous changes of illumiselenium cell -form.
nation), this latter requirement should
always be fulfilled in preparing the
I. Photo-Conductive Cells
cells. At one time it was thought that
Any brief discussion of cells of the the heat treatment or annealing
photo-conductive class from the practi- process was a very important factor,
cal standpoint must be confined mainly but Piersol, in a paper referred to
to those employing annealed selenium later, states that neither the length of
for the light- sensitive material. It is time nor the temperature (within
true that some research has been made certain limits) is at all critical.
in recent years with compounds of
Before discussing a few practical
antimony, bismuth, copper, lead, cells, it is necessary to point out the
molybdenum, silver, thallium, etc., but materials which are used for their
the results of such investigations have construction. We have three componot led to the development of light - nents the conducting electrodes, the
sensitive devices which are greatly insulating base, and the selenium film.
superior to the selenium cell, except- As a number of metals will oxidize at
ing possibly the thallium cell to be the annealing temperature and combine
described below.
with the selenium as a selenide,
The literature in reference to seleni- platinum, gold and nickel are the best
um is voluminous, and the reader who materials to use, but due to the
wishes to study the subject thoroughly expense of gold and platinum, such
should consult the bibliography com- metals or alloys as copper, aluminum,
zinc, brass, Constantin, German silver,
piled by M. F. Doty, " Selenium: A
List of References, 1817-1925," pub- and also graphite and carbon may be
lished by the New York Public Library, employed.
Unfortunately, however,
1927. Of particular interest are the selenium films seem to adhere better
references to its physical and chemical to those metals which oxidize than to
constants, its electrical and optical those which do not. For insulation,
properties, the cells and their uses, quartz, glass, porcelain, slate, mica,
and also the early patents relating to soapstone, and bakelite are most satisvisual communication, sound recording, factory in preventing leakage currents
across the electrodes of the cells. Of
etc.
Light action in selenium was first the various allotropic forms of sereported fully in 1873 by Willoughby lenium, the grey crystalline metallic
Smith who used bars of this element variety alone has the suitable light for high resistances. When sunlight sensitive property, and the object of
fell upon them, it was observed that the annealing process is to convert the
their conductivity increa^ed. While
Phys. Rev., Vol. 34, p. 201

-

.

:

I

;

1912.

commercial forms of selenium to this
variety.
Various cell -forms have been suggested, but perhaps the most satisfactory is the grid arrangement shown
in Fig. 15. Here a thin film of metal
is deposited either by electrolysis,
cathode sputtering, photograving processes, or some similar method. McMahon and Brown' prefer gold and
platinum paints consisting of colloidal
solutions of the metals in essential oils.
The base (b) may be quartz or sandblasted glass, and the metallic film is
divided into two electrically conducting portions, as shown. The se-

lenium film bridges the gaps between
the two electrodes or, by the method
of the investigators mentioned above,
large crystals of selenium are employed. Wires leading to the binding
posts of the cell are attached to the
electrodes (a, a) by means of Wood's
metal. Fig. 16 is a commercial cell of
this type.
After a film is deposited on the
form, it is then necessary to convert
the selenium, usually from an amorphous variety, to its light -sensitive form.
Piersol° describes a process of annealing by means of which "several hundred selenium cells have been made
with identical characteristics." He
anneals the cells at 180 deg. C. for five
minutes. An electric oven is often
used for this purpose when accurate
temperature control is desired, although a Bunsen burner is satisfactory in most cases.
An even simpler construction than
the foregoing has been proposed by
Martin' made by heating powdered

'Jour.

1925.
°

Opt. Soo. Am., Vol. 11, p. 223

;

Phys. Rev., Vol. 30, p. 664 ; 1927.
Jour. Opt. Soc. Am., Apr., 1928.

Fig. 16.

A

commercial selenium
cell.
(Courtesy of Samuel Wein)
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vitreous selenium to 216 deg. C. in a
test tube and allowing it to cool slowly.
By turning the test tube nearly upside
down, long threads of selenium can be
poured out, their diameters depending
on the temperature. Threads about
2 cm. long and 0.] cm. in diameter
were found to be most satisfactory.
These threads were annealed and then
strapped down on a microscope slide
by wires at either end. Cells so constructed are said to have a resistance
of about 1/i megohm.
It is advantageous to place a selenium cell in a vacuum to prevent the
absorption of moisture. Ruhmer° suggested this improvement in design. He
cut double parallel threads in soapstone or unglazed porcelain tubing and
into these grooves wound No. 40 B &S
gauge wires, which were secured at one
end to the base of an incandescent
lamp. The soapstone or porcelain tubing was divided in two pieces in order
that wedges could be inserted to take
up the expansion of the wires during
the annealing of the cell. The bulb
was then evacuated. Such cylindrical
cells may be placed at the focus of a
parabolic reflector and illuminated
from all sides.
As to resistance of cells, they may
be divided into two classes : (1) high
and (2) low resistance cells. The
former type have a dark resistance
(when they are not illuminated), varying usually from 100,000 to 500,000
ohms, while the low resistance cells
from 100,000 to about 10,000 ohms.

4. Keep cells dry. If not sealed in
to exclude moisture, they should be
kept in a box containing a few pieces
of calcium chloride.
5. When not in use, cells should be
kept in the Clark, but they may be
exposed to light regularly, for short
periods, to aid in retaining their

-

Fig.

An early Elster and Geitel
potassium hydride cell.

1S.

There is very little difference between
the two, although high resistance cells
often have greater sensitivity. For
engineering work, due to various drcuit constants as well as ordinary
electrical apparatus, cells of fairly low
resistance are often to be preferred.
The theory of light action in selenium is explained by Fournier d'Albe,e
as due to the ionization of the selenium
atoms. The current due to the acting
light varies as the square root of the
illumination. Selenium is more responsive to light of longer wavelength than
any of the photoelectric cells of the
alkali metal type, this sensitivity also
extending into the infra -red spectrum.
It will be noted that the increased
conductivity of selenium under the
action of light is fairly rapid, but the

"Dos Selen,"
°

p. 11 ; Berlin, 1902.
"The Moon- Element," Chap. III.

Fig. 17. The Case Thalofide cell,
which is particularly sensitive for
the infra -red end of the spectrum.

return to the dark resistance value is
much slower, varying from several
minutes to a number of hours, according to the intensity and duration of
the excitation. This fatigue characteristic is more or less noticeable, depending largely on the fulfillment of the

conditions of design and construction
mentioned in the beginning of this section. However, both the fatigue and
lag of cells prevents their satisfactory
use for many applications although
they can be employed in many cases,
especially in places where they are
used in connection with a relay for
short intervals of illumination with
relatively longer rest periods between
successive illuminations.
The following facts regarding the
care of cells should always be
observed:
1. Keep cells cool.
The heating
effect of passing too large currents
through the cell, or from the exposure
to intense radiation, will cause the
formation of selenides of the metal
electrodes. Gold selenide is indicated
by the appearance of dark brown spots
on the surface of the selenium.
2. Apply the lowest voltages that
will give the desired results. The use
of high- resistance relays is preferable,
or a limiting resistance may be placed
in series with the cell for protective
purposes. In general, ten milliamperes
or more should not pass through the
cell, but it is always best to follow the
manufacturer's instructions in this
matter.
3. Cells should not be exposed to
intense light for long intervals of time.
The cell becomes fatigued and becomes
temporarily (or even permanently)
insensitive to light.

sensitiveness.
6. If the resistance of a cell drops
greatly, it can be raised, at least
temporarily, by applying pulsating or
alternating currents.
Case' discovered that thallium sulphide is not only sensitive to light, but
also has a maximum in the infra -red
region of the spectrum and, therefore,
such a cell can be controlled by radiations invisible to the human eye. In
his earlier work, Case trade use of
thallium sulphide. but later refers to
thallium oxysulphidc, having found
that the slightly oxidized compound is
more active under illumination.
Case fuses the material at about
6:50 deg. t'., the fusing point of the
componnd. in the presence of air, thus
forming thallium oxysulphide. The
thickness of the material is usually
between 0.3 and 0.5 mm. After fusing,
it is immediately and rapidly cooled.
The ('ase cell ( Fig. 171 of this type
is called the " Thalofide" cell. The construction consists of a Ina rl z disc, 8/.reon ted with
inch in diameter, which
a filar of lead and this latter is cut in
a grid form similar I., that shown in
Fig. 15. Leads are soldered on after
the thallium compound has been
applied. The assembly is sealed into
an evacuated glass bulb.
The actual light- sensitive surface exposed is about 2 min. wide and from
10 to 12 mm. long.

The average sensitiveness of these
cells is such that the Clark resistance
is lowered by 50 per cent., in 0.02 foot candle when the source of light is a
tungsten filament. In some of the best
cells this drop is obtained in 0.004 foot candle. The Clark resistance of different cells may be anywhere from 5
r Phys. Rev., Vol. 15. p. 289: 1920; Jour.
Opt. Soc. Am, Vol. 6, p. 398; 1922.

Liyht

The alkali metal cell
Fig. 19.
which was designed by Hughes.
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to 50 megohms, depending primarily
on the nature of the material used and
to the grid spacing. This high resistance could be reduced by making the
grid of 100 or more lines per linear
inch.
Thallium oxysulphide appears to
undergo a slow photo -chemical change
without the use of a color filter. This
is supplied with the commercial cell.
The thalofide cell responds quickly to

For such communication both
large or small cells are used depending on the method of scanning. The
two methods are often termed direct
and reflection scanning. In the former
case, the subject to be transmitted is
strongly illuminated and placed before
the scanning apparatus ; for instance,
the conventional Nipkow disc. An
image of the subject is thrown on the
disc by means of a lens. The photothe exciting radiation, usually com- electric cell collects the light that falls
pleted after a lapse of 15 seconds. On upon it through the apertures in the
longer exposures, the galvanometer disc. This optical system is less
deflection increases slowly and some- efficient than that employed in the
times irregularly. Although the time reflection method where a small beam
light is made to pass over the subject
-two minutes to obtain maximum of
response -is shorter than molybdenite, by the rotation of the scanning disc
and large photoelectric cells, like those
described in a previous article, collect
the diffused light reflected from the
subject. The advantages and disadvantages of these systems are fully
discussed by Gray and Ives 10
Various combinations of cells and
vacuum tubes in a single device have
been proposed. Often these include
separate elements for both cell and
tube, or a grid element, serving the
same function as in the thermionic
tube, may merely be inserted between
the electrodes. The advantages of
such combinations are questionable.
Where a filament is employed, the
photoelectric cell has a life which
terminates when the filament is
Fig. 20. Mounting for photoelectric
destroyed, as far as its use in the
cells.
(Courtesy of Cambridge Instrument
combination is concerned otherwise,
Co. Inc.)
it has been noted, a cell will greatly
outlast a vacuum tube. The heating
the thalofide cell behaves somewhat effect of the filament on the alkali like it, requiring twice as long-about metal surface may also be harmful.
four minutes-for complete recovery. Furthermore, the current- illumination
For small deflections, as an exposure characteristic of a cell is linear from
of one minute, two minutes for the highest to lowest values. The
recovery is sufficient.
current- voltage characteristic of a
vacuum tube is not linear.
This,
II. Photoelectric Cells
therefore, limits the wider usefulness
It has been necessary in the previous of the cell. An assisting grid in a cell
articles of this series to compress a may be necessary in certain physical
great deal of information about alkali - research, but the idea is not new
metal cells into a very few pages and, Lenard in 1902 was probably the first
for that reason, some facts concerning investigator who employed it. There
the different types of cells that are are two very significant patents regardused for practical work have not yet ing this structure: Huth, Rosenbaum
been mentioned. Allen' has traced
and Loewe (German Pat. 304,325;
their historical development from the Sept. 28, 1917) and Langmuir (U. S.
early Elster and Geitel ahi ali hydride Pat. 1,282,439 ; Oct. 22, 1918) .
cell (Fig. 18) down to all but the more
I)r. Robert C. Burt, of Pasadena,
recent types developed in this country. makes a quartz central-anode cell, but
Some of these are of particular interest the alkali metal can also be volatilized
and will be described here.
and deposited on the central electrode
Hughes" designed the cell, shown in so that the cell can be used for stellar
Fig. 19, which suggests the black -body photometry as a central -cathode type
inclosures used in the study of heat with a saturation point at about 8
radiation. The pear- shaped flask traps volts.
practically all of the light that enters
In working with these cells it is
the cell through the window and by often desirable to mount them as
progressive reflections from the interior shown in Fig. 20. Here the cell is
walls produces electronic emission inclosed in a light -tight wooden case
wherever it impinges on the light- which is fitted with an iris diaphragm
sensitive cathode.
and shutter. Thus the size of the light
Small cells-two, three or four beam that falls on the light- sensitive
inches in diameter-are usually suit- cathode can be regulated and also the
able for all applications except tele- time of exposure may be either
"instantaneous" or the shutter con-

trolled by the bulb, as is the case with
a photographic camera.

vision.

M. Photovoltaic Cells
The literature referring to photovoltaic phenomena is less extensive
than that of either the photoelectric or
photoconductive effects. Neither has
the commercial development of cells
of this sort been undertaken to any
great extent in spite of the fact that
there is no doubt of their practical
value.
In regard to the literature on the
subject, there seems to be no better
introduction to it than the interesting
paper of Carl W. Tucker." Allen"
also lists a number of modern references.
Tucker describes the typical photo"If a photo -.
voltaic cell as follows
sensitive substance is placed upon two
metal electrodes which dip into some
solution, the potential difference between these two electrodes, in the
dark, may be reduced to zero. But if
one of these electrodes is illuminated
while the other is darkened, the photochemical changes, which take place on
the illuminated surface, may be expected to produce a potential difference between the exposed and darkened electrodes. What the magnitude
:

;

;

"Photo- electricity," Chap. XVII; 1925.
Philo. Mag., Vol. 35, p. 679; 1913 also
his "Report on Photo -electricity," p. 104.
"

10 Jour, Opt. Soc. Am., Vol.
16,
1928: Vol. 17, p. 428 ; 1928.

P.

177;

The Wein photovoltaic
cell.
(Courtesy of Radiovision Corp.)

Fig. 21.

of this voltage will be and what will
be the sign of the charge on the
illuminated electrode may be expected
to vary with the nature of the photo-

sensitive substance and its lightreaction."
Becquerel" first
prepared and
named the photovoltaic cell. The
if "A
o

Study of Photovoltaic Cells" (Jour.
Phys. Chem., Vol. 81, pp. 1357-1380 Sept.,

1927).
i2

"Photo -electricity," 2nd. ed.,
Lumière, II., 121.

"La

1925.
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photovoltaic effect is also known as
the Becquerel effect. This investigator employed silver chloride, bromide,
and iodide as the light- sensitive material on plates of silver and platinum,
which were immersed in dilute sulphuric acid. Becquerel observed, as
Tucker reports, that (1) "the sign of
the charge on the illuminate electrode
varied with the thickness of the photosensitive material" and that (2)
"the observed voltage was inconstant
during the illumination and that its
value varied with the intensity of the
illumination."
Minchin" also investigated the silver
halides, as well as Wilderman".
More recently, Case" prepared cells
of cuprous oxide on copper plates in
a solution of 2.5% copper formate
Vol. 31, p. 207; 1891.
Z. Physik. Chem., Vol. 59, pp. 553, 703;
1907.
Trans, Klectrorhem. Roc., Vol. 31, p.
1917.

" Phil. map. (5)

'R

and 0.4% formic acid. Thus, as far
as investigations in this field have
been carried out. it seems that the
silver halides or copper oxide are the
most satisfactory materials for practical photovoltaic cells.
One of these cells has been developed by Samuel Wein, of New York
City. It has a semi- cylindrical copper
plate, which is treated chemically, and
a lead electrode placed in a bulb containing a colorless solution (Fig. 21).
When the copper plate is exposed to
diffused sunlight, a current of approximately 0.5 milliampere will pass
between the electrodes. Such cells
can be charged, just as an ordinary
storage battery is charged, and for a
time a much larger current flows, although this effect rarely lasts longer
than an hour. However, this charging is not at all necessary as the ordinary current output is large in comparison with the photoelectric cells.
The chief advantages of these cells
are that they will operate relays di-
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rectly, that they do not require external batteries in operation and that
they do not exhibit the lag noticed in
photoconductive cells. They will also
respond to intermittent light comparable to voice frequencies, and hence
are suitable for photo -telegraphy and
talking motion pictures. The upward
frequency is not definitely known
least, not to the writer-and it is thus
uncertain whether they will respond
to the wide frequency band required
for the production of intelligible television signals. However, they are excellent for every other purpose.
It is also surprising to find that the
cells are not subject to progressive
fatigue in so far as rough tests can
In confirmation of this
determine.
statement, an experimental cell was
observed at intervals over a period of
seven or eight months. It does not
appear that there has been any diminution of the photocurrent in that
time.
(The End)
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The Problems of Radio Servicing
III.

How General Vacuum Tube Voltage and Current Tests Indicate
Specific Faults in the Receiver

By John F. Rider, Associate Editor
TO disseminate radio
tion pertaining to radio service

work is a lengthy procedure.
Not necessarily tedious-hut
lengthy. In view of the fact that a
little knowledge is dangerous, we believe that a detailed analysis will serve
better than a cursory explanation of
the details involved.
We concluded the last installment,
relative to the "process of elimination"
by stating that the following article
will concern radio -frequency amplifiers. We are going to change the
routine and delay comment upon this
subject until some future date -as
there are a few other points we had
best cover first.
Service data associated with any
part of the radio receiver involves the
vacuum tube, since this tube is a part
of each system and its operation is
controlled by the condition of the
various systems, including the power
supply units and circuit continuity.
Hence, we believe that the first item
subsequent to the general discussion
contained in the first two installments,
should be the vacuum tube. Now, we
wish to make clear that we are not
attempting an elementary course in
vacuum tube design or radio in general. We recognize fully that some of
the information contained in these
pages is known to some of the readers,
but we are also certain that some of
the data supposedly known is not fully
comprehended. Hence, we move along
this line of progress. By discussing

the
ment,
the filament is intact and in perfect
condition, and if the physical structure of the tube elements has not been
altered, the various electrical constants will be as decided upon in the
design. If, however, the most vulnerable part of the tube-the filament
has undergone some change, it will influence some of the electrical constants
of the tube, since the value of the constant is governed by the number of
electrons emitted by the filament. By
this we no not wish to imply that the
Vacuum Tube Tests
design of the filament governs the conRadio receiver servicing, to be profit- stants. What we mean to say is that
able, requires the most rapid form of the electronic emission from the filawork consistent with accuracy and the ment exerts a tremendous influence
attainment of results. With this in upon the two most important tube
mind, one cannot help but wonder characteristics; the plate impedance
about the most suitable test for a and the mutual conductance. The
vacuum tube to show its condition and amplification constant remains uniform
over a very wide range of filament temto prophecy its degree of performance.
In this connection we must recognize perature and electronic emissivity.
Therefore, as a rapid test, the electwo conditions first, the tube which
tronic emission is as good as any,
has
which
the
tube
is new and second.
assuming no physical damage to the
been in use for a period of time.
tube.
The average vacuum tube has four
As an illustration of the above, the
important constants electronic emisamplification constant of the average
sion, plate impedance, amplification
constant (mu) and the mutual con- 226 -type tube remains between 8.2 and
ductance. Now, it is quite logical that 8.4 over a filament potential range
from .5 to 1.7 volts, whereas the plate
a rapid test of the vacuum tube need
impedance is approximately 43,000
not involve the determination of all of
these constants, particularly if the tube ohms at .75 volt and 8,000 ohms at 1.5
volts- -and the mutual conductance is
is new. The saine is true if the tube
250 micromhos at .85
approximately
receiver.
defective
from
a
is removed
volt and 830 micromhos at 1.5 volts on
The reason for this is that these constants are governed by one major ele- the filament.

vacuum tubes at this time we
the need for further discussion as we
progress through trouble diagnosis and
isolation.
We take for granted that the reader
is familiar with the structure of the
conventional type of three- element
vacuum tube, and to a certain extent
with the function of the various elements. We will dwell to a certain
extent upon the latter in a manner
somewhat different than the conventional.

:

:

-
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Electronic Emission

Emission Tests

The importance of satisfactory electronic emission is self- evident. With
respect to the test of a tube removed
from a receiver, the paramount test is
that for electronic emission, bearing in
mind that the tube has been in use for
a period of time, rendered satisfactory
service during that time and that the
physical structure of the tube does not
undergo a change, unless of course, the
tube is subjected to a violent physical
shock, which might jar an element
loose or break continuity between the
wires connected to the tube prongs and
the elements. Usage will not alter the
plate impedance or the mutual conductance values if the filament emisssivity remains constant. With respect
to disconnected elements, this condition will be evidenced by certain
symptoms and will become evident in
a simple plate current test which follows the filament emission test, the
latter, however, being the first test
made.
We can state without detailed explanation that the most vulnerable
part of any vacuum tube, irrespective
of type, is the filament. Furthermore,
the element which deteriorates most
rapidly during operation of the vacuum
tube is the filament. In the filament
type of a -c. tube, the filament is the
source of electrons, exactly as in the
case of the d -c. tube. In the cathode
type of a -c. tube, the cathode is the
source of electrons. Hence, if in the
first two instances, the source of electrons undergoes the most rapid change,
the same may be considered to be the
ease in the cathode type of a -c. tube.
In addition, we must consider volatilization of the filament in this tube and
the production of less heat with which
to heat the cathode and also burnout
of the filament. Since the operation of
the tube is governed by the electronic
emission by the electron emitting element, the primary test is that for electronic emission. In the d -c. type of
tube employing a thoriated filament,
the thorium is burned away and the
abundant emission of electrons, due to
the thorium, ceases. Since the tube is
designed for operation with the
thorium in the filament, deactivation
of this type of filament will impair the
operation of the tube.
The same is true in the case of the
filament type of a -c. tube, with the
exception, that in this instance, the
abundance of electrons is due to an
oxide coating upon the filament. After
this oxide is burned away, the filament
does not emit sufficient electrons for
satisfactory operation. In the cathode
type of a -c. tube, the cathode is the electron emitter, and if the heat generated
by the filament (heater) is insufficient
the electronic emission will be insufficient. If. on the other hand, the
oxide coating upon the cathode is
burned away during operation, the
number of electrons emitted will reach
a low level where the tube is useless.

Electronic emission tests must be
made under definite prescribed conditions, a requirement which is not fulfilled in everyday practice.
These
specifications are compiled by the
vacuum tube manufacturers. It is true
that each individual serviceman can
develop his own calibrations for electronic emission, but no matter how it
is arranged, definite values must be
employed. Every type of vacuum tube
has a definite minimum value of electronic emission at certain values of
filament and plate potential. This,
however, does not signify that all tubes
are tested under identical conditions,
unless they are of similar type, in
which case what has been said does
not apply, and all tubes of similar type
are tested under identical conditions.
Electronic emission in excess of the
minimum value is permissible.
The following is the minimum electronic emission value of each tube
mentioned and the recommended operating voltages. These values are
recommended by E. T. Cunningham,
Inc., and are excerpts from their
engineering bulletins.
mnmmmmum n mmm mmnmmumumunnumuunnm

mmm unumw nm

Minimum
Emission
(Millie-)

Tube

Fil. Volts

12
299
220
301A
300A
340
112
112A
371
310
350
326
327
313

1.1
3.3
3.3
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

3168
380
381

Plate Volte

ampere)

6.0
5.5
13.0
20.0
14.0
14.0
45.0

50
50
50
50
50

50
50

(No emission tests)

5.0

50
100
250

6 0

6.0
1.5

4.0

50
50
100

60
5.0
60

125
80
150

2 5

40.0
85.0
505.0
35.0
35.0
40.0

(each anode)

85.0
100.0
200.0

(The plate voltage values mentioned are
the voltage applied to the grid and plate
connected together as an anode. Although
Cunningham designations have been employed, these values are applicable to the
Ux and to all similar type tubes.)
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The practice of judging a tube by
the normal plate current, is open to
condemnation. The plate current reading alone, gives very little indication
of the tube performance as an audio
amplifier, a detector or as a radiofrequency amplifier. As a matter of
fact, while the plate current is a
function of the electronic emission
(since the condition of the filament
influences the plate reading) filament
condition is best determined by an electronic emission test. As a guide to
performance as an amplifier, the plate
current reading alone will not afford
conclusive evidence to the negative or
the affirmative, since other items must
be taken into consideration. These are

the amplification constant and the
Fortunately,
mutual conductance.
however, as we stated earlier in this
text, measurement of these values is
unnecessary. The electronic emission
test should be the first observation followed by any simple test to show correct operating conditions and continuity of the elements.
Tube voltage specifications must be
strictly observed. This applies to all
voltages ; filament, grid and plate.
Frequent mention is made that tube
filament life is prolonged by operation
below the rated filament potential or
temperature. This is true under certain conditions, which, due to the trend
in tube filament structure design is
applicable to all a -c. receivers. Subnormal filament potential operation of
the thoriated tungsten filament prolongs the life of the throium, that is,
the period of operating life, but it
alters the molecular structure of the
tungsten, making it more brittle and
subject to fracture more easily. Excessive filament temperature dissipates
the thorium more rapidly and increases
volatilization of the tungsten. Hence,
such filaments should be operated at
normal filament potential and temperature. The same is not true of the
oxide coated filaments, where operating life is prolonged by operation below
the rated temperature. So much for
that at the present time.

Plate Current Tests
In contrast to the electronic emission
value when testing a tube, the plate
current value is a barometer of circuit
conditions when testing receivers with
the vacuum tubes in the respective
sockets and in the tester socket connected to the receiver. Experience
plus the manufacturer's specifications
will advise the correct plate current
values for various values of plate voltage, as measured with the test set.
Correct interpretation of these values
expedite isolation of the trouble.
In connection with what is to follow,
we wish to make clear that these conditions are not the only ones encountered. Many others will confront
the serviceman, but if we remove the
haze around a number, the remainder
will be viewed in much better light.
As we stated, we are concerned with
the vacuum tube, and we will consider
the items which are associated with
the vacuum tube and which manifest
some effect upon it.
In view of the fact that receiver installations are of two types, namely,
those employing batteries as sources
of potential and those employing power
devices, such as eliminators, for
sources of potential, it is necessary to
consider them separately. Let us take
the battery source of potential first.
The first condition shall be excessive i
plate current, as indicated upon a- set
tester or analyzer, when this device is
being employed to check a receiver and
to locate the defective part. Excessive
plate current may be due to several
conditions and for purpose of illustra-
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tion we show two plate current grid
voltage curves in Fig. 1. These curves
are for different values of plate voltage
and are not the curves of any one
specific tube, but are used merely to
illustrate the point mentioned. The
plate current values are designated
upon the ordinate line on the extreme
left and the positive and negative
values of grid voltage are shown upon
the abscissa. These curves are allied
with receiver operation and circuit conditions may be applied to these curves
for interpretation. If one comprehends this data, much will be gained.
The designations "Ep 90" and "Ep
135" mean that the first curve is representative of a condition when the plate
voltage is 90 and the other when the
plate voltage is 135. Let us consider
the point "0 grid volts" as the starting
point for our discussion. The plate
current values indicated on the ordinate are the values indicated on the set
analyzer plate current meter. According to the curves in Fig. 1, the normal
plate current for Ep 90 and 0 grid bias
is 10 milliamperes and for Ep 135 and
0 grid bias, the normal plate current
is 12.5 milliamperes. It is, therefore,
obvious that as the plate voltage is
increased, everything else being normal,
the plate current increases. Discounting the plate current saturation point
governed by the maximum filament
emission, it can be said that excessive
plate current may be due to excessive
plate potential. If we could draw a
curve for Ep equal to 200, the plate
current with 0 grid bias would be
much greater than 12.5 milliamperes.
Now, suppose that we operate with
the curve marked Ep 90 and consider
the positive and negative grid bias
voltages. According to the graph, the
negative voltage has a maximum of 20
volts and the positive voltage a maximum of 8 volts. The reason for the
unequality is that positive bias is
seldom employed. We neglect the
small positive bias employed with grid
leak- condenser systems of detection,
since the bias does not approach the
maximum of 8 volts shown. For a
plate potential of 90 volts, the usual
grid bias is about 4 volts or perhaps
a little more. According to the curve,
the normal plate current with this
plate and grid voltage is about 6.3
milliamperes. We are aware that this
value is in excess of the usual value
encountered in receivers, but we employ it because it is better for illustration. At 0 grid bias the plate current is 10 milliamperes, an increase of
approximately 3.7 milliamperes when
the 4 volt grid bias is removed. It is,
therefore, evident that the grid bias
controls the plate current and if the
grid bias is less than normal, the plate
current will be more than normal,
hence excessive plate current may be
due to insufficient grid bias. If we
move into the territory occupied by
the positive grid bias voltages, we find
that with a grid bias of plus 4 volts
the plate current is increased to 12.5
milliamperes, (the curvature of the

which reduces the plate current to zero
or thereabouts and then losing this
charge, again permitting normal plate
current, only to again repeat the procedure. The proof that this condition
is not due to a poor contact is that the
variation is uniform in frequency and
is found when the receiver is not passing signals and that the plate voltage
is normal and steady at all times,
even when the plate current is zero.
Now we refer to Figs. 2 and 3 to
illustrate the points mentioned in connection with the curves in Fig. 1 and
to bring out a few pertinent details
which were not represented and discussed in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, we view
an ordinary stage in an electric receiver, employing an eliminator as the
Although lacking an
milliamperes.
source of plate potential, a -c. tubes
illustration, excessive plate current and a resistance as the source of grid
may also be due to excessive filament
potential, the potential being due to
potential.
the passage of the tube plate current
through the resistance and the conse14
quent voltage drop. Referring to excessive plate current with normal plate
potential we find that a leak between
12
Ep 135
the plate winding of the transformer
connected to the plate of the preceding
tube and the grid winding of the tube
in question will cause the application
of a positive potential upon the grid,
which will either neutralize the negative grid bias or will submerge the
negative grid bias, and cause a positive
bias. This condition arises frequently
El; 0
in resistance -capacity audio amplifiers
and in some impedance-capacity audio
amplifiers, due to a leak through the
12
4
16
4 0
8
020
8
isolating or coupling capacity as many
GRD VOLTAGE
call this condenser. Other cases have
FIG.1
been the radio -frequency transformers
where scraping of the insulation perRepresentative plate current, grid
mitted contact between the plate and
of
a
curves
voltage characteristic
vacuum tube.
the grid turns, or some other form of
short ; also a leak between the plate
With the above in mind and with and grid windings of audio-frequency
one exception, it stands to reason that transformers or between the plate and
the reverse conditions may cause in- grid leads.
sufficient plate current. That is to
say, insufficient plate potential with
General Voltage Checks
normal bias may be the cause for inLikewise,
excurrent.
plate
sufficient
Referring to Fig. 2, we have desigcessive negative grid bias may be the
nated four important sources of poand
cause for insufficient plate current,
tential ; V, V1, V2 and V3, each one
insufficient filament potential may like- having a bearing upon the reading
wise be the cause for insufficient plate observed upon the plate current meter,
current. The exception we mention is MA. If the plate current is excessive
the application of a positive grid bias, and the measurement of the plate
which can never cause insufficient plate voltage shows it to be greater than
current, since it will always increase normal, V, V1 and V3 are not involved
rather than decrease the plate current. and examination of V2 is in order.
possible troubles in the source of
"Floating" and "Positive" Grids The
V2 are two in number. First, the inIn connection with this discussion of put voltage, and second, the voltage
plate current, we must mention another drop across the voltage divider resistcondition before we move on, and this ance, or an open in the voltage divider
resistance. The condition of the voltis an unsteady or fiuctating plate current observation. Contrary to the age divider system is evidenced by the
opinion of many, this condition does plate voltages applied to the other
tubes in the receiver. If voltage is
not indicate a poor contact in the plate
circuit. Instead, it is due to an open being applied to the detector tube plate
and the voltage divider system is of
in the grid circuit, resulting in a "free"
fluctuating
the potentiometer type, it is safe to
The
or "floating" grid.
plate current is an indication that the assume that nothing is wrong with the
grid is not at a steady operating divider resistance. Even if the resistpotential ; the grid intermittently ance usually employed between the deaccumulating a heavy negative charge tector tap and the B minus is open,

plate current curve has no significance)
and if the normal plate current is supposed to be 6 milliamperes (Ep 90
with 4 volts negative grid bias), it
stands to reason that excessive plate
current may be due to incorrect
polarity of the grid bias -the bias
being positive instead of negative.
Referring again to Fig. 1, it is evident that the grid bias controls the
value of plate current, when the plate
voltage is normal. Also that if the
plate voltage is less than normal it is
still possible that the plate current
should be excessive, as for example
the normal plate current for Ep 135
and 8 volts negative grid bias is 6
milliamperes, the plate current for Ep
90 and 1 volt negative grid bias is 9

-
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satisfactory operation will be possible,
although the output voltage will be
higher along the various taps, because
the insertion of this resistance increases the current load upon the
eliminator.
It is now necessary to consider the
operating characteristic of the average
B eliminator. If the current load is
reduced the output voltage increases
and, conversely, if the current load is
increased the output voltage decreases.
This condition is influenced by the grid

RESISTANCE
IN PLATE
CIRCUIT

Causes of Low Plate Voltage
PT

SOURCE OF

PLATE
POTENTIAL

Ri

FIG.3
SOURCE OF

FILAMENT

tial upon the plate of the tube being
tested.
We must also consider another possibility. the lack of function of any
voltage reducing resistances in the
plate circuit, exclusive of the resistances in the voltage divider system in
the eliminator, as in Fig. 3. The tendency towards excessive plate current
with excessive plate potential, due to
the condition cited, is greater when
the C bias resistance is incorporated
in the eliminator, rather than in the
grid circuit of the tube in question, as
shown in Fig. 2. In the latter position,
the grid bias increases as the plate
%,Itage and current increase.

6-

VOLTAGE

In trouble shooting, it is well to
keep in mind that voltage- reducing
resistors are often incorporated in

the receiver circuit proper.

bias, the output voltage increasing as
the negative grid bias is increased,
since this action reduces the plate current, hence the current load. In this
case, however. the plate current is excessive, and the plate voltage is excessive, hence it is doubtful if it is
due to an excessive negative grid bias.
If the grid bias were positive, it
would cause the increased plate current, but such an increase in plate
current load would have a tendency to
reduce the output plate voltage. But
one conclusion is possible
some
other point in the receiver, the load
upon the eliminator has been removed
or reduced. Perhaps a plate circuit is
open, or if the voltage divider employed in the B eliminator utilizes
individual resistances, one of these may
be open circuited. In this connection
one can eliminate the detector tap,
since the current consumption is so
small that the removal of this small
load will have very little effect upon
the system. If the tube under observation is the output tube. it is possible that the lead supplying the other
amplifying tubes is open, and vice
versa. If the voltage divider system is
of the potentiometer type and the tube
being tested is one of the amplifying
tubes. exclusive of the output tube, an
open in the voltage divider system between the amplifying tube tap and the
main lead is out of the question, since
such a break would open the circuit
and plate voltage would not be available for the tube being tested. However an open between the maximum
voltage tap and the output tube plate
is possible and such a condition would
cause the application of excess poten-

-at

Insufficient plate voltage and plate
current may be due to several conditions in the system. First, a marked
reduction in the input voltage feeding
the B eliminator. Second. excessive
voltage drop in the eliminator rectifying tube, if it is defective. Third,
excessive voltage drop in the filter
system. Fourth, a shorted condenser
across one of the sections of the voltage divider system, which would reduce
the total voltage divider resistance
across the eliminator output. increase
the current flow through this resistance network and consequently increase the load upon the eliminator.
This would cause a reduction in the
output voltage. Furthermore, if the
C bias resistance is located in the
eliminator, the action mentioned by
causing an increase in current flow,
would increase the voltage drop across
this resistance and consequently the
negative bias applied to the tube. In
this discussion we assume that the
shorted condenser is not connected
across one of the plate voltage taps
which supplies plate voltage to the
tube under test. The effect of the
shorted condenser would become evident upon a plate voltage test throughout the receiver.
With respect to the voltage, V1, in
Fig. 2, we must mention a similar
resistance located in the B eliminator.
In both eases, the resistances are bypassed with condensers. A short in
these condensers will short the resistance and eliminate the C bias. thus

greatly increasing the plate current
and reducing the plate voltage, due to

Generalized cir-

cuit indicating
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possible source
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the operating characteristic of the B
eliminator, but the reduction in plate
voltage will not equal the increase in
plate current. As an example, the
normal plate current of a 250 tube
operating at 450 volts on the plate, was
increased to approximately 135 milliamperes when the C bias of 80 volts
was removed because of a shorted bypass condenser, whereas the output
voltage of the eliminator, tested at the
tube plate, was 420 volts.
With respect to an open in the grid
circuit, two conditions may prevail,
depending upon the position of the
break. If the "open" is located between the grid of the tube socket and
the grid end of the unit connected
across the grid filament circuit, the
"free" grid condition mentioned will
be present. On the other hand if the
break in the grid circuit is such that
the connection between the filament
circuit and the B minus is opened, the
plate current meter will read zero,
since circuit continuity between the
plate and the filament has been broken.
Such a condition would exist if the
grid bias resistance supplying V1, in
Fig. 2, were to "open."
The value of the resistance associated with the designation V1 in Fig.
2. governs the value of grid bias applied to this tube. If it is excessive,
the negative grid bias is excessive and
the reading on the meter, MA will
show insufficient plate current. Conversely, if the value of this resistance
is less than normal, the reading on
meter MA will be greater than normal,
showing excessive plate current.
Insufficient or excessive values of V,
the filament potential, is governed by
the value of V3, the input voltage,
when a transformer is used, and the
potential value of the battery, if a
battery is used. Also upon the values
of whatever voltage-reducing resistances may be employed in the circuit,
as shown in Fig. 3. If, assuming correct source of potential, these resistances are excessive, the value of V will
be less than normal and the reading
on the meter, MA will be less than
normal. If, on the other hand, the
value of these resistances is greater
than normal, the value of V will be
excessive and the reading MA will be
excessive.
(To be continued)
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The Engineering Rise in Radio
By Donald McNicol
Fellow A.I.E.E., Fellow I.R.E., Past -President, Institute of Radio Engineers

Part XIII
Advantages of Tube Oscillator
WITH a tube employed as the
generator of the oscillations

and another tube serving as
voice modulator, an end was
seen to all previously employed means
of setting up radio telephone transm i s s i o n. T h e alternating-current
transformer, the machine alternator
and the arc oscillator were suitable for radio telegraphy, (the arc
also for radio telephony), but it was
early sensed that the tube had many
advantages over other means for the

purposes of telephony. Undoubtedly
tubes could be made having larger dimensions, suitable for generating large
currents, and this is what came to pass
with surprising rapidity. Tubes were
soon available for the production of
radio frequencies at high powers, having grid potentials of 150 volts negative, the plate circuit potentials ranging up to 2,000 volts and higher.
Meissner, in Germany, in 1913, and
Round, in England, devised radio telephone transmitting systems in which
the three- electrode tube was employed
to generate the energy to be radiated
from the sending antenna. Round perhaps was first to apply the tube for
this purpose. In the early trials the
telephone transmitter was connected
in the antenna circuit directly. Connected also in the antenna circuit was
a glow lamp which gave out full brilliancy when the system had been adjusted to resonance and the oscillatory
condition established. With this arrangement it was reported at the time
that Round had succeeded in telephoning a distance of fifty miles. Later,
the microphone was connected to the
grid circuit making possible better control of modulation.
Ingenious proposals with a view to
improvement of transmitting circuits
were made by August Hund, Carl Englund, Lloyd Espenschied, John R. Carson, and others, in America. Several
of the improvements proposed by these
engineers were of fundamental importance, and constituted the bases on
which were designed elements of dependable systems of the years following.

The Audion, a Land -Line Telephone Repeater
The acquisition by the dominant telephone interests in America, of the right
to use the deForest audion as a repeater, brought the tube into the
laboratories of the manufacturing company producing telephone equipment.
In this thoroughly equipped electrical
laboratory, staffed with competent and

resourceful engineers, beginning in
1912, the audion. its known properties
and its possibilities, were subjected to
critical examination.
The device was studied from the
theoretical standpoint by Dr. G. A.
Campbell, whose work on loaded telephone lines, years before, had contributed largely to the success of long
distance wire telephony. In the telephone company's laboratory, E. H. Col pitts, H. J. Van der Bijl and others
devised improved systems of modulation giving approximately undistorted
speech. These latter appeared in 1914.

selection is not secrecy, as
"
any receiver can be adjusted to all
lengths and frequencies.
The intensity of these radiations is
so great that any large number of
sending stations erected near each
other would seriously interfere with
and confuse each other's outgoing
transmission, and even a small number
would absolutely destroy the tenuous
incoming vibrations, and all could be
destroyed by extremely high tension
and high frequency radiation in close
proximity."

and:

"The great obstacle to dependable
usefulness with commercial possibilities
confine this great
-the causes towhich
particular undependable
achievement
uses -are natural conditions as yet and
uncontrollable."

probably forever

But the great war was on, and soon
vast financial resources were to be
available for the development of and
carrying out of any project which was
new and which might contribute
toward preparedness for eventualities
likely to ensue. The engineers were to
have opportunity.

Radiophone Tests of 1915
By means of a tube oscillator radio

Fig. 18. A portion of the radio
telephone equipment employed at
Arlington, Va. which successfully
transmitted speech to Paris and
Honolulu.

With the widespread attack directed

upon it beginning in 1912, it was not
likely that the audion's secrets would
long remain undiscovered. The telephone company's engineers. were at the
time interested in perfecting the tube
as a repeater for land lines. The development of the tube repeater proceeded so rapidly that the summer of
1914 witnessed its employment in commercial telephone service connecting
New York with San Francisco.
- A situation which may have had a
bearing on the line of research at first
followed by the telephone engineers
was that as late as the year 1915, the
executives of the company had not been

alarmingly impressed by the various
sallies of enthusiasm proceeding from
the laboratories of purely radio organizations.
It may seem justly matter of wonder
that this was the situation, but in a
pamphlet issued by President T. N.
Vail, of the telephone company, in 1915,
appear the statements :

telephone system the telephone engineers in March 1915 carried on conversation between a station at Montauk
Point, New York, and a station at Wilmington, Delaware, a distance of 300
With equipment developed
miles.
from these tests the engineers, in the
fall of 1915, from the Arlington (near
Washington) station of the U. S. Navy,
successfully transmitted speech to
Paris, France, and to Honolulu, Hawaii. ( See Fig. 18.)
This somewhat spectacular demonstration of radio telephony attracted
attention to the possibilities of the system, and although twelve years were to
pass before commercial radio telephony
was attempted between America and
Europe, there is no doubt that the
1915 demonstrations paved the way
for many of the special applications
over shorter distances made during the
war.
American engineers identified with
the radiophone demonstrations here referred to, and with subsequent applications of radio telephony to various
needs of war communication, included:
F. B. Jewett, E. B. Craft, E. H. Col pitts. Lloyd Espenschied, R. A. Heising,
H. W. Nichols. L. M. Clement, A. M.
Curtis. H. E. Shreeve, R. V. L. Hartley, H. D. Arnold. N. H. Slaughter,
A. A. Oswald and R. H. Wilson.

Improvement in Construction of
Tubes
One of the outstanding developments of the war years 1914 -1918, was
the great improvement made in the
design and manufacture of vacuum
tubes. The rather fragile tubes in
use previously were not suitable for
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war operations in which ruggedness
and uniformity of performance were
essentials. The experience gained by
the telephone engineers from 1912
until 1917 in designing tubes suitable
for the purposes of the telephone repeater enabled them when the need
arose to successfully meet the specifications laid down by the Signal Corps
authorities. Dependable and uniform
tubes were produced for both reception
and transmission, by the various
American manufacturers of tubes.
In the first long distance tests (in
1915) there were used tubes with a
rating of 25 watts, a complete transmitter requiring 500 tubes in order to
radiate approximately 1% kilowatts
of useful power. Before the end of
the war tubes of 250 watts rating
were being widely used. By 1921,
water- cooled tubes of ten kilowatts
rating had been produced; in 1923,
twenty-kilowatt tubes and a few years
later 100 -kilowatt tubes were available.

Chronology of Radiophone Demonstrations
Seeking to know the history of
radio telephone development it is Important to note that the voice was
transmitted through space by Fessenden in 1900, and that in the following six or seven years Fessenden,
deForest, and others had radio telephone systems in operation, employing the alternator and the arc as gen-

Throughout the interim 1907 -1914,
while no end of experimentation was
carried on in all parts of the world,
little additional progress was made toward perfected radio telephony. Difficulties were, as has been shown, that
suitable microphones were not available, and the methods of voice modulation employed were not such that
faithful reproduction was obtained in
receivers. Also, the arc and the alternator were cumbersome, expensive,
and not suited for mobile stations
where sources of commercial electric
power were not at hand.
The discovery of the oscillating
property of the audion very largely
corrected this situation, and although
war needs only, from 1915 until the
end of 1918, were served by the material improvements made, it is perhaps true that during these four years
greater actual progress was made
than would have taken place in ten
or fifteen years of peacetime. A result
was that shortly after the close of
the war the various nations had in
being a great new utility for which
it was supposed no peacetime use
existed, but which, differing from the
torpedoes and hand grenades developed contemporaneously, contained
elements which should make of it an
agency for good -will, peace and understanding.

Voice Modulation of Carrier Waves
With the tube available for the
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generation of electric oscillations, the
subject of the transmitter (microphone) and the problem of modulation were presented in a light which
made plainer and easier satisfactory
solutions.
Methods of modulation which came
into use following the intensive developments of the war years included
the absorption method and the Heising constant- current method.
By
means of the method variously referred to as diverting, detuning or
absorption there is effected a reduction In antenna current when the
modulator is in operation, to a value
below that obtaining when the modulating voice is not applied, an example
of which is the employment of a
microphone directly in the oscillating
circuit, thus varying its resistance.
Or, variously, inductively coupled
with the oscillating circuit, or by using a three-electrode tube to absorb
energy in its plate circuit, the absorption controlled by speech currents impressed on the grid circuit.
The Heising modulator, in principle,
variously referred to as non- absorption, constant current or power modulation, is characterized by alternate
increase and decrease of radiated
energy above and below the value produced normally by the oscillator.
Experimental experience has shown
that there are many ways in which
the radiated carrier wave of radio
telephony may be modulated in order
to reproduce at the receiver the voice
sounds impressed on the microphone
of the transmitter, but the trend of
progress in this respect may be understood by referring to a few of the
steps successively taken which resulted in improvements, even if these
were destined later to give way to
still further improvements.
In the radiophone tests from the
Naval Station at Arlington, in 1915,
previously referred to, the Western
Electric Company's engineers who
assembled the system employed a
method of voice modulation due to
Van der Bíji° which operated on the
principle of amplification control.
In the apparatus a small sized tube
operating on a plate potential of 120
volts was used to generate the requisite sustained waves of constant
amplitude. The circuit of the telephone was provided with an amplifier
so that the signal impressed on the
modulator would have an amplitude
sufficient to carry the sustained wave
over the range of the modulator's control. The radio -frequency current as
modulated had an outlet by way of a
tuned circuit and passed through two
stages of amplification, the last stage
delivering energy to the sending
antenna.
The first amplifier was made up of
from two to twelve tubes connected in
parallel, the number depending upon
the wavelength intended and upon the
° U.

S.

Patent No. 1,350,752.

number of power oscillator tubes employed. The power amplifier consisted
of from 300 to 550 tubes, tuned drcuits being used to pass the radio frequency wave from the first amplifier to the grids of the power tubes.
A modification of the Van der Bijl
system described above consisted of
a modulator tube having two grids
instead of usual single grid, and having the sustained wave from the oscillator supplied to one grid while the
signalling frequency was supplied to
the other. It was pointed out by
Heising' that the action of the two
grids with their individual e.m.f.'s
was approximately the same as that
when a single grid was employed,
with two e.m.f.'s superimposed. The
system was known as double grid
modulation.
Radio transmission systems invented by C. V. Logwood° and by
E. H. Colpitts°, were based on the
principle that the grid of the tube,
being a control member, could be used
to control the amplitude of the carrier
wave by virtue of signal frequencies
impressed upon it.
Coming now to the more efficient
constant potential10 system of modulation it may be stated that this consists
of a signal amplifier tube in series
with a radio -frequency amplifier tube.
The former, in a sense serving as a
modulator tube, varies the power supply to the radio -frequency amplifier,
according to signal frequencies impressed on the grid. The latter tube,
with constant radio-frequency e.m.f.
applied to its grid converts this modulated power into radio-frequency
power, resulting in a modulated carrier wave being delivered directly to
the sending antenna. In the actual
assembly an amplifier tube is connected in series with a frequency
changer; one which adds a frequency
and not one which multiplies, and may
have a natural frequency that of the
carrier wave.
It is not necessary to employ a
mechanical frequency changer for this
purpose as a tube oscillator serves the
desired end. The amplifier tube
affected by the signal frequencies impressed on the grid, delivers positive
and negative speech frequencies in the
form of single -phase currents to the
frequency changer tube, which tube
adds to these a carrier frequency, delivering to the antenna a modulated

carrier current.
In closing this chapter it might be
well to recapitulate that modulation
in radio telephony refers to the variation at an audio frequency of the amplitude of the sustained constant frequency carrier wave, in accordance
with the wave shape representing the
speech frequencies.

* Modulation in Radio Telephony.
R. A.
Heising. Presented before Inst. Radio
Engineers, New York, December 1, 1920.

s
°
10

U. S.
U. S.
U. S.

Patent 1,218,195.
Patent Reissue No. 14,380.
Patent 1,137,315.
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As pointed out by C. C. Culver" "in
considering any modulation system
there is naturally involved the question of the relative importance of the
non -signaling amplitude of the carrier
current, and the variation taking place
in this due to the modulation brought
about at the transmitting station.
For a given amplitude of non- signaling carrier wave which may reach a
receiving station, the response in the
telephone receiver is, of course, proportional to the change in the amplitude of the carrier wave, this in turn
depending upon the modulation at the
transmitting station. However, the
actual amplitude of the carrier current is also an important factor. This
is evident when we consider the relation of the amplitude of the nonsignaling carrier current to the maximum change which can take place in
this current. Even though complete
the current
obtains,
modulation
amplitude cannot have a minimum
value less than zero or a maximum
greater than twice the non-signaling
value. . . ."
With a view to providing a system
of modulation which would not seriously overload the tubes as a result
of modulation being applied, and
which would permit of a smaller total
number of tubes required to effect
modulation, Culver and Logwood", independently worked out a grid leak
method wherein the usual grid leak
resistance is replaced by a three electrode tube, the plate -to- filament
resistance of the tube being controlled
by means of voice vibrations through
a modulation transformer connected
to its grid, the control tube functioning as a variable resistance.

transform from war needs to commercial needs, and many details of
organization and operation which
gave them sufficient to think about
and to occupy their time.
But what about radio telephony?
Obviously, in its embryo state it could

not successfully be applied in competition with wire line service where such
wire line service was already estabIt was not secretive. A
lished.
great multiplicity of stations (or circuits) could not be satisfactorily
operated simultaneously in a given
territory. These were considerations
which perhaps prompted landline
telephone interests to view with little
immediate concern the possibility of
radio competition.
In the meantime, however, new
forces were at work. Where, prior to
the war years, radio telephone exploitation had been left to the resources
of individual scientists and small
radio companies organized for the
purpose of raising funds for experimentation and promotion, following
the close of the war several of the

Federal Wireless Telegraph Company
on the Pacific Coast. With the exception of the Radio Corporation, which
operated transocean circuits to various
countries, the business of these companies was mainly ship -shore and
shore -ship message service.
A situation was Itere crated which
does not often have so happy an outcome. The Westinghouse Company's
engineers who had radio inclinations
quite naturally welcomed the acquisition by their company of the International Company, but when that control later passed to the newly organized Radio Corporation of America,
the Westinghouse engineers (as radio
engineers) were back where they
started at the close of the war -with
radio knowledge, radio experience and
with certain patent rights.
It sloes not require :t vivid imagination to picture Frank Conrad, M. C.
Rypinski and L. W. Chubb. Westinghouse engineers, in conference or inthe
speculating With
dividually,
query : "Well what- ii w'Y" These
men were :III set to go Nvhon the race
was called off, and each was of the
!

large electrical manufacturing comeven if he
panies found themselves in possession type that gets into n race
of
own.
race
his
a
organize
to
has
manufacturing
radio
of patent rights,
And this is about what took place.
facilities and staffs of engineers
Conrad believed that with n radiofamiliar with the radio art.
on
For instance, in the fall of 1920, phone transmitter in operation
the Westinghouse Electric and Manu- schedule regularly, sending out music
there was
facturing Company acquired control and other entertainment,consisting
of
of the International Radio Telegraph an immediate audience
amateur radio
Company operating five stations on perhaps a few hundred
hear the
the American Atlantic coast. (All of experimenters who should
the private radio telegraph companies matter transmitted, and if the service
advertaken over on July 31, 1918 for war was regular and adequately
of
others
hundreds
tised
perhaps
returned
were
the
government
uses by
would supply themselves with radio
to their owners on February 29, 1920.)
In the year 1919 the General Elec- receivers by means of which the music
discovery
tric Company acquired control of the might be heard. It was his
assets of that what had been said agreeably to
other
and
plant
American
CHAPTER 12
the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Com- this notion was evidently true.
As early as October. 1919, Conrad
pany, the name of the company being
Broadcast Radio Telephony
changed to that of The Radio Corpo- had set up experimental radiophone
Prior Events
of America. In August, 1921, transmitting equipment at his home at
IN the preceding chapter it was ration
Radio
Corporation took over the Wilkinsburg. Pennn. In September,
the
recalled that at the close of the stations of the International Radio 1920 he gave to the press a notice that
Great War the nations found Telegraph Company, owned by the on a certain evening he would send
themselves in possession of at Westinghouse Company, thus leaving out by radio music from a phonograph
least one war department with out- in the radio telegraph field as com- mounted near the radio transmitter.
standing potentialities for the estab- petitors of the Radio Corporation, the
(To be continurd)
lishment and preservation of peace
Independent Wireless Telegraph Comradio telephony.
pany on the Atlantic Coast and the
Radio telegraphy had, of course,
made great gains during the war
years. In 1918 authentic statistics for mnumnmmmi ucr
-pull transmitter system
radio telegraph installations showed Fig. 19. Circuit d iagram from pushradiophone
set. employing
the speech amplifiers to the
throughout the world a total of 6,600 through
the use of a microphone
By
modulation.
of
system
Helsing
the
coastal
opposite phases and Joined to
stations, of which 720 were
with two buttons working in practically
all of the distortion
as shown,
stations, 5,700 on ships and 180 in- the repeatingof coil
the usual microphone is eliminated.
land, and shortly after the close of
the war commercial radio telegraph mmnmnnmmnnonmuumnnnnnmmnnuumnnuumnmmmmmmummmummmmnnmuunmmummmonuum mmnmunm
service was established (or resumed)
between practically all of the large
countries. Transocean radio telegraph
service is in competition with the same
message service performed by the
Uf
submarine telegraph cables, and those
telegraph
radio
on
in
carrying
engaged
message service had many international relations to adjust, stations to

-
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n U. S. Patent Application, filed July 2,
1921, No. 1,440,834.
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Radio Telephony as Applied to Aircraft
A Description of the Radiophone Equipment Developed

by the
Communications Department of the Boeing Air Transport System

By Robert H. Freeman*
COMMUNICATION with moving
vehicles has long been the
dream of man. The railroads
recognizing the impossibility
of operating fast trains on schedule
with any degree of safety to passengers and equipment without having
knowledge of the whereabouts of their
trains, took up the task of developing some means of communication.
Thus, it is after many years of research and development that we now
have block systems on all of the firstclass railroads and some have gone so
far as to install automatic equipment
which operates the train independently
of the engineer.
With the advent of the airplane and
its introduction into the transportation
field the same need for control was
Communications Dept., Boeing Air Trans-

port, Inc.

even more keenly felt than before,
as the ships travel at a rate of speed
which makes every second count. In
the past it has been necessary for the
pilot to take off and fly into weather
conditions about which he knew nothing, because they were constantly
changing. Also, the management was
completely out of touch with the craft
until it appeared at the terminal field
or was forced to return due to bad
weather. If the airplane did not appear after a reasonable time had
elapsed, a search was organized to
comb the country for hundreds of
miles to locate the scene of the forced

landing.

Airway Requirements
The delay in the air mail delivery
and passenger schedule caused by such
contingencies could have been avoided

Schematic diagram of the plane transmitter. The modulator Is a 50 -watt
tube, which modulates two 7Y2-watt oscillators.
Two more 50 -watt tubes
are employed in the amplifier.

in many cases by communication between the pilot during flight and the
ground organization. Unfortunately
the plane has no set of rails which it
can follow regardless of weather conditions, but has to pick its way through
fog. sleet, snow and rain. Thus, it is
readily seen that communication with
the airplane is of greater importance
than with other types of transportation.
With the railroads it was possible to
make physical contact with the moving
equipment but not so with the airplane. Because of this fact it was
necessary to call upon one of the newest branches of science, the radiophone,
to fill the needs of this young but
rapidly growing means of travel. The
development of the radiophone for
aircraft work has been of major importance to the entire aeronautical industry, and to the Boeing Air Transport in particular, because it operates
over the longest airway, flown regularly, in the world. Planes of the
Boeing System now fly over 10,000
miles daily between San Francisco and
Chicago and between Seattle and Los
Angeles. These are the two longest
routes in the United States and offer
the most varied flying conditions found
anywhere on the continent.
The
planes must fly from sea level to 12,000

feet and through temperatures ranging from 35 degrees below zero to 135
degrees above, since the routes are
over snow -capped mountains and sunbaked deserts.
Realizing that this situation was
making itself more apparent, the Boeing System, many months ago made
inquiries from manufacturers of radio
equipment to ascertain if there was
any apparatus available to fulfill its
needs. After an exhaustive survey had,
been made it was found that there wat
a dearth of information and equipment. It was then that the Boeing
System organized a Communications
Department for the research and development of the necessary apparatus
to accomplish the desired results.
It will be remembered that some
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work along these lines had been done
at the time of the Dole Hawaiian
flight, the Southern Cross flight and
the present Byrd Antarctic expedition.
but also it must be remembered that
in all of these cases code was used entirely and then over long distances.
hardly ever less than three to four
hundred miles. The requirements for
this type of communication are far less
rigid than those imposed upon the
equipment that was to be installed on
the Boeing planes. The unusually excellent results with low power on short
waves is due almost entirely to the so
called sky-wave, but unfortunately
this is very unreliable and cannot be
counted upon for consistent daily
phone communication for distances of
one to two hundred miles. Another
restriction imposed upon the phone
equipment was the barring of all types
of trailing wire antennas, for reasons
mentioned later on. Then as we all
know, the art of communication by
means of voice is far more difficult
than that of code. Thus it will be
seen that this field was hardly touched
and a great deal of development work
was necessary.

Reduction of Interference
The first problem to be attacked was
the reduction of interference caused by
ignition noises. The motors in the
ships are equipped with two high -tension magnetos which are veritable
broadcast stations of highly damped
oscillations. It was found that with a
receiver of sufficient gain to be of any
value in this type of work, that the
ignition interference was great enough
to paralyze the tubes and block all attempts at reception. Many weary
weeks filled with grief and discouraging results, passed before any definite
results of a promising nature were secured, but from this work there was
developed a "harness" which completely shields all the ignition interference.
During this time many different devices were tried and found wanting in
one respect or another. Some were
fairly good at one frequency but of no
avail at other frequencies. The use
of standard braid was tried and found
to be very satisfactory, but this was
short lived-for as soon as the 011
worked down between the strands the
- contact was poor and the effectiveness
of the braid was at an end. The final
harness was developed by the Communication Department and it is the
only one of which we have knowledge
that is entirely successful in completely suppressing the ignition interference below the static level, at high
frequencies.
This harness consists of a main ring
of aluminum incasing the ignition
wires from the point of emergence
from the magnetos to the place where
the individual wires branch off to
their respective cylinders. The individual wires are encased in small aluminum tubes clamped at one end to the
main ring, and at the other, connecting to the special spark plugs with a

One of the Boeing
It can be seen

Transport planes equipped with

jutting into the air from

short piece of double Belden braid.
which is so placed that it is not readily
soaked with oil.
The spark plugs offered a very
serious obstacle to the complete shielding of the ignition system. as up to
the time our work was commenced
nothing had been accomplished along
this line. The usual shielding stopped
an inch or so from the plug and the
receivers used then did not have sufficient gain to be greatly bothered with
the amount of radiated energy that
came from the plugs. Also, at the
lower frequencies, used by the Army,
Navy and others, this interference
was found to be greatly attenuated,
but unfortunately these frequencies
were not available to us and so it was
necessary to use the higher ones where
the ratio of interference to static was
very much greater, making it necessary
to shield even the very shortest section
of the ignition system.

Shielded Spark Plugs
At this time the B. G. Corporation
undertook to develop a shielded plug
but as this required considerable time
the Boeing radio test ship was equipped
with the usual type of plugs which
were then encased in copper cans and
attached to the shielding tubes. The
main difficulty with this method was
the fact that the plugs did not receive
sufficient cooling and soon broke down
in service. Also, the extra care in servicing the ship was not met with approval by the mechanics. However,
this served to carry on the experiments
until the first set of shielded plugs

arrived.
These plugs, while electrically satisfactory, were mechanically weak and
after a short time had to be replaced
with new ones. However, they were
far superior to the copper can method.

in

a

streamlined antenna.

front of the upper wing.

The outer end of the plugs terminated
in a long bronze tube lined with mica
and containing the terminal at the bottom. The ignition wire fitted into a
mica tube which in turn was inserted
into the mica -lined bronze tube allowing the end of the wire to come in contact with the terminal of the plug.
A bronze cap fitted over the end of
the tube and was soldered to the shielding. Later, a superior type was developed in which the mica was replaced
with a new form of bakelite and also
having an elbow which can be revolved permitting greater ease of attaching the ignition lead.
At the magneto end of the harness it
was found necessary to cover the distributor blocks with a machined case,
removable for servicing purposes yet
fitting so closely that a .010" gauge
could not be inserted between the case
and the magneto. The magneto is a
good shield in itself but it was necessary to plug all the small holes and
completely shield the ground and
booster wires and the entire booster
system. This work was accomplished
by one of our engineers whose full
time was devoted to this one task. He
used a superheterodyne with a gain
well over 106. Even after completely
quieting a ship in this manner, after
a few weeks of service, the ship would
again become slightly noisy and usually the trouble would be a broken
pigtail or oil soaked cable. However,
after trying many types of harnesses
it was found that the one referred to
would stand up in service longer. accomplish the results better, and require less maintenance than any of
the others.

Special "Bonding"
During our work with the shielding
of ignition noises it was noticed that
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certain other noises, widen were very
objeetional at times, did not come from
the ignition system. as they could be
heard when the sill]) was on the
ground. with the luutor snapped. Upon
investigation it developed that these
noises were caused by the rubbing together of two metal parts or the sudden change in the potential between
the various parts which are included
in the ground system. The ship had
the standard bonding as required by
the Aeronautics Branch of the Depart nuIt of Commerce. but this was entirely insufficient for radiophone work.
At times the noise assumed tremendous proportions, blocking all attempts
at reception. \ \'hen using the high
frequencies, which have been found
to be most suitable for airplane connnilulicatiou. it was discovered that so
slight a thing as a control pin which
had not been bonded across will reduce the intelligibility as much as fifty

per cent.
A now type of tnrubnckle for the
control wires was developed to provide
effectivo bonding for service conditions. and this is now standard equipment on all factory planes. The work
of eliminating this source of interferene was very discouraging but the
results produced were well worth the
effort and now we have 111'1'11 able to
standardize this bonding. for factory
use so that all planes now emerging
from the Boeing .Airplane Company of
Seattle are suitable for r :,dio installation without the necessity of additional
bonding.
Niece the advent of the
shielded ignition system and the new
bonding. it has been possible to obtain more delicate voice reception than
has ever been achieved before and it
has permitted the reduction in the
power Of the ground transmitters.

Receiver Requirements
After using in actual service a good
many kinds of receivers Ihn following
requirements were formulated which
cover the situation fairly well. First,
the receiver must be capable of locking
on the frequency of the ground transmitters. Second. the receiver toast
have a gain of at least lo" or approximately 120 db. Third. t he Volume control must be effective, quiet, and easily
operated with gloved hands. Fourth,
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the receiver must be rugged but readily be an impossible task with gloved
replaceable in six minutes.
hands.
It might be well to explain why the
above requirements were deemed nec- Receiver Circuit Heavily By- Passed
essary. The locking of the tuning is
It was found necessary to filter
very essential as the time the pilot plate. C -bias and screen -grid leads the
of
needs the weather information, etc., is all the radio stages, otherwise undewhen he is extremely busy flying the sirable coupling would cause oscillaship and has no time to tune the re- tion of one or more of the
amplifiers.
ceiver. The gain must he great enough
The plate supply is derived from
to cover the distances between the land batteries. which fact will
undoubtedly
stations, using an eight -foot mast for canse comment as the approved
the receiving antenna. Due to the is to make use of the voltage method
supplied
cold weather on all the mountain
from the generator which operates the
passes from early fall to late spring
transmitter. This was not
for
the pilots wear gloves or mittens and the reason that in case of done
a forced
will not remove them to operate the landing, clue to engine trouble
or for
volume control. The receiver must he some other cause, there would be no
able to withstand severe shocks so plate supply to operate the receiver.
that in case of tl forced landing it will This would defeat one of the reasons
not be rendered inoperative. Also it
for equipping the ships with radiomast be easily removed from the shill phone, as it would be impossible
for
and another installed while the ship is the pilot to receive the instructions
being -gassed." otherwise it may retard
that would inevitably be sent to him in
the mail. There are many other con- case of such a contingency arising.
siderations which lend their contribu- If the high voltage from the generator
ting factor but as they are of relatively were used it would necessitate
the
minor importance they will not be addition of a suitable filter and volttaken up in detail.
age divider which would weigh nearly
The superheterodyne type of receiver as much as the batteries and would
was tried and has a good many fine have none of the advantages. The
points but could not be used due to filaments are heated from the twelve the innumerable broadcast harmonics volt battery which is used for starting,
which beat with the oscillator causing lights. etc., and is part of the regular
the all too familiar squeal. At some ship equipment.
time in the future when the broadcasting companies realize that the radiaSpecial Headphones
tion of harmonics is not necessary nor
Special headphones are used in conessential to the proper operation of
their
the superheterodyne nection with the receiver. These are
low impedance phones of light weight
may be used to great advantage. Until
that time the tuned radio- frequency construction that are very effective in
type of receiver mast he employed. In blocking out the engine ,noises and
this case it consists of three screen - certainly are much more comfortable
grid tubes as radio- frequency ampli- to wear than the regular headphones.
Each pilot has a pair that is made to
fiers, at detector. and two stages of
audio amplification. The r-f. stages conform to his ears so that no disare tuned with a gang condenser which comfort is felt even after six or more
hours of use. Even the operators of
is supplemented with a single plate
vernier condenser. so that the final the ground stations prefer them to
tuning is more readily accomplished. the regular headphones. The totál
This fine adjustment is remotely con- weight of the pair of "phonettes" iS
trolled from the pilot's cockpit in case about three ounces and the receiver,
the ground stations are not exactly exclusive of the ear plug, is about the
size of a clime and three- eights of an
on the same frequency so that the reinch in thickness. The gain in these
ceiver may he shifted slightly for -phonettes"
is equal to or greater than
nutx iunun gain.
This adjustment that of the usual high impedance
covers only a'few kilocycles and does phones in spite of their
diminutive
In it regnire close setting, which would
size.

1nu11uuu1nr11un11i

Two general
views of one
of the plane

transmit-

te rs. Note
the three 50watters
In
the right
hand
illustration.
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he folded down to allow the ships to
be housed.

Details of Plane Transmitter
As in the case of the receivers.
numerous types of transmitters were
used for the preliminary tests, and the
following requirements were found to
be necessary for the proper operation
of the transmitters. First. the frequency must he stable at all times,
especially during heavy modulation.
Second. the power output must he as
great as possi Irle. using as a maximum
one -thousand volts and five-hundred
milliamperes. 'Third, the ratio of sideband to carrier must be as large as
possible and still keep the speech intelligible. Fourth. the set must be
entirely automatic except for the starting and stopping which shall he cou trolled remotely with a single switch.
Fifth. the set must be readily interchangeable so that it may he removed
and another inserted in the ship in
six minutes.
To fulfill the first condition, a master
oscillator and two stages of power
The
amplification were necessary.
modulation was accomplished on the
intermediate amplifier so that the frequency of the oscillator would not he
changed and also so it would he possible to secure complete or one hundred per cent. modulation of the carrier.
A fifty-watt tube is used to modulate
two seven and one -half watt tubes
and by the proper use of audio chokes
and correct plate voltages. full modulation of the carrier is attained. The
modulated radio -frequency energy is
then amplified by wo fifty -watt tubes,
giving a carrier potter of fifty watts,
and under heavy Modulation a peak
power of two hundred watts. which is
far more effective than one hundred
watts, fifty per cent. modulated. as the
noise that "rides in" on the carrier
is greatly reduced in relation to the
sideband.
The transmitter is just a straightforward master oscillator, power amplifier with modulator, as can be ascertained by reference to the pictures and
circuit diagram.
t

Control of Transmitter
The functioning of the transmitter
is controlled by a relay operated front
the same stt itch in the pilot's cockpit
as the receiver. This unifies the control greatly in that the pilot has only
one place to look or feel for when he
desires to use the equipment. The
power for the filaments ami plates is
derived from a double voltage generator mounted on the main engine.
A special type of control box is used
to keep the voltage constant with varying motor speeds. This control consists roughly of a voltage- operated relay and a resistance in the field circuit
of the generator. As the voltage rises
the relay is opened, inserting the resistance in the field and thus reducing
the voltage. This operation normally
occurs about sixty to eighty times a
second. The ship's storage battery is
floated across the low voltage side so

7:l

Eddie Allen wearing one of the
special microphone mountings that
moves with the head, so to speak.

that it may he c'han'ged at all timesfor the starting and lighting loads and
also to act as a partial filter for the
slight ripple in the generator.

The Microphone
The question of a proper microphone
was rather a serious one for quite a
while, but it was found that a popular
type Of mike used by the telephone
eomp:illy would (lo the trick very
nicely. It was discovered that neither
the hand type of mounting nor the
usual breast type would answer our
needs since the pilot needs both hands
in had weather and if he moved his
head to one side he would be out of
range and a message might be lost.
The mounting shown proved to he the
answer to our difficulties as it does not
allow the pilot to get out of range of
the microphone unless he purposely
does so by lifting it out of the way.
The type of microphone shown in the
picture is not the one used at the
present time. but it will tend to show
the new mounting.

Streamlined Antenna
The subject of antennas was a nnu'h
discussed and argued question and in
the end a good many were tried out
and about as many were found wanting in one respect or another. The
trailing wire was out of the game
since a good many times in the flying
of the nail it is necessary to travel
very close to the ,ground to keep under
the clouds and thus a wire over fifteen
feet long would he a menace to those
on the ground as well as the ship.
It would take too long to enumerate
the many types tried. so a short description of the final antenna will
have to suffice. It consists mainly

of a vertical dnrahuuinunt streamlined
mast about eight feet long, which is
self- supporting and mounted at the
front edge of the upper wing. This
mast is insulated from the ship and is

used for loth transmitting and receiving. Because of the low doors on some
of the hangars it was thought advisable to hinge the mast so that it could

The type of antenna had some effect
upon the frequency that was chosen,
]rut the main consideration was the
effectiveness of the frequency. To determine this it was necessary to try
]rainy frequemies at varying distanees,
altitudes. and time of day. This required many hours of flying under all
types of weather eoudit ions. As :1
result it was determined that different
frequencies world have to be used for
the day and night conditions and thus
another limiting factor was placed
upon both the transmitter and receiver
for notr they had to he Constructed
with a frequency shift that could be
operated ill a minimum of time.
The ground equipment was not
nearly the bugbear that the ship's was
but still it was found necessary to
watch closely the performance of both
the transmitter and receiver. We were
enabled to use a good antenna and
ground and for this reason it was not
lle('essary to use receivers with as
much gain as those in the ships. Two
stages of screen -grid. with at detector
and two stages of audio amplification
were found to he sufficient.
The transmitter on the ground was
built along the same lines of design
as the ship sots but of course they
were not as limited to power. They
were somewhat restricted. however,
due to economic considerations and the
restniroments imposed upon us Iry the
h'ederal Radio Commission. As a result all the intermediate stations are
not using more than two hundred and
fifty watts and the terminal stations
not more than five hunched. However.
in all cases the system of one hundred
per cent. modulation is employed so
as to obtain the most effective signal
in comparison to static and other
noises.
The writer realizes that he has only
hit the high spots in this story but
each one of the problems outlined
above would furnish material for a
complete article. This is presented in
the hope that it will give the reader
an insight into what has been accomplished along the line of aircraft radio
telephony in the past few months by
the Boeing Air Transport.

RECTIFIER VOLTAGE
designing a B eliminator it
is important to keep in mind that

the voltage obtained across the
input circuit of the filter may run
higher than the voltage rating of the
power transformer.
As an example, a rectifier circuit
employing a C'S 3811 full -wave rectifier tube, with 350 volts per plate
supplied to it by a power transformer,
will deliver to the input of the filter
circuit (across the first filter condenser) a voltage of almost 350 volts
at a current drain of 100 milliamperes.
If a voltage of 3011 volts per plate is
supplied by a transformer, the tube
will deliver about 2811 volts to the filter
at 100 milliamperes.
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Leaders of the Industry. 3:30 /nl,i.
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and 91'0S111 :- -wee 1111ve a new 1111111stl..
'Phis sounds very s111í111, but in t110 aw
of the radio industry the evolution has
born in progress for centuries.
II mast
be r0uI'IIII ed 111:11 electricity is the Principle upon which radio is founded and
list t' discoverws of tl.. axioms of this
branch of physics is indeed a 1o11e one.
Then radio wats found to he practical and
In 1919. we might say the radio industry
got its real start. (It' course, prior to this
quite a hit of capital was tied up i11 wire
less telegraph stations and the manufacture of apparatus but the statisticians did
not have to calculate in hundreds of million
dollars, in these days.
If you are i111r.'st0d in following through
the past development of radio anti its merchandising side, this book will give yon
facts. It consists of a series of 010v01
lectures present rd before the I:rudua[
School of
Business
.\timid stration at
Ilarvard Vniversity, by 110.11 01110141141 to be
leaders in their respective phases of the

Ih

t

radio industry.
The first four lectures trace the develop
ment of the science from the first liscoverlet: of the principles. to 1917 a ',i fro,u
the World War to the present. Them the
development of broadcasting. its laws and
what it is doing today. Then how broad
casting :Ind the radio iudust ry are being
put across to the American people.
As the lectures were generally r,' rnited
from the forces of the Itadio Corporation
of America. this urgatiizat ion has a Prominent place throughout the book. Yet this
is perhaps justified, because due credit must
be given to this atrial its parent rr.ntp:uti0s
for the vast intuit us Ihcv hn v. gic0u radio
here in America. Yet ii. aunot s;ry' that
this book is a co ut pre li0usive history of the
radio industry in the United States. Many
others were instrumental in pushing ahead
the industry to its present stage of
development.
However, if you find ronmmce in business
here is to hook which you will appreciate.
It contains much that is valuable for general information as to just how the whole
thing came about. It is well presented on
the whole but certain portions proved to be

a

narcotic.

ELECTRICAL CONDENSERS,
Their Construction. Design and Industrial Uses, -By Philip R. Coursey, F.
Inst. P.. M. I. E. E,, Fellow of the Physical Society of London. etc. 037
pages,

Illustrated.

xS'/,

Stiff buekrant. covers.
Isaac Pitman & Sons.,
New York City. Price

inches.

Published by
2 1V. -151 /i

St.,

$10.00.
When an engineer prepares a tanner on
any one component of a transmitter or receiving set. he almost always rolls it "the
heart of the set." This is tatlhallarly
true of those who discourse on vacuum
tubes. Now while we do not wish to cast
any aspersions on the notable brain child
of Fleming and deForest. and concede the
great Import of tubes in general, yet it
should be remembered that there are
equally important parts behind the panel.
One of the most important -tend it is
the condenser
about two centuries older
-and its forms are legion. We think a
very nice little debate could he staged as to
the relative worth of a vacuum tube or a
condenser in broadcast work.
Engineers of today are finding condensers
more and more useful and so a book devoted to their history, theory, manufacture, testing and use should prove of great

-is

=

V

onward anti it clear and simple explanation
tri' what rapacity is in elcclt':nl work, the
properties of different types of condensers,

ISvery iu.lnsty in the world Ioday has
gone through more or less ident ieal evolu-

tion. First silent iris discovered the principles upon which the l'u nda nnvtla is 111.0
bawd: Then auu1her group apply these
principles to a specific object.
Someone
m aul n fartsrtes t his olijoct in his hitekya rd.
sells it an.l expands Ills factory the product is imitated nnil impruv0d upu11. Phew
capital 1,e0"III0S i!I
led ill 1110 \0111urt

\s is usual the author givres the
background of the device: the
eat of the formulae from C
d
.

I

,

'bin

piers

I V

and

V

are devoted to the

prop !ties, determination of the properties,
losses und breakdowns of dieltetrics. Chapters \-Il anal \'l i i are caucused with the
apacity ..l' nutennae 111111 u11alergrumud

cai.les

/111,1
condenser design and calculations, with the measurement of capacity
:111,1 testing.
Variable condensers are considered thoron_hly in ('hunters XI rind .XII. ']'hen a
clia pier o11 each of the fallowing dielectrics air. class, liquid, paper and mica.
t'h.itters XVIII and XIX are devoted to
cotub11set.s in high- tension and power work.
The last chapter takes up the commercial
a p ica (ions of condensers.
An exhaustive
bihiiogntphy and fair index complete the
ivurk.
condensers today 0/111 be accurately calculated, t': u 11111.01,ni from the "cut anti
method of se era l years ago. The
a nt hot.
has iuclud, .1 several charts and
curves tu facilitate such calculations and
ealvulativas fur chemins.
In short, ;toy .wgineer that uses electrical condensers it, his work or anyone
who wishes to get a good working knowledge of the subject. will do well to have
this book in his library.
i
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TItf, RaDiO MANUAL-By George
Sterling, Radio Inspector, U. S.
Edited by
Depart »tent of row mere,
E.

Robert S. Kruse,, formerly technieal
editor, "(f.s'l'." PIN. ¡woes. Illustrated.
5:y,xS inches. Senti-fle.rible binding.
Published by U. l'an Nostrand Co.
New York city. Price $6.00.

t /lie
of 1110 most 11111111 It of all hand boehs or maottals to compile is one covering
the science of radio. Today the theory is
cunsiauiiv haying .plditiaus made to It by
new discoveries and new apparatus. It has
teen tie cs per i'nr. of .',,ernl publishers

within a co u,,utr,tiivciy few months
after the publication of a hook of this type
that

large port ions of it were more or less
obsolete.
These books have generally dealt with
apparatus used by broadcast listeners and
it is a hopeless job to be up -to-date on

Mr. Sterling
type of apparatus.
wisely refrains front mentioning anything
whatsoever about broadcast receiving apparatus, except some of he receiving circuits that are more or less fundamental
in principle,
The first chapter of tine Radio Manual
deals with the fundamentals of electricity
and magnetism. ]Chile it is freely admitted
that the electronic theory should be thoroughly understood by those undertaking
the design of new apparatus and experimenting in the laburatnry. we are willing
to wager that the average "ham," service
man or what are you Ihinks in terms of
and
leads" and not where the electrons are going or coining from.
And
'moreover, if the electroni' theory be considerd at all, at least let us not lead the
groping mind astray.
The author, in describing the electrification of glass and rubber rods by means of
rubbing them with silk and wool respectively, says that electrons are rubbed from
Hie !lass rod. thus leaving it with less than
its normal amount and that electrons are
added on the hard rubber rod by rubbing
it with wool. On first reading this appears
that when glass Is rubbed with a piece of
silk sonne of the glass itself is carried off,
because electrons are the components of the
atoms of the glass.
If electrons are removed then the glass undergoes a chemical
change, because it is impossible to add or
remove an electron to or front an atom
without transforming it into another element.
The same is also true in respect
to the rubber rod. Now this is certaily
not the case, for we have yet to hear of
glass being changed into sonne other substance by merely rubbing it with a bit of
silk or rubber with a piece of wool.

that

1

-

It is also admitted that the electrons,
theory is one that Is difficult to explain
the uninitiated and it seems as though to
it
would be more feasible to omit it altogether
in a text book obviously for operators and
service mien.
If they want this part of
the theory let them consult standard
physics books where it is set forth clearly
and precisely.
The second and third chapters deal
motor generators, storage batteries with
charging circuits. Chapter four gives and
an
excellent exposition of the vacuum tube and
its applications in various fundamental
circuits. The fifth chapter takes un vacuum
tube transmitting circuits and the sixth,
modulating systems used in broadcasting.
Wavemeters, piezo -electric oscillators, wave
traps and field strength measuring apparatus are considered in chapter seven. In
the next chapters, marine, broadcasting,
and spark transmitters are described:
Chapter twelve contains dath on circuits,
sets and the maintenance of commercial
apparatus.
In the thirteenth chapter
marine and aircraft radio beacons are
discussed and amateur short -wave apparatus
is described in chapter fourteen. The last
two chapters are devoted to radio laws and
the handling of traffic. In three appendices,
U. S. Naval Stations' schedules, automatic
alarm apparatus, and kilocycle- meter -conversion tables.
The book should prove of value to the
ratan preparing to pass his operator's license
examination and also those who already are
brass pounders. It is up- to- the -minute as
far as these people are concerned, but for
the average non only about the first third
of the book would be useful.
The circuits and apparatus are carefully
explained and well illustrated.
A good
index completes the book,

VIBRATION PROBLEMS IN ENGIS. Timsohenko, Professor of Engineering
versity of Michigan. 351 pages. Illustrated. 6x9% inches. Stiff buckram
covers. Published by D. Yam Nostrand
Co., Inc., 8 Warren St., New York
City. Price $4.50.

NEERING-By

No matter in what phase of industry the
engineer is working he is confronted sometime or other with the matter of vibrations. This is especially true of those
designing modern machinery. In which, due
to the increase of size and velocity, the
analysis of vibration problems is becoming
more and more important.
Such problems as the balancing of machines, the torsional vibration of shafts
and of geared systems. the whirling of
rotating shafts, the vibra lions of foundations, etc., can he thoroughly understood
only on the basis of the theory of vibrations. The most efficient design proportions
can be found only by a consideration of this

theory, so that the operating conditions
of a machine will be removed its far as
possible from the critical conditions at
which heavy vibrations may occur.
This book will be of value to the engineer who is working on problems in which
some or any types of vibrations occur,
It is not a book for the novice nor for
those whose mathematics consist of the
recognition of an integral sign when one
is met.
The opening chapter contains a discus-

sion of harmonic vibrations of systems with
one degree of freedom. The general theory
of free and forced vibrations is set forth

with the application of this theory to
balancing machines and vibration recording instruments.
The second chapter deals with the theory
of non -harmonic vibrations of systems with
one degree of freedom. In the third chapter systems with several degrees of freedom
are considered and in the last chapter is,
the theory of vibration of elastic bodies.
It is impossible in this space to describe
the many phases of different types of machines Prof. Timoshenko considers from the
viewpoint of vibrations. Suffice it to say,
he applies his theories to problems that the
engineer is "up against" and explains his
applications clearly and concisely.
There are also brief descriptions of the
more important vibration -recording instruments used in experimental investigation.
The book is well indexed.

In(1F
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on ago a prominent radio manufacturer unrolled
a blue- print, and turning to the Dudlo sales engineer who
stood by his desk, said: "Here's a job for you fellows at the
Dudlo plant. We've had a lot of trouble with this power coil.
Cant seem to get it to deliver the proper -1377 voltages for these
new tubes without overheating. Here's where we need your help
. . . what can you do for us ?"
The Dudlo mans assurance that this manufacturers coil troubles
would be overcome proved to be fact. Now every radio that
leaves the factory is equipped with a specially designed Dudlo
power transformer coil, and all former complaints against voltage
loss or overheating have automatically ceased.

NOT very

In this manufacturer's newest model,
Dudlo coils occupy the strategic
positions in all audio, power and
speaker units. He is taking no
chances on slipshod coils again

DUDLO MANUFACTURING COMPANY, FORT WAYNE, IND.
D i v i s i o n of G e n e r a l C a b l e C o r p o r a t i o n

playing havoc with his reputation.
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MALLORY & CO. OPENS NEW
PLANT
P. R. Ma llory & Co.. Inc., of which Elkou,
Inc., Hold Kit ,p Electric, inc., ore divisions.

luwnwices the purchase of a new all fireproof four story buildingt, in Indianapolis.
The copal illì 'milmcuced moving its Radio
and 'l'ie divisions into the new plant April
1st. These divisions will be entirvly sel np
anti in perfect running order before the
other divisions. EIkoiite, tenus 1111 Motors,
11

STROMBERG- CARLSON
FACILITIES

EXPANDS

'flue big, new Stromberg- Carlson plant
Rochester where both radio receivers
and telephone equipment will be manufactured bets been completed and is ready for
the busiest season in the company's history. Every effort has been exerted to
make this structure justify the title, "The
Rest Telephone and Radio Factory in the

in

\\' o r d."
l

1DZ'J

crete driveways lead to either end of the
platform and the space between the rails
of the siding is filled flush with cinders
making any part of the loading platform
available to trucks.
The type of construction used on this
plant is the monitor type. Fifteen
tors, like great inverted troughs moniwindows on either side, run through with
the
building from east to west, with the supporting trusses within the monitors themselves covering spans usually of 00 feet,
but of 100 feet in one section of the plant.
Such construction makes possible a wider.
space without supporting poste and thus
increases clear space to the factory. The
reduction in the number of posts makes
possible the more efficient placing of machinery and benches. Another advantage
0i monitor type construction 1s
it
insures perfect light to every part that
of the

working area.
In beating. steam is led to units in the
center of each monitor and equitably
die It'ibntcd by means of heating ducts, hung
in the tops of the monitors where they
do not interfere with the lighting.
In the
cabinet shop

t

Ion

'-'

an Ingenious filter system reany dust made by the cabinet nra-

rhinery,

The new Mallory plant in Indianapolis.

Electrical I'oulacts, and t'anbolot' will be
lilited.
II is estiota led that tine entire plant will
be in operation by t )ember 1st.
'file new Iltnit Ii is about - npuid square
feel or door spat'...
Is 'oiled > IUtprouf,
complclelp
every

sprinkled,

Ilnd

is

Inotb'rn

in

n.s pet1. The power plant is ill 1t
sepnr:lh building tyhlch is 1.0wieel0l with
IIle Main plain by a sul11\yay.
Railroad

sidings are in.
closed with
\yell Ifept

:I

The plait is oi,plelely enfence, turd is surrouudld by

n tulIp
flower beds.
The execuliye 01ii00s of It. it. 3t/1110yy
1'i.. Inc trill he v011111111011 at
:1511
\t'1., Nett' fork. loot the main stiles\IiQisui
offices
will be toe:tied in Indianapolis.
.\ New Purl, sales °thee \till be maütallied and complete shocks of the radio
0roduts of both Knapp and Elkin will
be kept so Ihat ulanifnet tners jobbers

lam

.

111111

dealer's

sec11lt'

ill the East will

111n11111í

Nel'tiee,

111

ä111t

l'he grounds include 2S acres. while the
factory buildin_ measures d °_:I by dn(1 feet
overall tutti e,,ecs upprox iuiatejy :0.0000
squlue fort of floor spare.
The 1)1:1111 is
a Cingle Lui iii fig, one slurp blab. divided
iule fopr nui is \c ith :I baseu0ni under one
of them. .\ i'ri\ate sidiuc rulers the properly front the ad,Íoiuin_ Ne\v furl: central
main line
.\ slIipiliug :11111 receiving platform of car door h,i_hl and tete feet tilde
111115
the full It' tIt ..f Ille building pad
trau aco11n,lod11le :u 0111 liure t1 dozen
l'rtight curs NMI a hurt ..f Iruel:.S and
fans. .\ spare truck over
)'cet long
trill Iak rail of any ex tn7.-10rtns.
Con-

which

fails of being exhausted

he it), usual collector system, before
it
reaches the heating coils.
One of the outstanding features of the
new Stromberg-Carlson plant is the huge
radio assembly departuurut with a continuous belt for Carrying the completed
ch Isis down to the final testing
roots.
All throughout, whether in plating department. japan department, braider room, or
-'t Ili net .shop, the latest type of
equipment

ha, been installed.

.ts the routtnnt' unufnctures
ut
both telephone :Ind ratniu equipment, activities contn0ot to both fields are grouped together.
Many of the machines can be used for
either telephone or radio work and most
of the employees can be assigned to either
field. This insures both labor and machinery being used to the best advantage,
for it is possible to transfer men from one
field to the other its the necessity
and thus retain an experienced force. arises
uic:iIly all the work connected w'itltPructhe
manufacture of telephones, switchboards,
radio receivers, and loudspeakers' from
the making of parts to their final assembly
trill be

carried on entirely reader the roof
of this one plant.

to

STEINITE ENTERS WORLD
MARKETS
'l'hr Slcinil Radio t'ou11u111r, of Atchi-

tit.

son.

Kansas. i 'hi cot ut and Fort \ \'a
:i nnou nccs
that il has added nul
:11 Ihi' ('lilcngu ofiic, and
is ilu\\' 1.ull,- 011uip/1011 to dislribule Si Vi Ili
ce
vets in 1111 foreign tillt'kets.
\Ir. A. .I. halter will head the Stcinite
Export It,J:trnttenl, assisted by a stall' of
correspondents in Spanish. Pripet), Porto
gese and 11trm1111.
\Ir. halter 118.5 been
connected with the ,spoil
for 111:111,
venues. 111111 is 'lief dely I, i\vit for his bruni
kluitvledge of foreign m:ukels and Irade
raidit ions /MIA 1,111ar1y ihtst' in Lutin -

ladin nn.

txporl tltpal'tlll,111

)iii'

.\aorira

11101

l'lnropl.

CARTER RADIO COMPANY MOVES
INTO NEW FACTORY

At-cording to a statement issued Ity A. J.
Cuter, President of the ('arter
Radio Company, of 300 South Racine Avenue, Chicago
that organization wiil move into new and
larger tltuirters on or about May 1. I929.
The need for greater production of parts
at reduced cost in meeting
of set manufacturers, is giventheas demands
the reason for the ebonize.

The new Sonatron tube factory located at Chicago.
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One of

I

HYVAC..

he

Earliest Known 31elholls of Reruriu_ V:Irunm

... the super-vacuum

RADIO TUBE
strides have been made in the manner of
TREMENDOUS
creating vacuum since the primitive method illustrated

above and to this progress the radio tube industry largely owes
its present high standard of perfection.
However, the basic principle of tube efficiency, namely "the
degree of high vacuum" obtained in a radio tube, remains the
same. Modern methods and equipment, combined with the
special Hyvac process of exhaust, have made it possible for
Hyvac engineers to create radio tubes that set a new standard
for crystal -clear reception, humless tone and long life.
To assure your customers the ultimate in radio reception, plus
liberal profits for you, stock Hyvac Radio Tubes.

Distributors: Guaranteed exclusive distribution only.
Write at once for full information on this outstanding
tube proposition in the radio industry.

..'FULI.

WA°: ßLCTIIIF.R'

,EIIAMEIff VOLiS.
KATE

rAC,

INCORPORATED

38 SPRING STREET

1926

NEWARK, N. J.
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"
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IA, K.
OC'OViPUT CURRENi
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HYVAC RADIO TUBE CO.
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TR%NSFORMER CORPORATION IN
NEW HOME
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The new Erla plant in Chicago; formerly the Cable Piano
Co. factory.
open the Tours of the North
ERLA EXPANDS
Tonawanda
plant at the 11120 annual convention
Purchase of the I'hicago plant of the
of
Lyric distributors. The officials will be
Cable Piano Company by the Electrical
Rehurts
to between 1(10 and 125 of their dissearch Laboratories presages large scale extributor representatives.
pansion in the luau
turing activities of
The cabinet plant is one of the largest
this institution,
according to Burton
and finest in the country, ìí1r. Fanny
Greene, president.
said,
and will give his corporation the advantage
Cabinets as well as receivers. rleetro
of having all of its consoles manufactured
magnetic pickups and dynamic speakers will
in our place. along with important colbe manufactured in the new quarters, unlateral benefits that accompany centralized
der the most modern and efficient produccontrol, such as rigid supervision. high
tion methods, using the straight line
i ty. reuuoun and like
quad
principle of assembly, materials conveyance.
advantages.
I'hanger of revolutionary
etc.
importance
have
been Millie in the Chicago plant, with
(teal estate acquired measures roughly
the result that approximately 9, per cent.
three acres. with area under roof approxof all parts of the Lyric receiver are now
imately 3111).01111 square feet. Land now
being 11111 aufart a red under the corporation's
uuueeupied by buildings provides space for
own roof.
New manufacturing facilities
Iripllug present floor Spare, if needed.
and methods have been installed under
Appraised valuation of the
the
is
direction of De \Vitt L. King, factory
g 1.3uu.000.
manager, whose principal task with Lyric
Equipment for manufacturing 1.51aí cabhas been the reorganization of production
inets daily was taken over as part of the
processes.
Present capacity of the plant
purchase. Including a battery of five dry'
has he,11 more than trebled without hating
kilns with a capacity of ten carloads of
to re.,,rt to , X Pa ilSiOu of plant structure.
lumber. Contemplated additions to equips
went. together with a rearrangement of the
production layout are expected to
FORMICA BUILDING NEW PLANT
cabinet capacity to a IIIUxi111111n ofincrease
_ .011
i 'onst ruent I1) was
per day, without adding to floor spare
begun 1.11 Mat 5t11 of
a
111W 111111V addition tu the
('able employees previously engaged at
plant of The
ormica Insulation l'umpauy,
the plant in piano manufacture are bring
Cincinnati,
obi,. which would add '1 :..uUU feet
retained as a nucleus of the Erla /8/01151
of
space to the plant at at rust of shunt Tournt-.tnlfactnring division. Piano standards
$.511,
111111.1M.
of workmanship and finish are expected
to
rule in 1 tIit cabinet manufacture, as a
11,uuunls of the electrical and
industries for insulating parts has radio
result.
exceptionally heavy this year. with been
\lauufaeturing operations
the reeotiduet.1
at the Erin plant at 25911 now
sult
that
during
!(larch and April the old
Cottage Grove
Ave.. and at the Greene -Brown plant
planet was \vurking 24 hours a day
six
at
,lass a week. As the last half of the year
fi101) Ha%-.11
nod Ave., will be transferred
is
to the ['able plant as rapidly as possible.
usually heavier in production than the
first half. evert effort is Icing made to get
Mass production of the
new i:rla
the new building in shape for use before
line. including eabimets, is entire
to he
July 1st.
uudrr full 1111dway it the sthedule11
new plant i0
another thirty lees. Meantime. production
of new 1- r1a models at the ,resent Ella
plants is being -.readily maintained.

E. deuce is not lacking that the
moving radio industry is slated for fast
still
luguer and better things in the years ahead.
Basis conditions in the industry are carefully studied by the radio parts manufacturers whose production program must be
laid out a full season earlier than the set
manufacturers.
Among the leading parts makers
are
effecting major expansion programs,who
is the
Transformer Corporation of America,
in
Chicago. Their list of customers in the
industry will be interested in the announcement that their new home at 2301 -2319 So.
Keeler Avenue, Chicago, will give them
eight times the capacity of their previous
location.
They have been among the few transformer and power pack manufacturers
who
have undertaken the complete manufacture
of their products.

l'uder this one roof will
tirs for converting
wire.

be housed

facili-

steel and
other raw materials into sheet
finished. tested
transformers. power packs and
radio
units. Here will be found a other
battery of
giant lineases, some of them running
up to
fifty -six tuns capacity for stamping power
pack containers. and dynamic speakerchasses ; rows of automatic punch presses
for cure laminations; automatic
coil
winders: "skinning" and tinning
machines
for finishing leads: ovens and kilns
for
vacuum impregnating and baking of coils;
and on the fourth floor. a spacious and
completely equipped daylight laboratory for
research

and engineering.
Under the able management
Ross D.
Siragusa, President and Generalof Manager,
T. C. A. has reached a production
capacity
of 25,000 finished units a day.
The stove from the old plant at 1428
Orleans Street was so carefully
planned
and managed that production was
tinued without interruption, and all condeliveries made on schedule.

B -L

ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING
CO. FORMED

It was announced by Harold J. Wrape,
president of the Benwood
-Linee Company
of St. Louis, that the manufacturing
sion of the Benwood -Linze Company divihas
been replaced by the newly
funned B -1.
Electric Manufacturing Company.
It -I. Electric Manufacturing Company The
is a
direct subsidiary of the Benwood
-Linee Company, formed primarily to facilitate
the
product'
of the many B -L Rectifying
Elements.
'l'he °dicers of the B -f. Electric Manufacturing Company are announced
as
I farold
J. \\'rape, president ; C. Ham
hueeheu. secretary and treasurer;
C.
R.
Ogle, vivo president.

I

NATIONAL- HARRIS WIRE CO. ACQUIRES NEW FIRM

'l'he National-Harris Wire Co., of
195
Verona Ave., Newark, N. J.,
taken over
additional buildings adjacent has
to
the
present
plant, for I
lug the equipment of the
I omlerticlit Wire
Co., of Waterbury, Conn.,
which company they recently
acquired.
It is expected that the new plant
will
also he producing 'tickle wire,
ribbon and
tubing by .tune 15111.

DEJI'B -AMSCO FNLARGES
CHICAGO OFFICE

The t'hirago ,,Bie of the Ur.1ur- .\1isco
curio .anon at 77 \Vest Washington
Street.
has been removed tu larger
in the
Wrigley I :nildiug, Chicago. quarters
The change
was

11111115

\lay

1st.

The few telephone

number will be Supet^ut SS',55.
Mr. William E. Burgoyne is the Iue.lur -Amseo
rep
res,mtutivt tm charge of the ('hicago office.
-

NEW

ALL- AMERICAN

PLANT

MOHAWK

preparation for the 1029 -311 season.
All- .Un.rir:1)u \101111k l'orporntion.
ma lilt farttn-er of Ly rie radio receivers.
has
La

the

installed

new uruduetion
and
methods in its Chicago plant. facilities
and w111
summate another major step with vonuffirill upeniug of its new cabinet plant the
in
North Tonawanda, N. Y., it is announced
by Eugene R. Fanny, president. The Ti.,.
plant will supply the corporation with its
entire schedule of Lyric consoles.
Officials Of the corporation will throw
.

The new home of the Transformer
Corp. cf America, in Chicago.
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The rapid development of screen grid tubes and
the marketing of screen grid receivers by large radio
manufacturers demands a set analyzer for testing
screen grid sets.

With the keen foresight which has characterized
Jewell efforts in the radio service field, Jewell Engineers
have already solved this problem. The New Jewell 199
Set Analyzer is equipped to test screen receivers.

Through a remarkable engineering achievement,
this valuable feature has been added to the 199 without increasing the selling price. Today you can get a
Jewell 199, equipped for testing screen grid receivers,
at

T

no extra cost.

199 Set Analyzer answers every
accurate and rapid radio service. It is the

HE New Jewell Pattern

requirement of
same unit which has proved so popular with radio servicemen
everywhere, plus the provision for testing screen grid sets.
Equip your servicemen today with Jewell 199's and let
them pave the way to satisfied customers and profitable sales
by making service calls on radio users. It is the most profitable way to utilize their spare time during the summer months,
and is a sure road to accessory sales and leads to new set sales.
Sold by radio jobbers everywhere.
u

"'tt 29 YEARS MAKING

01

ll

11111aJ11IImn
l
cL1wELL

199 Set A

1650 Walnut Street,

°

I

IIIIIIIIn!IIIIIIIn
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t,llllll ll

INSTRi tMENTS

Company
Jewell Electrical Instrument
Chicago, Illinois

I

MAIL THE COUPON
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radio
to make our book,
Of course we want
your
effe e Send
Receivservicing morefor
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Servicing
19
Instructions
about the New sets.
ers." and information
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ARCTURUS FACTORIES WILL RUN
ALL SUMMER

Stockholders of Arcturus Radio
Company, at their annual meeting, wereTube
Informed by President Chester H. Braselteu
that satisfactory progress is being made in
the Company's recently announced expansion program. The Company's plants will
run at capacity through the summer
months, according to present
he
said, and the newly purchased outlook.
factory in
Newark, containing 111,000 square
of
feet
dour space, is expected to begin operations
not later then .tune. Directors were reelected.

STEP -UP OUTPUT IN NEW JENSEN
PLANT
'Pile Jensen Radio \Iauulactufing
pany hare cuutpleled the installationcomut
equipin nt aunt omet üry ill their nett
plant located in the ctcaring Industrial
list riot itnl prop liai

iii. according to I'cter
1.. Jensen, president. i, being stepped
up
daily.
The new plant, which is the 1'ourtIi time
the cump:uty has xpanded its wnuufaeluring facilities daring the past nc. years,
al the present time a daily ntlpat
inn excess of live times the peal: production
Which t\aas reached daring the l:r_S seaasuu
With Muth the eld local plant und the factory at Ilakland. 1'81. \ \itlt product Mu getting into full string here. uuuntl'eclariug ou
the l'acitic Coast is being gradually cut.
Ultimately, the llathi taut plant is lu Ile used
nul fur warehousing stud: lo supply the
far \\'est
-

trade.
The lieur factory is ut' ',riel: and r, -eofnr,ed concrete cuustructien.
It i. one
slory in height autel ut the slay -ligln
eel tu pe.
-\ side track l'or the load :nul ta lea l!ug of
freight shiptu,uls u' lends lulu the building.
.\rr :ntgeunotls bine also tee! made ter the
si uiug of a etu in the hn tiding tutu dlty
for the loading .f less thou carload sbipmeuts \chip h trill he picked up each 2.1'4.12,12g
1111(1
redist ribuled ut the Clearing SIaliou
of the Chicago Belt railroad. expediting.
:arrurdi ltg In .1,usen's Iratti, manager, ..11110.2111.1 - hipunuts by front
tu twelve
hour, as compared with lh, tea
regal :u truck
deliver) d. the outgoing freight theses,
The progressive manufacturing and assembly lines eau through the middle of the
Muihhug tuith the sum]: and piuts store
rooms tu either sill.. 1,dueilg the hu udl let
u1' tutu Iu'ujals 1h a 112211211111111 and providing
the lulest and most efficient type of iprogrts.sive m :untinctwring...
I! their new
plant. lie' Jensen company
practically every part elteril.trillintoproduce
their
finished product_ and Will 1121%72..2 according
lu \I r. Jensen. the largest and most coin
pled, plant set. tloti exclwsit'ely to Ihr Ill.uufactuniug .f r,predno,ug equipment in lu,
cututu -y.
l'In as ore already being made to creel
au.tlur nuit practically
the sauce size as
the pristiiu .ee :toil Which trill
dui
present huihling lu the smith. juin
Rosiness
alreadly i k,,I tar delivery this year
and
further anticipated trade demand, will. aecording to 'l'humus .1. \\'hile, general sales
minutages. necessitate this additional expansion in the coiap:uty's facilities within
a very Short
i

l

tithe.

:111

option ou the neces-

sary ground for this anticipated addition'*

was taken at the time the lease for the
present plant was negotiated.
While no definite figure could be obtained
at this time it Is understood the
company
is planning on a production for the current
radio year of round a half million units.
I'outracts with a number of the larger
radio set manufacturers for Jensen dynamic
units, will, according to the schedules
which have been placed, necessitate a production of better than 5000 units a day
by the first of August.

SYNTHANE IN FULL PRODUCTION
Syuthaue Corporation, manufacturers of
Sy n t hauae
new laminated bakelite product. has swung Into full operation at its
new plant at Oaks, Montgomery County,
l'en nSy t-a aula.
The plant was especially built for the
ma u u fn' -i use of laminated bakelite, and the
entire organization is focused on this one
product -iii
sheets, rods, tubes, and
fabricated parts.
Special machinery has been installed
linotighout and scientifically controlled processes are planned to keep the product uniform in all respects.
:synthtue Corporation is represented in
the Held by .1. It. Rittenhouse, 32
Smith
('lint.! W sect. Chicago; 11. G. -411
Blauvelt,
Tribune Building. Nett' Turk: and
C. E.

-a

l

and
Cleveland.
11'1ite

Company,

Bulkley

ltuilding,

NEW PLANT FOR SPEED TUBES
.1 hnge mete tube plant. equipped with the
e

APPOINTMENTS
Federal Radio Corp.

Appointment of R. F. Lovelee to assistant
sales manager of the Federal Radio
Corporation is another step in Federal's expansion program.
Mr. Lovelee's sales and
engineering experience fits him most ably
for the position.
Ray Lovelee has been a member of the
Federal Radio Corporation's staff since
early days in the radio field. He is itsa
University of Michigan graduate, having
specialized in electrical engineering. After
leaving school he became at student in the
laboratory of Western Electric Co. in
Chicago, where he remained
year.
He
joined the Federal companya seven
ago and has been for the past two years
years
special representative of the company
t'ut'cring the trade throughout the United
States and Canada.
W. Bergman Company, Buffalo, N. Y.,
one of the largest Wholesalers of automotive
equipment, hiud\ it re dull radio apparatus
in the \\-ester. Nett' Turk district, has
been established as wholesaler
Federal
(h'thu -seuic suit.. according to an ofannouncement front W. It. .McAllister. sales manager
of flu Federal lt+nlii, corporation.
The Bergman Company .iterates branches
inn Itle:ua, N. Y. and East Aurora, N.
Y., as
well as a Branch in North Buffalo,
Sti llfael Motor Supply Cu., Inc.. Williaut,p.trt. Pa., one of the most thoroughly
established wholesalers of motor and
electrical equipment in the Keystone
state.
has completed arrangements with Federal
whereby it will betame wholesaler for
Federal urtho- suuit' radio as its exclusive
radio line.
Edward I'orshay, one of the best known
men in the music field is the most recent
uwv member of Federal's sales staff. Ile
will represent Federal Ortho-sonic radio in
the Metropolitan Area.
Mr. Farshay has been associated with the
music industry for the past twenty years,
and most recently- was secretary- treasurer
of the Milton Plano Co. He wats with that
company for eight years. Subsequently he
uvl,s actively engaged In the wholesale and
retail trade. Ile also will be well remembered by members of the trade as representative of the Aeolian Company, which he
served for eleven years.
II. A. Sheridan is a new member of the
-ales staff. He is nut. however, new to the
l'cderaal company, halving been associated
with the Buffalo concern for the past two
years as production engineer in charge of
time study.
Subsequently Mr. Sheridan
was with the Ordinnce department headquarters in Ilonolulu and with the Holt
Tractor Co., of Peoria, Ill. He was also
salesutaIt of electrical instruments for
W. P. Antbos Co., of Cleveland.
-

most modern machinery for the production
..f St e Radio 'Pubes s :n nonnced by the
fable Radio 'robe corporation of s0-90
t

NEW SPARTON FACTORY
Continuing its policy of bringing the
manufacture of every part that goes into
Sparton Equasonne radio sets into one
organization, the S arks-Withington Company, of Jackson, Mich., are equipping an
entire new plant for the making of light
metal punchings.
In their recently acquired new building
on the outskirts of Jackson, machinery is
being installed which will be used In the
making of a great number of parts for
Sparton sets. The new plant will provide
space for several hundred additional employees. During the peak of the 1928 season more than 4,0170 persons were engaged
in the making of Sparton Equasonne sets,
and this will be greatly
during the coining year. The increased
new plant is
No. 4 of the Sparton units.

1

i

North Ninth Street. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Large orders no,t ant It:nul noel denmnds
fruit Tito Imes 'onnnttatrtrs have
neressiut etl au
in prod ten iota faeilitics lo four fini., that .I las tear. 1'11pacil3. of lilt' t :rhl tt'it''
factories
are uu\v _attun tube, Jail\, it is .tat,d.
.\ stock issue has rc.iut It Iic.n hotted
for expautsiun purposes. 'lIti- tain is maw
listed wn the Nett. York t'nrb 1I:arket.
t

t

l

POLYMET TAKES OVER STRAND
AND STREET WIRE PLANT

Hardly bore the reverberations of
mel', entrance into the coil lend hr Polythe
purchase of the l''ilton Electric & Jlanufartnring Company died away, btfore the
aun.uuceuuut reaches tts that the tvellI:n.\u! Snauul :std Sweet \I :unaiacturiug
l'otp.t'nlintt, nt \\'instal. Conn.. utukers u[
line cupped' magnet utins, lid, itlso been
absorbed by l'olymet.
'Phis trill insnr. l'.Icunt of n eon.cl:tnt
supply or magnet tore, needed in the
menu
rectore of Poly -t ,uj h, biug prhdaced :it the
recently acquired I'oiltou pliant.
Surplus trill be sold to manufacturers in
the radio anti eleelt-iral iudn,uics tch. have
teen etnbarra..,,i ht lilt shortage of liulsized aatgnet \t ¡res. in which product
Su-and and Street :nt recognized special ¡a s.
I user
I'olruut tuan :accident far ii it, Mill
bt itultr.rt',I :tad 2.a12aeity further increased.
' l'Iris rapidly e),t,anding utgauizatiou
taoty
c,iti -ol, tutee omplete manufacturing
Writs, .iterating at capacity.
-

i

t

Polyniet Manufacturing Corp.
The l'olynlet Manufacturing Corporation,
New York. announces the election of Mr,
Otto Heineman tu its Board of Directors.
Mr. Heineman has been prominent in the
phonograph industry in the United States
and abroad for 25 years. He is president
of the Okeh Phonograph Corporation, New
York, president of the General Phonograph
Mfg. Corporation, a director in the General Industries Corporation, and other
companies. Before coating to this country
in 1914, Mr, Heineman was managing director of the Carl Lindstrom A. G., of
Berlin, manufacturers of phonographs and
records.

Carter Radio Company
The latest addition to the plants of the Jensen Radio
Manufacturing Co.,
located at Chicago.

Announcement has been stade of
appointment of J. H. Kraeheubuhl as the
general
Sales Manager of the Carter Radio Company, Chicago.
Mr. Kraeheubuhl. was
A nterica.
formerly with the Radio Corporation of

Page
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IIOGUE
NONPAREIL
THE increased demand for
demand
Vogue Tubes
built upon a background of
has made
engineering merit
necessary our new modern factory with greatly increased production facilities.
Jobbers, dealers and manufacturers are thus assured of a con-

-a

-

stant supply of highest quality
Vogue Tubes.
Needless to say Vogue Tubes
are backed by a 100" guarantee. This fast - selling line
is accordingly proving a great
profit-maker-due to "A Background of Engineering Merit."
At the Stevens
Demonstration Room 450 -4

Allan Manufacturing and Electrical Corp.
Harrison

- - -

:'-r5:: ...*.. :kY

41

New Jersey
E. Pico St.

:i':
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The Carter Radio
has just
taken over the entire Company
at 407 -415
South Aberdeen Street, building
Chicago,
and
very near future will have furtherin the
announcements of new items
that will be of
great importance to the trade.

Triad Manufacturing Co.
An announcement has recently been made
by the Triad Manufacturing
Inc., of
Pawtucket, R. 1., makers of Co.,
Radio
Tubes, to the effect that Mr. V.Triad
K.
Wilson
has been appointed Assistant Sales
and
Advertising Manager of that organization.
Mr. Wilson, well known throughout the
trade, has served for a number
of years in
a similar capacity with the Tower
Manu-

facturing Company, of Boston.

Continental Radio Corp.
The G. S. Means
of Fort
Wayne amui South (tend,Company,
Indiana, has been
appointed distributor of the
"Star
-Raider."
HUI tlfarttired
by Continental Radio Corporation. Fort Wayne,
The train office of Indiana,
G. S.
Compally is located at 427 West Means
Washington
Street. in Fort Wayne, and in addition
they
have sail's rooms at 312 East Main Street,
and 421 West Washington Street. The
South Bend office is located at 315 East
Jefferson Street
E. J. Grosh, Manager.
Mr. Means is also the General Motor's
tributor for this territory. The sixty disto
seventy G. S. Mea us salesmen have been
turned loose on the sale of Continental's
Star -Raider.
;

Westinghouse
W. C. Evans, a young veteran of the
radio world, has been appointed
tendent of radio operations of thesuperininghouse Electric and Manufacturing WestCompany, it has been announced by H. P. Davis,
vice- president of the company.
Ile has been assistant
of
radio operations coating tosuperintendent
East
front a post with the companyl'ittsburgh
in New
York and was formerly manager of station
KYW in Chicago, a \Vestinghouse station.
Evans succeeds C. W. Horn, who recently
resigned to accept an appointment
the National Broadcasting Company. with
At the age of 31, Evans
radio
veteran of 16 years experience. is Hea began
his career at the age of 15 as a radio
operator on a Great Lakes vessel.
Because of the increasing
of
the Westinghouse t'I'itrie and activities
ing Company in the radio field Manufacturand
in
the
affairs of va ' s companies allied ill radio
operations und development, Vice- President
II. I'. Davis, formerly- in charge of Westinghouse manufacturing operations, will devote his entire attention to the radio operations of his company,
This announcement, significant of the expandioe importance of radio engineering,
manufacture and development, was ruade

Sparks -Withington Co.
The Sparks -Withington Company, Jackson. Michigan, announce the recent appointment of Mr, Frank S. Purviance as district
sales. representative in
Michigan -Indiana territory becoming the
effective April 1,
\Ir. Purviance was formerly service
manage,'
for
the company covering
Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska,
Colorado, and
Wyoming. Mr. Purviance has
with
'I'he Sparks-Withington Companybeen
the
past two years and received a broadforradio
training for the previous five years during
which time he was engaged in retail and
wholesale merchandising
as well as
having had broadcasting work,
and service experience,

.

I

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.
The Kellogg Switchboard and Supply
('omtpany announces the Opp. intnept
of
11D. Wm. J. Leighmer as Worl:s \t:l
\ir. t.eiglumr 'ores to the I:ellegeotger.
Company with a background of twenty -six
rears

experience in the electrical ninntnfaeturing basic's... !luring this time
he
has helot through every phase of p'odnetien work. from errand boy to Works
Manager,
\1 r.
Leigliner's education was along
rnchnical lines.
After
a four
year 'nurse in engineeringfinishing
the Westinghouse Technical School, heat made
a con neetion in a production captivity with
the
\Vestinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, with which concern he was associated for ninny- years.
Mr. Fred H. Timperlake. of Chicago.
Illinois has just been appointed sales
resentative for Kellogg of Chicago. rephas been assigned to t territory which il'
includes the states of \lithi_an. and Indiana.

Temple Corporation
&
Company of
Ft. Worth. Texas withEleitrie
branches
ton, Dallas and San \ntonio, llave inbeennetts
appointed exelusiVe .listribntors for Temple
Tho Texas Radio

-

.

receivers l'or the coming season.
A. L. Gossett, head of the Ft. Worth
branch has for mane years been
in
the radio and electrical field andnrtive
is very
well known to the trade in that territory.
H. H. Horn of Los Angeles.
with showrooms fit 1629 S. HillCalifornia
St.. has
been appointed exelutive Temple distributor for Southern California.

General Amplifier Company

Chicago, Illinois, as MidWestern Sales Representatives,
Mr. Smith is well -known throughout
the
electrical and radio trade of the middle
well, being one of the "old- timers." I-Iis
aunty friends will be interested to hear of
his mew connection,

announced in t recent interview that his company had
elected to
handle exclusively the Speed Tube,
product of the Cable Radio 'l'utc Corp. the
\1r. Zatuloce. one time sales director of
Otte of the largest set mtuptfacturing
cour
parries in \tae rira, is known throughout
the radio industry from coast to coast.
\\'ith'n 48 hours after the completion of
a rra ngentel is between \I r. Zat iii i' and
the Cable Radio Tube t'Ort)., Mr. Zatulove
had atilde arrangements with La nday
Brothers. New York's famous
stores,
for the sale of the Speed 'tube music
Line through
all the stores of this important nutlet.

Department.

Allen- Bradley Company
John Mel', Price has been appointed district manager in charge
the Chicago
office of the Allen- Bradleyof Company
of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Price was
formerly district manager Mr.
for
the
Industrial Controller Company in the same territory. The Chicago office is located at
500 North Dearborn Street, Chicago.
Mr. A. It. Wilson, president of the General Amplifier Company.
27 Commercial
Avenue, Cambridge. Massachusetts,
annota eed the appointment of the Fred has
G.
Smith Cnntpauy with offices at 1045 Oakdale .\v. nue,

Cable Radio Tube Corp.
\(actin Zatulove, president of the \Itirtwel Corporation.

A.C. Neon Corp.
The Perri va K. Frowert lems, Ire., New
York advertising agency. has been appointed
to direct the advertising of the .1. C.
Neon l'orporaliou, mannfnrltper of \let'ullnugh radio tubes. .1 national campaign has been planned.
Controlling interest in the A. C. Neon
Corporation, which tins its headquarters
New York. was argnired re'i'ntly by O. in
W.
Ifay, ;n well -known figure in the music and
radio industries. Ile was with
the Aeolian
('o. for (oven years its an executive
in
charge of the 1'o'aliou i)ivision, Radio
Division, Une -.\rt Mu(ic' Iiivision, and the
Illeloder \lush

Arcturus Radio Tube Co.
John L. Stone, recently
charge of
sales promotion with the AgarinManufacturing Company, of Whippany, N. J. is now
with the Arcturus Radio Tube Company as
assistant to the sales manager, L. D. Naylor, according to tt recent
Mr. Stone is a graduate of announcement.
College and carries with him Hamilton
to his new
association many years of practical
sales
experience.
Coincident with
general manufacturing and selling their
expansion, A. S. Van
Bochote has joined Arcturus
western
sales representative. Mr. Vanas Bochove,
known as "Van" west of the Mississippi,
was for five years sales manager of the
Jay B. Rhodes Company, manufacturers
of oil dispensing equipment,

American Reproducer Corn.
Anttriean Reproducer Corporation appo'nts Mr. David
Kahn as distributing
Sales Manager for the
on the new Amervox line.Metropolitan area
Mr. Kahn is well known amongst the
Radio Jabbers and Dealers throughout
this
area. having been in close contact
with the
Made since the birth of the Radio
and
Phonograph industry. Mr. Kahn started
o'f as an errand hoy with a Victor Talking Machine factory distributor and rose
front errand boy to General Sales Manager
nod held that position for eight years.
During that time he made the acquaintance
of hundreds of Dealers and Jobbers
throughout th. Metropolitan area. also
hnyees for chain organizations and department stores.
-

W. C. EVANS.

Rad'o Dvision Supsr n'endent,
Wes.inghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
May I by .1. W. Robertson, chairman of
titi' Board of Directors, to whom \D'. Davis
will report.
.1. S. 'l'ritle, formerly general
manager of
t he

\Vestinghouse Ilerchandisiug Department, with headquarters
in
Ohio,
will fis.nnte r'sltnnsibtlit,. \ltunsfield,
for manufacturing operationsandof ptthorit:
company. a'rnrd ng t.. ananuncctnent the
by F. A.
\derrick.
vire prrsidtnt
and
general
ma Hager.
Mr. Davis, graduate of the Worcester
P.131e0110, institute and an outstanding
loader of th' electrical industry. is internationally known as the "Father of Radio
Broadcasting- l'or his work in developing
radio broadcast in- three -It the
ment of station KDNA, in 1920. es''théshHe has
been associated with the Westinghouse
Cwc many since 1801 and has been a
vicepresident since 1011.

Radio Corporation of America
The appointment of Otto S. Scheirer its
director of patent development
was announced by General J. G. Ilarbord,
president of the Radio Corporation of America.
Mr. Scheirer. who is
as one
of the country's leading recognized
expert, in patent
law, leaves the Westinghouse
Electric and
Manufacturing Company where
has
served as manager of the patent he
department since 1020.
Harry G. Grover, who was formerly assistant patent attorney was
to
patent attorney, succeeding Irapromoted
J. Adams
who resigned to r stare private practice.

'

E. T. Cunningham. Inc.
Important changes in management of
their district offices located at San Francisco, Chicago and Cleveland are
announced
by E. T.

Cunningham, Inc.
The new appointments
E. Llodv
Sutton. formerly district advance
manager of
the Chicago territory. to sales
the district managership at San Francisco. succeeding W. E.
Darden: F. E. Harding, formerly in charge
of the Cleveland office, succeeds Mr. Sutton
as district sales manager at Chicago,
while
F. A. Klingenschmitt, formerly assistant
to M. F. Burns, Cunningham sales manager
at the New York executive headquarters,
becomes district sales manager of the Cleveland territory, with headquarters at Cleveland.

Allen -Bradley Company
The Allen- Bradley Company, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, manufacturers of electric
con-

trolling apparatus, announce the establishment of a district office in Atlanta. Messrs.
H. Doughlas Stier and G. G. Moore will be
in charge of the southern office, -which
will he located at 101 Marietta Street, Atlanta, Georgia.
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Do it all at once with

DUREZ
step saved in manufacturing your
product means money. Throughout the
radio field, countless operations are being
reduced expenses on time, labor, and
material cut down-unnecessary checks
abolished -by the use of Durez in place of
less easily worked materials
Look at this interchangeable coil, for
instance. It was made of Durez, the perfect molding compound. It came from the
die with ribs fashioned, holes made, base
immovably molded to the body, the finish
lustrous and beautiful All in one operation ! And a hundred, a thousand, a million
other Durez- modeled coils would look
exactly the same!
What do you make? Coil mountings
too? Panels, dials, covers, binding posts,
tube bases? Are they as tough, as strong,
as durable as Durez can make them? Will
EVERY

-

!

!

they

in

perature? Do they come from the mold

-

Write for this free booklet
"Do It With Durez." Contains complete information
about Durez- physical and
dielectric properties, color
ranges. and scores of possible
ap plications.

ready for use -without buffing, burnishing, polishing, or costly tooling? Whatever you manufacture, Durez insures absolute accuracy, reduces rejections to a
minimum, and provides a more modern,
efficient, and better looking product.
The very fact that there are so many
uses for Durez speaks for its marked
superiority over other materials. Durez is
marvelously strong and tough. It stands
all sorts of hard wear and handling, without chipping or breaking. Holes can be
drilled and tapped easily -studs can even
be imbedded in the molding process.
Durez will not corrode. And it is available in all practical colors.
The one way to appreciate fully the
physical and dielectric qualities of Durez,
the economies it enables, the beauty it
offers -is to try it
with your own product. Let our laboratory and engineering
staff help you. General Plastics, Inc.,
65 Walck Road,
North Tonawanda,
N. Y. Also New
York City, Chicago,
San Francisco.
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,NEN DEVELOPMENT

._vo

-

Tifihl
THORDARSON R -260 AUDIO
TRANSFORMER

Tiu. Th.,rdur.=on Eleetri, \l:ntnfaeturing
l'o.. of Chicago. arc marketing
netw type
of :nnlio transformer of ',mall tlinuusiuns,
1:111,1lto as the It 1r,u.
'I'l»w_h this 1r:111s1.01mPr IIHa.uIr>
h ! by 2I, inches, it
has excellent ire.Inrm c 4liaraletislits. Its
fine pert orwan e i. i.11I13 atttibutible to
the 'ii rll:u.on "It\ \Iwal' core upon
which HIi. roils atre wound.

The field supply in the a
models is
obtained from a dry -disc, full-c.-wave,
voltage rectifier, operating on 1111 high a -c.

volts

input.

The list price of the chassis is $72.50.
The Model C cabinet reproducer
is priced
at $100.
The measurements are : width,
161_ inches; depth, 13 inches: height,
371/,

inches.
The Model B cabinet reproducer is priced
at $88.
The measurements
width,
]u1,_ inches: depth, 13 inches; are:
height, 1:tt._
inches.
The cabinets are walnut with matched
weueer tops.
'rho finish is
shaded walnut, Ituco lacquer. dark brown

power-pack. The series also includes the
Model J -110, a complete

electrodynamic
unit for light -socket operation
with all
sets
and
amplifiers.
Other
Rola
electrodynamic traits for manufacturers or
dealers are wound to meet any voltage
current ratio and for use with any power
park ch, uii.

NEW BOLA DYNAMIC SPEAKERS

New ntudels offered by The Rohl Company include the Rola electrodynamic
units
for installation by manufacturer or dealer
in cabinet radio sets and electric phonographs, as well as the Rota units in talking picture installations, public- address and
school systems.
They also include three
Rota caitittet loudspeakers for
use with
table receiving sets.
lu its display the Company is presenting
for the first tiare two
new Rola electro.Iwuantic units and is also introducing
further refinements and improvements ill its
".I' line of electrodynamic reproducers.
l'he aelw Rola electrodynamies have a
high output efficiency,
by the use
of relatively high flux obtained
densities In the air
gap. High flux densities are obtained
without increase of field energizing power,
through the use of very short air gap

Thordarson R -260 Audio
Transformer.

New Rola "Concert" Dynamic
Speaker.

It is claimed that the u -21;o
is entirely devoid of resonancetransformer
palts
provides excellent perforut:ust Over and
the
entire audible baud.
'l'he list price of the II -200 transformer
is $5.

In addition to the above units the Rohe
Company also provides the Rola Cabinet
Loudspeaker Model 30
equipped
for
light- socket operation with any table

-J-

receiving set.
The new "C" or Concert Series electrodynamic units are similar in all respects to
the "J" types except for their 9 -Inch cone
diameter. This increased cone size gives
somewhat greater power capacity and is
adapted particularly well to amplifiers
using 2.15 tubes in push-pull combination.
The new "R ", or Auditorium electrodynamic unit, has a cone diameter of 12
inches. It possesses a magnetic field structure of great size and power and uses the
full output of a type 280 rectifier tube.
Among the Rola electromagnetic loud-

NEW WRIGHT-DECOSTER DYNAMIC SPEAKERS
\ \'riuhl- lad'ster. Inc., St. fanal.
lia
1,01114.011
ea1inet dynamic
speakers kilo, it :i. \In,lel t' and \ludel
It.
'l'he Iatirr i> .I1.11c n ill the accompanying
illnaraiiou.
'l'lo ehn -.is i. of c,ltnpaet c"nst ruction
and etplo.s a lin -inch Boue. The apex
of
this cour i. suspended with leather.

The speech coil is wound On
form. which provides strength a bakélite
appreeiablo weight. Each layer of without
wire in
the speech coil is insulated from the
next
by a sheet of condenser tissue, the voltage
breakdown between layers being over 200
wOlts,

speakers are the

New Rola

"Auditorium" Dynamic
Speaker.

distances. The short, precision air-gap is
made practical by a highly
moving
roil structure, together withrefined
extreme ac-

Wright - DeCoster Model
Dynamic Speaker.

B

curacy in the spacing of the pole pieces.
Another improvement is the ventilating
of the held winding which minimizes temperature changes. The new Rola ventilated
construction eliminates dead -air insulating
areas around the windings and results in a
substantial reduction in operating temperature.
The removable center -pole nose piece -an
exclusive Rola feature which enables easy
elimination of any magnetic particles which
Wright enter the air gap-has been retained.
The new "J" series of electrodynamic
units with 7% -inch cones and adjustable
center pole tip, have been further improved
and refilled. Chief among the new features
is the laminated bakelite spider support,
ventilated field coil and more effective slot
openings behind the cone.
Included in the "J" series are the Model
"J -90" for field excitation from standard

Role Model

20 cabinet

speaker- attractive in design and of established popularity.
The Rola Model 15
equipped with the same unit as the Model
20. furnishes high quality performance at
moderate cost. The Rola Model M is the
complete electromagnetic unit as
in the Robs Models 15 and 20. installed

THE CORWICO VULCAN
LIGHTNING ARRESTER
The Corwico Vulcan Lightning

will not only protect the radio set Arrester
against
lightning but will also dissipate accumulated static charges. To accomplish this,
materials are used which résult in a mini.

Corwico Vulcan Lightening

Arrester.
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Fixed condenser type 2244 for we
electric (induction) furnaces
capaclty (air) 4450 mmf. In castor
oil 20900 mint. May be operated on
140 amperes at 300 KC continuous:y
without overheating.

In

Special Fixed Transmitting conType
denser,
140
capacities.

A
transmitter that
type
of
adheres to the high requirements
of Cardwell manufacture.

mmf.)

Working

2202

(several

mmf. to 1100
voltage 30000

vaste.

Aircraft Transmitter built
quantity by Cardwell to U.

in
S.

Navy Specifications.

vI it SALT IL l'1` 1
for some years past the name
1RDWELL has been associated in the Public
mind with condensers almost exclusively, this
Corporation has successfully handled other
engineering and manufacturing problems receiving little or no public attention.
LTHOUGH

Type 5 -1055 Transmitting Condenser.
equipment of over 500 watts power.

F

»

equipped laboratory and a modern plant
have made possible the direction of the activities of this organization into several channels,
more or less allied, keeping faith with our many
friends, making new ones and insuring that the
products of CARDWELL shall continue to be
"The Standard of Comparison."
A well

type -Signal

Another

built

by

Corps

Cardwell
to
U.
Specifications.

Transm t
S.

.
Transmitting
Condenser.
5. 1683 -f1
Neutralizing or balancing capacity for high
power amplifiers.

Type

Your proposals are solicited. CARDWELL condensers are made for transmitting and receiving,
in sizes and types to suit many purposes, from
broadcast and commercial use to balancing
receiving circuits. Send for literature.

.
of the types of Aircraft
to
Caldwell
Receivers
by
manufactured
U. S. Navy Specifications.

lllutlrating

one

The
ALLEN D. CARDWELL MFG.

COOT P .
81 PROSPECT STREET, i;ROOIiLYN, NEW 1 OR It

Paye

N6
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.oltage breakdown
time otter a maximum
all operating eamilitions..
lh e..-r% Rees with
Light wa; Arre -ter i. a
whi,b the Cornish \\'ire
toua:

and at the same

resistance under

l'oruiro 'ulcau

guarantee Ill
Company
to repair or bane repaired up to a , agrees
est
?too, aune radio reeeiyer. protected t It of
a
a

l'ors ieo \'uleau Lightning Arrester, that
has .e1', damaged by lightning.
1h. l'orwi3O Vul.an Lightning Arrester
is :.t,l,r "c.d hr the Board of
and lists for ne dollar. It .'uderwritr.
is manufactured by
I

.lurelt

The Cornish Wire Company,
street. New York City.

311

Hammarlund EC -35 -KN3 Equalizing Condenser Strip.

NEVI HA!1111ARLt'NH CONDENSERS
Three flew models of the popular ECt.%
equiliriug and All
p,.
,
de-I..,r. Rink been brought utmidget
tor
Tact 111,r, bi th. Il;omuurluuI \lauufa, lur

receiver.. It has a live .,rew as on all
standard models. A wooden adjustor is
used to prevent rapacity variation.
The
midget coudeuser, Me.' -lie
is
principality designed for antenna -G
with it special base mounting and atuning
long
brass shaft for operation from the panel,
Its length bring made to suit. They are
[nude in capacities from lei mud. maximum
to loo mutt. maximum.
'Pile plates are
eat in straight-line capacity style. they
being of brass and soldered to a brass
daft. Bakelite insulation is used. lock
washers are placed underneath all screws.
'l'he mounting plate is of chemically treated
steel.
The engineering department of the Hammarlund Manufacturing Company will he
only too glad to answer any queries as to
the use and installation of these in any

t' ompaoa%. 424 West 3Sr.1 St.. N Y. C.
There :ue wo
hI. of the
type, known as the 1:I -:;., lïN;t andequalizing
Et'.
un both models. as uu the
of
this type. the capacity is varied by all
means
of a .crew, which runs through a phosphorbronze spring pli t. and which controls
t h. ,IiStauek between this plate and
a pire.
of brass mounted "o a bakélite slab.
.\
ici;;

t

the usual sliding contact. does away with
all wear and tear even on the finest wire
required for the highest resistance values.
The contact- utaking member comprises a
'loll-turning phosphor -bronze disk. chromium
plated. radially slotted in circler to be taure
resilient. freely held between a lair of
tilted or eccentrically mounted washers or
cants. As the shaft turns the washers or
rates, the latter cause the disk to be depressed at one point after another of its
circumference, establishing a dun, positive.
pressure contact with the winding. This
new uuttiuu gives to the knob of this device
a delightfully smooth, velvety action. quite
as

well as a noiseless operation.

Exatuina-

circuit.

THE "AMERICAN" ELECTRIC
DRIVE
'l'he American Safety Table Cu., Inc..
ightli and Oley Sts., heading,
Pa., are
ua rketi ng a

newly designed Electric Drive
combining a motor and it special safety
Iuteh--that is adaptable to many uses in
the radio industry, where electric drive is
rquitwd.
'l'hc salient features of the clutch, whirl
electrically operated, are: perfect consols of starting and stopping: clutch is
Iireetly attached to the motor, whirl adds
greatly to the efficiency in the winding of
-oils and other winding apparatus used in
radio manufacturing; clutch can be en-

Hammarlund EC- 35 -KFB
Equalizing Condenser.

Wire -Wound Volume Control
Clarostat.
fion

11111101' u powerful microscope shows no
appreciable wear eceu after turning the
knob 15,000 times.
The Wire-Wound Volume Control Clarostat may be supplied in any standard resistance range, ici potentiometer or three terminal style, or ici rheostat or two- terminal style.

piece of specially treated ours sots as the
dielectric

medium.
The Et'- 113 -KN:1 contains aunt'
of
equalizers mounted on it bakélite uuuaber
The
adjusting screw is dead. it lacing strip.
insulated
from the spring plate with a bakelized canvas washer.
This prevents any variation
of capacity when the adjustor
is taken
away. It can he used for both neutralizing
and equalizing and is made in any rapacity.
e.g., minus 2 tuna. to plus :15 uuuf., or
minus 211 tuna. to plus luel uuuf.
The E('- :S..-K hlt has a special bracket
which enables insertion into a slot in the
Subpanel, thus aiding its support and
Simplifying the wiring. It also is made in
the same capacities as the El'-35 -KN3 and
can be used for feedback control, equalizing or as a grid condenser in short -weave

NATIONAL WELD -BUILT CONDENSER

The

"American" Electric

Drive.

gaged at part speed, then gradually increased to full speed at the will of the

operator.
The Electric Drive may be equipped with
tiny make or type of electric motor from
I ci to % H.P. capacity in accordance with
the requirements of the ulceration on which
it is employed.
The electric drive clutch is all ball-bearing and stops automaticaly. Lubrication
is necessary only twice a year.

The National Company, of Malden,
are introducing a variable condenserBlass.,
bodying many new and unique features emof
cons ruction.
Due to the welded construction it is
extremely rigid and can thus be supplied
ill units matched to a high degree of accuracy. It is also furnished with slotted
end rotor plates, if desired, for matching
to special coils and circuits.
The zero adjusters on these condensers
are completely shielded. The plate shape
is the well -known National
The shaft is removable.
The Weld-Built Condensers can be supplied either in single sections or two, three
and four gang units.

WIRE -WOUND VOLUME CONTROL
CLAROSTAT

Hammarlund MC -19 -G Midget
Condenser.

As the result of several years of engineering development on various types of
volume control, the Clarostat Manufacturing Company, of Brooklyn, N. Y., now announces a perfected device known as the
Wire -Wound Volume Control Clarostat.
This device meets the requirements of
higher resistance values, together with a
positive, non wearing contact which will
insure noiseless operation for many years
of constant service.
Basically, the Wire -Wound Volume Control Clarostat comprises a strip wound resistance unit produced by special winding
equipment, together with a positive pressure
contact- making member which, eliminating

National "Weld - Built" Condenser.
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fully automatic in operation, including
counting of turns per layer, inserting of
paper separators, and stopping upon completion of coil winding. The important
features of these machines are completely
protected by patents granted and pending.
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Over two thousand coils perhour are wound
in the Thordarson cui! minding department.
All these special uioding machines have
been designed, derchgwd and built in the
Thordarson factory. 77tese machines are
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-

Thordarson coil windings are wound in the Thordarson factory
according to Thordarson designs on machinery patented,
built and owned by Thordarson.
They are combined with other Thordarson built parts to make
transformers and chokes that are 100% Thordarson.

-

ORDAR

Transformer Specialists Since 1895

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING
Huron. Kingsbury and Larabee Streets, Chicago, III.
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NEW BENWOOD-LINZE RECTIFIER

'l'he Benwood-Linze Co.. of St. Louis.
introducing a new
of dry -disc
rectifier, as shown in thetype
accompanying
Mo.. is

ELECTRAD VOLUME CONTROL
AND COVERED RESISTANCES

Electrad, Inc., of 175 Varick St., New
York, N. Y., have introduced a new type
rive -watt, high -resistance volume control

embodying a number of excellent features.
The new volume control. illustrated herewith employs a graphite resistance element
fused to an enameled steel plate at high
temperature.
The resultant resistance
element is very hard and not subject to
wear or change of resistance value. Due to
the smoothness of the enamel deposit, and
the high temperature used for fusing, the
graphite has a secure anchorage.
The movable contact is of unique construction in that it is practically "float in
and with its multiple finger design,
adapts itself to any possible inequality of
surface. thus insuring a smooth, stepless
flow of current.
The cover of the unit, as well as the
actual base, is made of metal so that heat
is rapidly dissipated. The three terminal
connections are embedded in bakelite insulation. The contact springs. which make
the connections between the resistance and

Benwood -Linze Low Voltage
Rectifier.

like appliances.

NATIONAL RAINBOW

Electrad

Wire -Wound

Covered Resistance.

nections on the unit are Monel metal and
have approximately the same degree of
thermal expansion as the resistance wire.
Furthermore, Monet metal is highly resistant to oxidation and is non -corrosive.
These Covered Resistance Units can be
obtained in most any resistance value and
from 7.5 to 100-watt capacity.

illustration. This rectifier is designed
especially for use in dynamic speakers. A
similar rectifier has been designed for use
in the operation of time clock systems and

NEW

DIAL

The National Company, of
Mass., have brought out a newMalden,
type
modernistic drum -type dial containing a
number of interesting features.
Rather than employing the common direct vision scale, the scale reading is projected. in color, on a small ground glass
screen. As the knob is turned, the color of

New

New Electrad Volume Control.

movable contact, and the three terminals,
are made of bronze.
The unit, completely assembled, measures
2 3/16 x 2 13/16 x 5/8 -inch deep.
One hole
panel mounting is provided.
The volume control can be made in any
desired range, adequately meeting all usual
requirements. The resistance curve can be
either of uniform resistance
variation, or
tapered.
The new Electrad Covered Resistance

FLECHTHEIM

CONDENSER

A new type of high grade paper dielectric
filter condenser has been recently developed
in the laboratories of the A. M. Flechtheim
& Co.
An outstanding feature of the new condenser is its extremely small physical size,
it being approximately one -fourth the dimensions of a present standard condenser.
It is claimed that the condensers have less
than 1 tier cent power factor, have negligible dielectric losses and have the high
value of a minimum of 600 megohms per
microfarad resistance. They are very conservatively rated at 1000 volts d -c. (750
v.,r.m.s,
A new process of winding, together with
a novel vacuum impregnating method allows an accuracy within 5 per cent of
rated capacity, it is stated. The condenser
is wound with the acknowledged superior
non- inductive method.

NEW U.S.L. ARMORED CONDENSER
The United Scientific Laboratories of 117
Fourth Avenue, New York City, have produced a new armored type B. T. Condenser,
to meet the growing demand for precision
combined with rigidity.
This new condenser is a compact precision tuning instrument with these exclusive features:
1. Rigid frame made of heavy drawn
steel.
2. Rotors and stators are precision spaced
-

and soldered.
3. Accuracy and calibration in
is assured by wide spacing betweenganging
plates.
4. Permanent and perfect alignment of
rotors is assured because the removable
shaft is independent of bearings.
5. Circuit adjustments are facilitated by
the gradual curve on the minimum
capacity
adjuster.
6. Adjustable smooth acting end thrust
and tension fork.
7. The compactness of this condenser
makes it convenient for individual shielding work.
These new type B. T. Armored
densers are made in single, two gang. Congang, and four gang units of .00035three
mf.
capacity and lower.

illumination shifts in kaleidoscopic fashion
through the entire range of the spectrum.
This is accomplished by the use of a special
color wheel, geared to the main rotating
drum carrying the scale reading. A small
light projects both the scale reading and
the color on to the small ground glass
screen.
The accompanying illustrations
serve to delineate the arrangement.

Resistance element and rotating
contact of Electrad Volume
Control.

New National Rainbow Dial.

Units are of the wire -wound type. A high
quality refractory tube, with rapid thermal
conductance and low thermal expansion, is
used as the base for the resistance wire.
The wire is a fickle chromium alloy paving
a low temperature coefficient of expansion
and low thermal expansion. This wire is
non -oxidizing below 900 degrees C, and
non -corrosive. The black insulating enamel
is baked on over the wire at a temperature
of only 400 degrees F. Therefore, there is
small chance of injury to the resistance
wire.
The bands which form the terminal con-

New U.S.L. Armored Condenser.
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SI*0 D
RADIO TUBES

TESTED

Brothers

and APPROVED by Landay

AND

THE
METROPOLITAN
PUBLIC
BY

Thousands of radio fans saw

SPEED

RADIO TUBES

tested before their eyes

BROTHERS, one of the

ANDAY
largest radio outlets

in

the East,

tested SPEED Tubes, found they were

everything we said they were; and
then some, and put their o. k. on the
SPEED Tube Line.
Then Landay showed

they chose SPEED.

New York why

All

day Saturday,

April 27th,thousands of radio users milled into Landay's to see the laboratory tests on SPEEDTubes.
"How did it go?" we asked Landay. "It was a great SPEED day," they said. (and it certainly
looked like it from the sales figures they showed).
But we expected SPEED'S success. Every place SPEED has gone, it has gone over with a
right in price, right in quality, right all the
resounding bang. Why not, when the line is right

-

way through. There's
SPEED

-

a

SPEED Tube for every radio and every radio need.

-

short, snappy, easy to remember.

A

-

far -Flung advertising campaign

Saturday Evening

make SPEED Just another
will engrave it in every mind
newspapers and fan magazines
tube
proposition in the field.
word for Tube. Now's the time to check into the best money- making
Post,

(Formerly Cable Supply Co.)

84 -90 N. Ninth St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES SINCE 1924
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POLYMET SMALL MOLDED CONDENSERS
The Polymet Manufacturing Corporation
offers this new mica condenser.
Com-

POLYMET BALANCING CONDENSER
A new adjustabe condenser, has been
produced by the Polymet Manufacturing
I'nrporatioa. With this type of condenser,
adjustments can he made from practically
zero capacity up to .0003 inf. by means of

pletely surrounded
with bakelite, it
is rendered entirely impervious
to changes
of atmospheric condition, dampness,
etc.

Polymet Small Molded Condenser.
In addition to the advanced construction
features found on all
Polymet
molded condensers, this previous
type incorporates
Iwo insulated mounting holes
through
the
bakelite body. It is thus possible to mount
this condenser to n metal
panel.
Despite its small size (1/4" x 21/32"
x 1 la" this Polymet Condenser conies in
all capacities up to .000 inf.
NEW POLYMET VOLUME CON-

Polymet Balancing Condenser.
serctc plametI on the outside of the effecl've surfacm s. The condenser is well -made
of metal plates and micas insulators assembled in a nest provided for them in the
molded bakelite lase.
The folded -over
edges of the top -plate provide extreme
rigidity and uniform capacity.
al

i

TROLS

The Polymet :Manufacturing Corporation
has recently produced two unusual
volume
controls.
One is a metal shell type with a resistance element made of
special compound.
Its action is extremely ,inept Ii. masures
perfect contact at all times. is very durable.
lias n very low resistance -hop-off". and
contes in a very small size ¡only 114" outside diameter). This volume control can
be made up in any required taper. Polymet engineers recommend this for use when
resistances of more thou :m.000 ohms are
required.

SUPREME MODEL 400 -B
DIAGNOMETER
'flue Supreme instruments
of
e'reentcood. 'Miss.. will haveCorporation,
available for
doliterr soap tüne in June a new model
rl'

the Supreme IJiatenolneter, which will be
This model will not differ fundamentally
from their Model 400-A, but there have been
ieo rporated in it certain refinements and
-Ii-ht changes that experience has shown
-ill nroce advantageous to the serviceman.
^'4e Model 400 -A will be continued so that
the Model 400-B constitutes an addition to
,ii` ti ile.
The \lodel 400-I1 is designed particularly
I., take care of the new receiving sets that
.ttl b,. 'ooligut ant Burin_ the r uiiu.r<ea.
son. Many of these sets will use higher
u,mnges s, that the range of the voltmeters
contained in the instruments lens lucen extended to 7.50 volts. 'Milli scale meters are
used with the following scales
ii -C. Voltmeter, 4 scale u;- ; :,0/250/1(M/
I

mown a- (Iodel 400-B.

STERLING ALL -PURPOSE TESTER

The Sterling Manufacturing Co., of Cleve land, lias announced a new tester added to
their line of radio service instruments. It
is known as the Type R -522 All- Purpose
Tester, because it tells everything the serviceman should know about a -c. and d -c.
sets and tubes. It even checks the line
voltage so that proper adjustment may be
made on the radio set where the line voltage is abnormally high or low.
One feature of the instrument is
through the use of six meters, it is not that
necessary to have more than two scales on any
of the meters. This enables the serviceman to take readings easily and accurately
without the possibility of confusing one
scale with another. Binding posts are also
provided so that the meters may be used
as separate instruments.
The Morocco leather- grained case is of
the portable type and of small dimensions.
The instrument is priced at $40.50 net to
the dealer.

SET ANALYZER THAT TESTS
SCREEN-GRID RECEIVERS
The Jewell Electrical Instrument Company, 1050 Walnut Street, Chicago, announces a new Pattern 199 A -C, D -C, Set
Analyzer designed to test the, new screengrid receivers.
This instrument has all the features of
the old Jewell 199 Set Analyzer, plus the
screen -grid test. It makes every test that
will give Information regarding the working of a radio set and its accessories. It
tests a -c., d -c.,
A

and screen-grid tubes, A
and B- eliminators, batteries, circuits, grid,
plate, and cathode voltages, plate milliamperes, chargers, and line voltage. Silver
contact push button switches throughout
make rapid, accurate testing convenient.

:

1

Il.

A -C. Voltmeter, 4 scale; 0/750/150.1(i/1.
\II-ammeter.
vales, 0/l.:. -25
milliamperes 0/2%, amperes. The addl'his meter ,cull Perini) closer
readings for tube testing and other tests.
.

,

DURHAM MF4.2 RESISTORS

Polymet Metal Shell Type Volume
Control.
The serund new type of I'ulymet volume
control is n wire -wound type in a bakelite
shell.
: \n ingenious couttcl
provides a frai and uniform, :arrangement
lait flexible,
contact at all tintes. It incorporates
such
essential qualities as positive stop, rigid
construction. beautiful finish. and perfect
windings iii eorputatüag any requttrd taper.
This type mai l'ulyntet volume control is
recommended for use tvhu resist anurs
luired arc loss than 5,0011 ohms.

The International Resistance Company
anuu,unees nom interesting development in
resistors which are supplied to the manufacturing trade, as well as to jobbers and
_vice stations for
use in connection with
replacements of resistors in power packs
and alternating current sets.
The resistance unit is known as their
hi-ham Type I1' 4 -_ ; a very ruggedly
mode milt, the tinned wire pigtail leads
being simultaneously moulded with the enti
of the unit. providing a rugged and substantial resistor that is practically
structible, except under eery severe indeMechanical shock.
I

New Jewell Set Analyzer.

Binding posts make both the a -c. and d -c.
instruments available for special testing.
All a -,. voltage ranges have a resistance
"t local ohms per volt.
')'his handy set analyzer is furnished in
a plywood case with serviceable cover, and
equipped with test leads, four and five prong tube adapters, and line voltage leads.
Another feature is the pad of Jewell
Analysis Charts. and the Jewell "Instructions for Servicing Radio Receivers," which
rives test data on receivers of twenty
-five
leading radio manufacturers.

STEVENS SP -29 DYNAMIC SPEAKER
The Stevens Manufacturing Corporation,
of New York City introduced their
new SP29 Dynamic Speaker.
Among the features of this dynamic

Durham MF4 -2 Resistor.

Polymet Wire -Wound Volume
Control.

lm r. -ismurs go through an operEach
ation. tchi, Ii i- unique, consisting of the
"flashing' "t ale
nce unit at twice
ils norwal rntiug. wlmivh in the case
the MP-4 unit rated at 1 watt, means ofa
"flash load for live minutes at 2 watts.
The units are supplied to close degrees
of
accuracy, and show a very low temperature coefficient.
These metallized resistors are supplied
by the International Resistance Company
in all ranges of from approxituately 250

ohms to 10 megohms.

speaker is the unique voice coil, utilizing
I flat winding of extreme compactness and
low impedance for maximum efficiency.
The flexible center web is integral with the
voice coil support. A special alloy is employed for the pot of the field coil, thereby
assuring maximum magnetic flux for mini mum bulk and weight. The spacing between pole pieces and voice coil has been
reduced to an absolute minimum, providing
an efficiency which is immediately noticeable when operating on modest inputs.
Three terminals offer a choice of push -pull
or single tube amplification, so that
a single
-71 -A, a single -50, or two -71 -A tubes or
two -10 tubes may be employed in push pull.
The field coil is energized by rectified a -c.
supplied by a tube with a two- section filter.

The neat chassis includes all components
compactly gathered into a foolproof
assembly.

Radio Engineering, June,
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FOR
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As the pioneer manufacturers of Permanent Magnets of every size and description, we offer you the benefit of many years of research work together with our
actual experience in catering to the requirements of the most critical users of

quality Magnets in this country.
Since the inception of Radio, special attention has been paid, in our
laboratories, to the development of Magnets best suited for use in Speakers.
We are manufacturers of Magnets exclusively and show in the illustration
above a few of the many types which we are constantly producing.

If you are in the market, send us your blue prints or sketches for price
and delivery. If you have Magnet problems, get in touch with us and let us
work out a solution for you.

"4lztàzana A#.eel 1:frIIÌ11ICÌS

QIonîpan

4545 Aso. 'Western 7Roulenzrb
ICItgo,

J1.

Magnet makers for quarter of a century.
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NEW!

for Dynamic Speaker Use

A High Voltage

KUPROX

Rectifier
Large Industrial Concerns use Copper OXIDE
Type Rectifiers Exclusively.

Despite the slightly higher
first cost, railroad, telephone,
telegraph and similar industrial concerns use only dry
plate rectifiers of the Copper
OXIDE type -the only dry
rectifier that is electronic and
not electrolytic in action. Absolute dependability is as important to you as it is to
them!

FREE !

Our new Engineering Binder,
illustrating all standard types
of Kuprox Rectifiers for dynamic
use. and containing up -to -date
engineering information,
be
mailed free to any speaker will
manufacturer, engineer or designer
requesting it on his company's
letterhead.

ANEW Kuprox Rectifier for dynamic speaker use,
that
supplies DC field current direct from 110-volt commercial AC supply, WITHOUT THE USE OF A TRANSFORMER. This new rectifier is new only in its
tion to dynamic speaker operation. Thoroughlyapplicatested
and proved by more than a year's use in
telegraph,
railway and commercial fields, and now adapted
for
dynamic
speaker use. Manufactured in two standard sizes, capacities 10 and 15 watts. Samples and complete
engineering
data to manufacturers on request.
New Low Voltage Designs

Several new types and sizes of low voltage
rectifiers have
been added to the Kuprox line. Standard
capacities 1, 2 or 3
amperes at 2 or 3 volts. These outputs offer
and transformer cost and most economical fielda low rectifier
coil construction. Any desired output can be furnished on
special order.

"The Proof of the Pudding"

Not a single manufacturer of dynamic
speakers, having
adopted Kuprox rectifiers as standard
equipment,
changed to a competing make. This in face of the has ever
fact

that
90% of all speaker manufacturers used Kuprox
last season!
Can you afford to use a less efficient or
shorter-lived construction?

THE KODEL ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING
CO.
527 E. PEARL ST.

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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from
Start to Finish in A. C. Sets

W. look lor-

wasrd to see -

BOOTH 20

Stevens Hotel,

-

tr[

-

for good results
For that A -C set you are designing or manufacturing
from start to finish
for absolute minimum of service from the time it is
for making real merchandise that
sold until it is discarded in the dim future
you, the jobber and the dealer can sell and the public can buy at a profit
Two items are indispensable and should receive your earnest consideration at this
time. No matter what the circuit you employ; no matter what the components; no
matter what the list price; please look into these three features for your line of sets:

Chicago

-

fLLÁJ 1
c LA RO STAT

HUM DINGER

Here is the proper beginning for your
constant, safe. and proper
A -C set
input voltage, regardless of line voltage,
for insuring satisfactory and economical
operation anywhere and everywhere.
No longer need your dealer lose sales in
low -voltage areas. where it has heretofore been impossible to give a satisfac-

After providing proper voltages for your

Lfl.

'Hi

-a

C LA

ROSTAT

A -C tubes. the next consideration

is

a

minimum of hum. With audio systems
and loud- speakers made more responsive
to the lower frequencies, it becomes essential to eliminate or ameliorate the
usual causes of hum.

Among these, an

tory demonstration. The LINE BALLAST
CLAROSTAT will automatically raise the
applied voltage for satisfactory operation.

accurately determined center tap resistance for the grid return to A -C tubes.
known as a hum balancer, is essential.

And In high- voltage areas, or even when
the usual line voltage suddenly takes an
upward jump, placing a severe strain on
the A -C set tubes, the LINE BALLAST
CLAROSTAT automatically reduces the
applied voltage to a safe value. It safeguards the tubes and filter condensers,
by keeping the secondary voltages within
S per cent plus or minus, even when the
Dog voltage fluctuates 30 per cent.
But don't confuse this device with other
so- called line voltage ballasts. The LINE
BALLAST CLAROSTAT is different. It
employs an unique ballast wire suspension of mica and angle brass. It is rigid
and durable. Stout metal case with ample perforation for dissipating the heat.
Standard prongs to plug into standard
outlet receptacle or tube socket. Will
outlast the usual set in which it is emtroublePraof.'
ployed. And, best of all,

And that spells HUM -DINGER. Here is
a simple, compact, inexpensive device, so
sturdy that it will outlast the other components in the set. Essentially a strip
resistor, with unique contact that swings
over center portion, providing wide balancing range. Contact is adjusted by
means of screwdriver engaging with
slotted-head shaft recessed in the one hole mounting bushing. Furnished in any
desired resistance value.

it'

There's a

Nothing to wear out. Nothing to get out
of order. Nothing for the lay hand to
tinker with. And offered to you at a
surprisingly low price -cheaper than the
center- tapped transformer, and easier to
assemble and wire.

CLAROSTAT

-

ire wound
1 GLUME CONTROL

CLAROSTAT

The last thing to receive your attention.
and usually the first thing to call the
service man, is the volume control. Dont
take a chance with a questionable volume
control! Some of our best radio sets
have been ruined by a noisy and unsatis-

factory volume control.

The WIRE -WOUND VOLUME CONTROL
CLAROSTAT is the product of resistance
specialists who spent over a year in

studying volume control problems. Hundreds of different models were made and
tested. And then came this solution.
This device is provided in any desired
resistance value, from I to 25,000 ohms.
It is compact, wear -proof, simple, easily
installed, and trouble -proof. Don't confuse it with those carbonized paper affairs that soon wear out and introduce
"static" in the radio reception! Don't
confuse it with devices with incomplete
wire turns, which depend on carbonized
paper or resistance paste for the real resistance! The WIRE-WOUND VOLUME
CONTROL CLAROSTAT is a genuine,
100', wire -wound job.
The illustration tells the story. See the
unique pressure contact, which makes a
positive contact at any point on the wire
winding. without rubbing. The wire is
never disturbed or displaced. Examination
under a powerful microscope shows no
appreciable wear after turning the knob
81,000 times. And the smooth, velvety,
delightful operation, denotes a new form
of contact.

for Every Radio Purpose

every conceivable type. range and size
In addition to the three items just mentioned, there are other Clarostatsof of
radio assemblies of manufactured, custom These devices, already employed in millions
for all radio applications.
industry. Indeed, the CLAROSTAT
radio
in
the
reputation
enviable
an
established
variety,
have
-made
home
built and
is a hallmark of good radio engineering and honest radio manufacturing.
Manufacturers and Designers of A -C Sets

WRITE

be interested. Furthermore,
for engineering data regarding the CLAROSTAT products in which you may
don't hesitate to ask for samples for your inspection and test, addressing us on your firm letterhead. We

shall gladly co- operate with you on your resistance problems.

CLAROSTAT MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Inc.
Specialists in Radio Aids

282 North Sixth Street

CL

AROs

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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IF YOU

TAP HOLES
\\'hy not have the feel of the tap right
at your finger tips? A tap is a delicate
tool. The Ettco Tapping Attachment
taps, delicately with increased speed
That's the
answer.

--

The Ettco
Tapping Attachment
is simple-nothing to adjust
the tap sticks or hits bottom the
Ettco slips -the same action coming
out. No clash of a positive clutch
just the smooth action of the patented leather lined cone clutch.
i

f

-

Sensitive-speedy-satisfactory

The PIONEER
of the new
A -C

No. 1-Tapping Attachment 3/16 "in steel, 14"in C.I.. $35.00
No. 2-Tapping Attachment 5 /16 "in steel, % "in C.I.. 50.00
No.
Tapping Attachment 1/2" in steel, %"in C.L. 80.00

3-

Eastern
Tube & Tool Co., Inc.
534

JOHNSON AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Screen-Grid Tube

l EAR AGO

-the Arcturus A -C Screen -Grid

Tube was placed with set manufacturer.

TODAY -leading set manufacturers use thi-,
new Arcturus A -C Screen -Grid Tube as stand-

ard equipment.
Arcturus pioneered this latest A -C Radio
Tube development and is now building into the
No. 124 A -C Screen -Grid Tube a full year's
experience. Arcturus Tubes act in 7 seconds,
give clearer reception as hum is banished, and
they hold the world's record for long life.
Insist on Arcturus Blue A-C Tubes in your
A -C set. Your dealer has an Arcturus A -C Tube
for every socket. Try them today you'll be
amazed at the vast improvement.

-

RCTURUS
LoÑ
TUBES

BLUE

-oi.iFE

ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE COMPANY
220 ELIZABETH AVE.

--

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Dynamotor with Filter for Radio Receivers

MACHINES for OPERATING 60.CYCLE A. C. RADIO
RECEIVERS, LOUD SPEAKERS and PHONOGRAPHS
from DIRECT CURRENT LIGHTING SOCKETS
WITHOUT OBJECTIONABLE NOISES OF
ANY KIND
The dynamotors and motor generators are suitable for radio
receivers and for combination instruments containing phonographs and receivers. Filters are usually required. The dynamotors and motor generators with filters give as good or better
results than are obtained from ordinary 60 -cycle lighting sockets.
They are furnished completely assembled and connected and are
very easily installed.
These machines are furnished with wool -packed bearings
which require very little attention, and are very quiet running.

ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY
TRADE

411 South Street

"ESCO"

MARK

Stamford. Conn.
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Wooden

SERVICE

COILS

Skyscrapers --?

AND

QUALITY

TRANSFORMERS
Made to Your Specifications

25 YEARS
of Electrical Manufacturing
Insures Your Receiving
First-Class Design, Construction
and

(Continuous)

"HALLOWELL"

SERVICE

Steel Benching certainly
is a fine example of modern steel construction
strong, rigid, wobble and
fireproof and wears as
only steel can wear -and
by way of contrast, what
a sorry figure a wooden

-

I. R. NELSON CO.
1

"Hallowell" Steel Work -Bench

BOND ST., NEWARK, N.J.

Pat'd.

\/

and

Pat's. Pend'g

"Hallowell"

Work -Bench
skyscraper would make. Steel ( Individual
And those spacious,
one-piece steel tops that can't crack and splinter
and are so hard and smooth that oil won't soak
in are easy to keep clean.
Whether the plant be old or new the time is
sure to come when "we will need some benches."
Formerly, they were built to order of wood
by carpenters with all the fuss, waste and expense attending such work; but today readymade, standardized, "HALLOWELL" Steel
Benching has taken their place-sold by the
foot, or by the mile, as individual or continuous
benches and shipped from stock at fixed prices.
Its the 20th century way.
We carry 1368 different sizes and combina
tions of "HALLOWELL" Steel Bench Equipment in stock for immediate shipment.
We also make "HALLOWELL" Steel
Work -Tables, Bench -Drawers, Tool Stands and
Chairs and Stools.
However, better write our Johnny Martin
for particulars and
BULLETIN 386
)

ACME WIRE PRODUCTS

-

Parvolt Filter and By-Pass Condensers
Magnet Wire Wound
Varnished Insulations
All Insulations
Magnet Wire
Coils

-

All products made to Recognized Commercial Standards, including those of :
National Electric Mfrs. Assn.
Radio Manufacturers' Assn.
American Society for Testing Materials

For 25 years manufacturers and suppliers to the largest and most discriminating users.

THE ACME WIRE CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Branch Offices
New York
52

Vanderbilt Ave.

Chicago

842 N. Michigan Ave.

..

STANDARD PRESSED
STEEL CO.
Jenkintown, Pa., Box 533

Cleveland
Guardian Bldg.

Branches

Boston

:

Detroit

:

Chicago

:

St. Louis
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A Special Dept.

ARMOR

for Rush Jobs

When a manufacturer wants a resistor built to specifications-he
usually wants it in a hurry.
That's why we've installed a special
department for just such rush jobs
-72 hours after we get your specifications, samples are on their way
to you -We even ship by air mail if
you desire.
And we don't stop the rush with
delivery of samples-If satisfactory
(and practically all of them are) we
can ship quantities in the same
quick time. Write to

G U A

R

N

A

T E E D

RADIO TUBES
All

Standard Types
1.

at

N

11'UMI

HARDWICK, HINDLE, INC.
Sales Dept.,

Factor y,

122

215 Emmet
Street,
Newark,

Greenwich

Street,
New York

N.

1

ARMSTRONG

J.

ELECTRIC CO.
Sylvan Ave.
NEWARK, N. J.
187 -193

REIIUTUAS
TO HELP YOU
SOLVE VACUUM
TUBE PROBLEMS

THE Radio industry has contributed much to
the development of Aviation.
Radio Beacons, Radio Altimeters, Receiving and
Sending Units, Remote Control these and other
Radio devices have been adapted to aeronautical
use by Radio Engineers.
Aviation Engineering, in addition to covering the
engineering developments in aircraft
also covers
the radio engineering contributions -"the eyes
and ears of Aviation."

-

,.

-

WHEN special circuits or
special devices demand a
vacuum tube that's different,
write or phone the Perryman laboratories for competent engineering
counsel.

The Perryman Electric Co., Inc.,
offer the services of their entire engineering personnel
most modern
and fully equipped laboratory- supervised by George H. Perryman.

-a

This group developed the sturdy
Perryman Radio Tube, incorporating,
the Patented Perryman Bridge and
filament tension -spring. Their interests have carried them far into the
field of audio amplification, resulting
in intensive studies in the development of the talking- movies. Such is
the wide and comprehensive experi-

ence available to you.
A letter to the laboratories will
bring immediate reply.

ER.RYMA
RADIO D TUBES
Laboratories

1

and Plant

North Bergen, N. J.

The Tube
with the

Patented
Bridge
and
Spring

lij

Aviation
Engineering
IS NOT

Sold on
Newsstands
Bryan Davie Publishing Co:
52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y.' City
Enter my subscription to AVIATION

ENGINEERING for

1

2

yr. at $2.00
yrs. at $3.00

Name
MO emuld

ftln

Address
City

Please check classification:

State
Engineer
Tecbnlclan

Airport
Manufacturer

PIJ

Experienced Engineers

Can Now Make Big Money

iM:'}tirf f

PUBLIC

ADDRESS
EQUIPMENT

Amplion has an exceedingly profitable proposition for engineers who are qualified to enter
this new big field of amplification. Write for proposition and latest sound equipment catalog.
Build an enduring reputation for yourself in this new field of amplification on Amplion's endur
ing quality.
where you can purchase the complete
AMPLION

is the ONE place in America
installation or any part of the equipment as desired

We Have Ready for Immediate Delivery
and Quick Installation
Group Address Equipment of Unsurpassed Dependability, foTheatres- Hotels- Auditorivas - Hospitals -Clubs -County Fairs

Amplion Giant Dynamic Air

Amplion Electric Phonograph
Pick -up

Column Units
Amplion Exponential
10 -ft. Air Column Horns
Amplion Exponential

IO -It.

Air

Column Horn
Specially designed to reproduce
the human voice and orchestral
music In talking picture and
group address installations.

Amplion Exciters
Amplion Microphones
Microphone Amplifiers
Microphone Transformers
See Our Exhibit at the Chicago Coliseum June 1 to 9
or send for catalog
AMPLION CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Telephone Chelsea 5257
133 W. 21st St., New York City.

-

Single Stand

attention
service men

Testing Your
Condensers

A quality replacement
audio transformer for the
service man. Possesses the
same high degree of performance which characterizes all Thordarson audio
units.
Provides highest
amplification consistent
with quality reproduction.

factory shows
THIS picture from the FAST condenser
conveyer belt
the testing equipment at the end of each

progressively
system. The completed condensers are where
severe
conveyed by belt system to the testing table,the product is
tests are made by expert operators before
ready for shipment.
processes of
The painstaking care taken in the various
throughproduct
quality
uniform
a
to
you
insure
production
is completed, the condensers
operation
testing
the
out. After
marked cartons, ready
are carefully packed in individually
for shipment to the radio factory.
to which Fast
This is but one of many unit operations
of manufacture.
condensers are subjected in the process
problems up to the
Put your cond
FAST Organization of condenser specialists.

JoaAtEFAsr6Q
3982 Barry Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

Unique Mounting Feature.
T h e mounting
bracket of this transformer is designed to fit all
standard mountings without the necessity of drilling additional holes. May be
mounted either on end or side or may be used as
bracket to support sub-panel.
Remember:
Thordarson radio transformers
Supreme in musical performance.

are

List Price

$2.25

R -100

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Transformer Specialists Since 1895
Huron, Kingsbury & Larrabee Sts.-Chicago

1ÌIORDARSON

replacement
audio transformer
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TTENTION: MANUFACTURERS
A
Sensational CONDENSER
That Will Have Great
in the Radio Industry Bearing

HERE ARE THE SPECIFICATIONS:
SAFE CONTINUOUS WORKING VOLTAGE -1000 V. D. C.
(750 r.m.s. R. A. C.)

FLASH TEST (Multitudinous) -1500 V. D. C. (1000 V. A. C.)
BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE -2700 V. D. C.
POWER FACTOR-Less than 1%
CAPACITY -Non -inductive, within 5% of rating
INSULATION RESISTANCE-Over 600 Megohms per MFD.
DIELECTRIC LOSSES -Negligible
BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE, FOIL TO CASE-Over 5000 V.A.C.
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS-About
present standards
FATIGUE TESTS PROVE UNEXCELLED LONGEVITY

/

Write at once stating your requirements.

Samples and Prices on Application.

A. M. Flechtheim & Co., Inc., 136 Liberty St., New York
City, N. Y.

VIRGINIA BEACH
(Over night from New York by boat or rail)

1cia,

THE CARTER BUILDING

aca

OUR NEW HOME
An invitation is extended to everyone to
visit us in our new location at 407 -415
South Aberdeen Street, Chicago. Illinois.
Here %%ith the largest factory in the world,
d..%oh to the manufacturing of radio parts
ez, lo,ively and the installation of the most
modern labor-saving devices and production methods, we will be able to give you
better service than in the past. Watch for
important announcements by CARTER in
the near future.

Golf
Tennis
Riding
Fishing
Dancing
Surf Bathing

I

Write for information and rates
(they're moderate) to
/,

VIRGINIA BEACH, VA.

CARTER
Radio Company
`7J'ow at 5t07- 115 South c u/zerdeenSt.,
Telephone

MARTHA WASHINGTON HOTEL

Fireproof, Brick Construction
The coolest spot on the beach.

Chicago

Monroe 1780

Invigorating breeze
from the Atlantic Ocean on the East and Lake Holly
on the West. Quiet, restful. bright. airy outside rooms.
parlor suites or apartments, private baths. Superior
cuisine. Dining room open all day.
J. WESLEY GARDNER. Manager.

1
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HT-WATT EL-MENCO

a

EL -MENCO resistors and condensers are
being used by practically all the leading rnanufacturers of radio receiving sets; and have
been universally approved by very prominent
radio engineers in the country.
"Manufacturers' Specifications Solicited"

`xWÁt`

Hy -Watt Metallized

r

Resistor

ca
El

"EL-MENCO"

EI.Menco Grid Leak

:1

ELECTRO MOTIVE
E NG.CORP.
U.S.A
N.Y.
Meneo

Molded Bakelite Condenser

Our engineering staff comprises a group of
men who are highly specialized in resistor and
condenser construction and design. The high
standard of manufacture and the rigid factory
tests assure users of ELMENCO products uniformity and dependability.

tMEÑE
AESq

Hy -Watt Metallized

EI.Menco Vitreous Enameled Resistor

Resistor

El -Meneo Tapped Vitreous Enameled

7

ÿ

Resistor

ELECTRO MOTIVE ENGINEERING CORP.
"Catalogue Sent Upon Request"

127 -133 W. 17th St.

MANUFACTURERS OF

according to

Your Specifications
are prepared to make special
models .of the Hammarlund
Equalizing and Neutralizing Condensers, either single or in gang, to
your specifications. Superbly desilmed and constructed-compact,
accurate, efficient.
Bakelite base; brass stator
plate; mica dielectric; phosphor bronze spring plate; convenient adjusting screw and
connecting lugs.
The standard models
range in capacity value
from 2 mmfds. minimum to 70 mmfds.
maximum.
WE

Write Dept. RE6 about your needs

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
New York,
424 -438 W. 33rd St.

1ot

TUNGSTEN & MOLYBDENUM
PRODUCTS
TUNGSTEN ALLOYS

Filament-Wire-Rod-Ribbon-Coils
MOLYBDENUM

Wire-Sheet -Rod
TRIMET
Lead -in Wire
CATHODES AND RADIO WIRE
Coated and Uncoated Ribbon and Wire

REFRACTORY METAL CONTACTS
N. Y.

All Types

8ettah T2ndia

-111rnmarlund
PRCC/5
/ON

PRODUCTS

-r.

New York City

CALLITE PRODUCTS CO., INC.,
Union City, N. J.

Ï
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LEHMAIER, SCHWARTZ & Co., INC:
511 to 541 West Twenty -fifth Street. N. Y. C.
ll atticf acltirers

Our Chicago t Nfice
lluring the Radio Show
ISO North Wacker ))rive
Tel. Dearborn 5007
i

>it

CQS

)\.JfE

I

!FIR

cntm tit
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ESTABLISHED IN 1878 we are proud of the fact
that since the inception of paper condensers,
foil used in their manufacture; whether these we have supplied the major portion of all the

condensers were for RADIO, TELEPHONE,
IGNITION OR POWER FACTOR CORRECTION.

The recognized Standard by which all other Condenser Foil is
Judged"

Copper, Brass, Phosphor Bronze,
Nickel Silver
Hot Tinned or Plain
We specialize in the manufacture of rolled metals
.001 thick and thicker. 1716" wide and wider,
and are now supplying the majority of radio and
parts manufacturers.

THE BALTIMORE BRASS COMPANY
1206 Wicomico Street
Baltimore, Maryland

FAHNESTOCK

Attention -Radio Manufacturers
We are
now located in larger quarters, where we have
increased facilities for manufacturing METAL STAMPINGS. New presses have been installed enabling us to
increase production on METAL CABINETS and
CONSOLES.
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF
Non -tip six-leg steel stepladders. Radiator enclosures
and shields. Metal boxes. Eliminator cases. Steel
shelvings and partitions. Enameling.
Your inquiries for the coming season are solicited.

New Address

LUNA METAL CRAFT CORP.
38 -40 Emerson Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

CRWIc

RADIO WIRES

CABLES, HARNESSES AND CORDS
MADE TO SPECIFICATION

Announces

CORNISH WIRE COMPANY

Clip No. 57

Makers of Convict" "BRAIDITE" Hook -up Wire

for the
SCREEN -GRID TUBE

30 Church St., New York, N. Y.

PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS

Television- Talking Pictures -Research
G -M 1ISITIION cells of the alkali metal hydride type are of
highest sensitivity, low dark current, long life, and respond to
the smallest changes of light intensity and color. Their high
quality and uniform sensitivity make them the choice of
leading engineers.
Get technical Bulletin P -14 Free.

G-M LABORATORIES INC
1806 Grace St., Chicago,

111.

WIRE

STRAND -Antennae
ble Galvanized.

Provision is made for either soldering the
wire or using the Fahnestock spring -clip for
making connection.

(plain or enameled) -DouWIRE-Antennae (plain or enameled). Connecting and Ground (Rubber covered, braided or

plain).

BUS BAR -Litzendraht -Loop.
MAGNET (Cotton or Silk).

John A. Roebling's Sons Co., Trenton, N. J.

Write for samples and prices

FAHNESTOCK ELECTRIC CO.
Long Island City, N. Y.

"World's Largest Manufacturer of Spring Clip
Terminals"

MOLYBDENUM
WIRE
LAMPS
FOR RADIO AND

NEON, HELIUM AND ARGON GAS
Highly purified

FLASHLIGHT BULBS
Furnished by
PALATINE INDUSTRIAL CO., Inc., 111 -5th Ave., New York
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CORE LAMINATIONS
for Audio & Power Transformers
Chokes

-

y_
.

p,

;

Annealed Nickel Alloy.
Hymu (High Permeability) a new grade
Silicon Steel for Audio.
A large variety of standard shapes carried in stock.
Special designs stamped to your order.
Our BOOKLET on LAMINATIONS (sent on request) gives specifications of Stock Standard Shapes,
and contains much data of value to the designer
and buyer.

,t

9
-

`

Lamination Stamping Company
764 Windsor Street, Hartford, Conn.
t

2IISflJIMBR7I
LOUD SPEAKER PAPER
Alhambra Paper gives absolutely uniform resonance and imparts the utmost
in tone quality.
Write us about your requirements
THE SEYMOUR CO.,
323 W. 16th St., New York City

Microphones
2- Button Type
For Public Address, etc., list ... $25
Standard Broadcast Model, list .. $75
Condenser Models for Film and Record Work.
list $250.00. $300.00
Miniature
Also Desk and Floor Stands, Covers, Cords, etc. Die
Cast.
Radiator Ornament.
Paper
Weight,
Microphone,
Bronze finish; prepaid on receipt of $1.00.
REPAIRS
EXPERT MICROPHONE
Dealers everywhere

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., Inglewood, Calif.
CHICAGO:

Fred Garner Co..
9

S. Clinton St.

rr.

NEW YORK:
Gotham Eng. & Sales Co..
50 Church St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
Langevin Co..
279 Brannon St.

C. C.

ALL TYPES
of

Emil

LAMINATIONS
for

' 1-c

l'?ER'

"t

STOCK

CONDENSER
,_

TISSUES

better than its
weakest link, and the weakest link is
very often a filter Condenser. No Condenser is any better than the thin strips
of Insulating Tissue which separate the
layers of metal foil. A pinhole or a speck
of metal in the Condenser Tissue means
a breakdown of the Condenser, with the
entire set put out of commission.

N

O Radio set is any

DEXSTAR Condenser Paper is
by Radio experts as being the highest
grade Insulating Tissue ever made -the
freest from defects, the most uniform in
quality, the most lasting under exacting
DEXSTAR
and unusual requirements.
Condenser Tissue is the specialized product of a paper mill which has excelled
in Tissue Paper production for three

generations.

RADIO designers and builders should
have the assurance that Condensers which
they use are made with DEXSTAR Condenser Tissues. It is insurance against
many radio troubles. The leading Condenser manufacturers are now using
DEXSTAR Condenser Tissues exclusively.

C. H. DEXTER & SONS, INC.
Makers of Highest Grade Thin Papers
WINDSOR LOCKS. CONN.

,I

FOR IMMEDIATE

EXPERT TOOL AND DIE MAKING

Write for samples and prices. Also quotations on metal
stampings.

WiLLOR MFG. CORP.

117 Mercer St.,
New York City

,, f,./0:,:t6.

DEXSTAR

-Chokes
Audio and Power Transformers
DELIVERY
IN

*

T

_____`-

/'n pr

/
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To the Readers and Advertisers in
Radio News, Science and Invention, Amazing Stories,
Radio Listeners Guide and Call Book:
We believe that the June issue of RADIO NEWS speaks for itself. We believe that you
will find it to be a vast improvement over any recent issue, and there is a
surprise in store

for you when the July copies come out. You will find the method of illustration, the
typography, the cover, the character of advertising and-what is most important -the editorial material of a far superior quality to any issue of RADIO NEWS ever before published.
The new blood in the Experimenter Publications, Incorporated, has been taken from
the leading publishing companies in the country and welded into one cohesive organization which is out to do for the various magazines in this group one of the outstanding jobs
in the publishing field. You will find that all of the men heading the various
departments
in this organization are men of outstanding achievement in their respective fields ; and in
RADIO NEWS in particular you will find that the editorial, circulation and
advertising staffs
are made up of men taken from the leading organizations in the field. You will find
in
RADIO NEWS everything that is worth while that you ever found there
before. and in
addition, you will find articles describing the application of various radio devices to such
new fields as talking movies. public address systems for schools and auditoriums, and so
forth, as well as the latest developments in airplane radio.
In connection with the airplane activity in RADIO NEws, it is a pleasure to tell you that
we are cooperating with such organizations as the Guggenheim Fund for the
Promotion of Aeronautics, the Radio Aircraft Corporation, the General Electric Company, the
Radio Corporation of America, the Bell Laboratories, the U. S. Bureau of Standards and
various manufacturing companies whose business it is to provide suitable radio and other
scientific equipment for the safeguarding of our aviators.
Since a great many of these devices depend to a very large extent upon the same
underlying principles involved in radio itself. it follows naturally that editorial
comment
of
this nature very properly deserves a place in the pages of RADIO NEWS.
Colonel Lindbergh himself has recently said that the success of aviation will to a very
large extent depend upon the advances made in scientific radio instruments for
use in air
navigation.

To provide the necessary space for this additional information on radio
it
to aviation, we have added sixteen pages to RADIO NEWS. In other words, weasare applies
giving
our readers just as much radio news as ever and in addition, we are telling them about
the
latest developments in aviation radio.
The new owners of this business are men with over twenty -five years of successful
publishing experience. Ample capital for all purposes has been provided and the
business has
been moved into quarters more suitable for its purposes.
Summed up-our magazines are in better condition editorially and financially than
ever before. They are in experienced hands and both readers and advertisers can
look confidently to the future for them to be more readable and more productive. It is
our purpose
to do everything in our power to be of service to you. We are in a
position to
because our radio magazines have a larger circulation than any other magazines -aid you
in the
sanie field. RADIO NEWS, for instance, covers every possible angle of the radio field,
more manufacturers, ,jobbers, dealers and fans read RAnro NEWS than all the other and
radio
magazines combined.

Publisher.

i
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A General Amplifier for $85
Using the New 245 Power Tube

Dial

Headquarters
Announces

Model GA -15
Price (less tubes) -$85
An efficient two -stage power amplifier operating from the

standard 110 to 120 volt, 50 to 60 cycle alternating current
line and particularly well adapted for use in small auditoriums or
in the home. It employs one 227. two 245 power tubes in
push -pull and one 280 rectifier and will deliver fully 4.5 watts of
undistorted energy to the reproducer.

The many superior refinements. for which General Amplifiers
are known. are incorporated in this device. Absolute tone fidelity at all volumes, reliability and stability are assured.
The facilities of this company are at your service and its engineering staff will be pleased to cooperate with you in problems of power amplification.
Bulletin RE -4 will be sent you on request.
All General Amplifiers are licensed under patents of the
Radio Corporation of America and associated companies for
Radio Amateur, Experimental and Broadcast Reception.

27

GENERAL AMPLIFIER COMPANY
COMMERCIAL AVE.- CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
Makers of Hick Grade Power Amplifierss

You GET More
When You BUY More!
When the entire performance and reputation of a receiver
often depends on even Its smallest parts, why compromise? Standardize on ELECTRAD Voltage Controls

and be SURE!

II. S. Pats.
No. 1593655.
1034103. 1034104 and

Pats.

Pendin_.

Super-TONATROL
The New
Long -Lived
Five -Watt
VOLUME
CONTROL

VELVET VERNIER DIALS

u.

S. Pats. No.
1039103, 1034104

and Pats. Pend.
A

The famous ELECTRAD Tonatrol
volume
line includes wire -wound type,
in
controls of the Royalty all usual
stock ratings that meet extra-heavy
receiver requirements. For
duty. use the Super -TONATROL. Tell

r

real lind for the manufacturer

of high- powered receivers. Easily
Redissipates live watts.

sistance element fused to
metal base.
Pure silver
floating contact. Uncanny
smoothness -and it
LASTS!
Variable or
tapered curve. Write

for details.

us your needs.

ELECTRAD. INC.. Dept. York.
.
Nw
Varic
Let's have the facts about the TONATROL Line, especially Super -TONATROL.
Name
Address

ELE C TRAD

Types G &H
and Mechanisms
These new dials bristle with modern and ingenious
features for the user's convenience and pleasure.
Dial illuminator throws brightly colored image of
scale on ground glass screen in dial opening, so that
scale reads same from every position. Six rainbow
colors change automatically for different parts of
the scale. Has beautiful modern escutcheon, brush
silver finish. Model G operates disk scale, Model
H is drum type, -both using proved National
Mechanisms.
National Co. also offers standard Velvet -1 ernier
Mechanisms for manufacturers' use.

Manufacturers, Jobbers, Set Builders -write or wire
for prices.

NATIONAL CO. INC., Malden, Mass.
Elf.

®
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Out on
June
20th

Nothing Else Like It

CIRCUIT diagrams, specifications, prices, characteristics, technical and

non -technical data on all new 19 30 radio sets, tubes, speakers, transformers, accessories and parts exhibited at the Radio Manufacturers' Show
in Chicago, June 4th to
th. Comp'_ete in every detail.
1

1

All this for only

Contents
More than 100 pages of data -ready for mailing to you only
a few days after the show closes in Chicago-giving you the
whole story on everything that's new in radio. Dozens of
circuit diagrams on the very newest factory built sets-shown
for the first time at the show. All the new changes in radio
frequency circuits, detectors and amplifiers. All the prices
of all models, style numbers, specifications etc. Data for
service men and dealers. Complete tables of tube characteristics of many makes of vacuum tubes. All the new loud speaker
developments, together with prices, sizes, types and characteristics. Data on new audio systems, screen grid tubes, power
tubes and rectifiers. New kits and parts for the home builder.
Complete story of the show-booth by booth. Summary of
the show. Forecast for 1930 radio. All this information is
in the JULY issue of RADIO, out on June 20th, only a few
days after the show closes. Get the JULY issue -and the five
issues that follow -all for only one dollar -just half the
regular price. The show issue (JULY) alone sells for 50 cents
per copy. The demand will be greater than the supply.
ORDER TODAY -send a dollar bill, check or money order and
the coupon. $2.00 worth of information for one dollar
you act now.

-if

Regular
Price

$2.00

Your money refunded if
you are not satisfied.
RE6.

Publishers of "RADIO"
428 Pacific Building, San Francisco, California.
Here is $1.00 in full payment for a copy of the
July SHOW ISSUE of "RADIO" which you will
mail me on June 20th and also send me the
August, September, October, November and
December, 1929 copies of RADIO. It is fully
understood that $1.00 covers the entire cost of

this subscription.
Name

Street and No

SAVE 50%

$1

.00

City

State

I

I

I
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DI LA,_
at the

R. M. A. SHOW
Stevens Hotel, Booth 71
and Demonstrating Room 537 -A
4

4

Introducing
Type "D"

Price $145

(without tubes)

Theatres
Auditoriums
Summer Resorts
Dance Halls
Factories
Clubs and Schools
arc interested in bringing music or
speeches to great crowds of people
and should know about

WElIUR

POWER AMPLIFICATION
A WEBSTER power amplifier wish a good radio
or phonograph reproduces the voice or instrument, thru a series of speakers, with marvelous
accuracy. Not a note or a syllable is slurred
when WEBSTER amplifiers supply the power.

These instruments are designed by engineers
skilled in the science of audio amplification, who
have had many years of practical experience in
this field. The manufacture is done in a plant
that has for years specialized in the making of
power supplies for radio. The name WEBSTER
is a guarantee of accurate design, dependable
operation, and superior workmanship. Write for
information about our complete line.

POWER Packs, Transformers and Chokes

power packs as well as comThe WEBSTER line includes complete
transformers and power
ponent pack parts. WEBSTER power by
the manufacturers of
chokes are standard equipment adopted
the country's finest radio receivers.

In its Machine and Tool Division
Webster manufactures RAULAND
SUNSHINE, an ULTRA- VIOLET
RAY LAMP of remarkable power.
Absolutely harmless and a source of
health and happiness for the whole
family. A profit -maker for radio,
hardware, department, or any retail
store. Write for particulars.

New C -90 -M

Electro -dynamic
REPRODUCER
PARTICULARLY of interest to manufacturers at the
R.M.A. Show is the new Rola C -90-M electrodynamic unit. Introducing new high mechanical and
electrical safety factors and refinements, this reproducer
indicates the attainment of an extraordinary degree of
efficiency.

With a 9 inch cone diameter and increased power
capacity of the C -90 -M is especially well adapted to
amplifiers using 245 tubes in push-pull combination
for radio receiving sets, electric phonographs and

-

auditorium installations.

High sensitivity has been obtained by the use of
high operating flux density which Rola's short, precision air -gap makes possible without increase of field
feature extremely desirable where
energizing power
the field current is supplied from the radio power pack.
Large amplitude of vibration is permitted by an exceptionally free floating spider and leather support. A
ventilated field coil minimizes temperature changes
which affect the load resistance and tend to cause unwanted variations in the power supply circuit. The
exclusive Rola adjustable center pole tip, and the
exclusive welded housing -to -shell construction have
been retained.
Rola offers the quality radio manufacturer a complete
answer to the loudspeaker problem.

-a

HE 13
The Webster Co. 850 Blackhawk St., Chicago

R

-M

A

Visit

BOOTH NO. 150
ROOM 515A

Hotel Stevens

Be sure to sec the Webster Remote Control

at the Show

CO
Cleveland, Ohio
2570 E. Superior Ave.

LA

PANY

Oakland, California
Forty -fifth and Hollis Sts.
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WANTED

PIERCE
'.
Dubilier
sa

Condenser Designer
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Company of high standing
desires to employ the services
of a competent man with or
without college training to
design condensers and to
supervise the manufacture
of sample condensers and to
otherwise assist in the engineering work connected with
condenser manufacture as
part of the operating staff of
the organization.
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AD. AURIEMIA, Inc.
Manufacturer's Export
116

Managers
Broad Street. New York,
N
N.

Scientifically equipped
to economically
export
dependable receiving and

Write Box 500

transmitting radio

Care RADIO ENGINEERING
52 Vanderbilt Ave.

apparatus

N. Y. C.

PHOTO -ELECTRIC
THE

BURT

-1

CELLS

CELL

Without Fatigue- Highly Sensitive
Absolutely Reproducible-Instantaneous in Response
The BURT -CELL is made by a new method and should
not be confused with any other photo-electric cell. By a
special process of electrolysis, the photo -electric metal is
introduced into a highly evacuated bulb directly through
the glass wall of the bulb, giving photo -electric material
of absolute purity. The superiority of the BURT -CELL is
due to these features. making possible results never before
obtainable. Described in Bulletin No. 271.
We
also
manufacture the STABILIZED
OSCILLOSCOPE-the only VISUAL OSCILLOORAPH having a linear time ails and no
Inertia- giving an accurate picture ot high frequency ware forma.
Write for Bulletin 282.

Hear the Aero -Call Short Wave Converter
Factory -Built, Ready
Into

Your Present

to Plug
Radio Set

Unerates without motor -boating, by an
auxiliary filter system Control, an exclusive feature (patent applied for).
This amazing radio instrument now
makes it possible to reach 'round the
world. Gee. Morcroft of Pa. tuned in

England, Holland and Australia on
Ids initial test. Permits you to enjoy
programa from coast-to -coast that your
regular receiver cannot get. What a
thrill it is to plug this Into your regular set and instantly be in another
world! No change or wiring required. All complete, ready to operate, tubes
and coils hidden. no apparatus in sight, except the neat, golden-brown, compact metal cabinet in crackle finish. Size. 0 z 11/2 z 2;y in.
The only converter we know of that really works on all sets. Two models
A.C. and D.C. Write for Catalog and literature, or send $25.00 and name
of your dealer. Model A. for A.C. sets $25.00 Model D. for D.C. seta $25.00.

-

At leading dealers and jobbers.

Aero Products, Inc.

DR. ROBERT C. BURT

Manufacturing and Consulting Physicist

4611 E. Ravenswood Ave.,
Dept 769
CHICAGO, ILL.

327 S. Michigan Ave., Pasadena, Calif.
r

RELAYS

-6 Volts D.C. and 120 Volts D.C.

BREAK IN
STRAIGHT

-for

Short Wave Transmitters

(t/a in. or

s,s

in. Contacts)

LEACH RELAY COMPANY
1013 S. Los Angeles St.
Los Angeles, Cal.

RADIO MANUFACTURERS
What About Your 1929-30 Publicity?

Are your products getting their share of profitable publicity? We
are specialists in radio publicity and have obtained wonderful results
for many manufacturers. We have some interesting data available
on this subject and shall be glad to mail it to you, without obligation, upon request.

Suite 429

-

ALLIED ENGINEERING
30 Church Street

INSTITUTE

New York, N. Y.

TESTING OF RADIO APPARATUS
Permeability and Hysteresis
Curves of iron samples.
Condensers tested for life, voltage breakdown, leakage, etc.
Input and output curves of socket power devices -Oscillograms.

80th St. at East End Ave.

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES New York City, N. Y.
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Special
Test
Equipment
for use on the
radio manufacturer's production line and
in the service
laboratory is

designed and

built by this company on special order.
Descriptive literature will soon be available. Write for it:

Production tests: Bulletin B -1
Service tests: Bulletin B -2

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Improvement in a
standardized
well- known,
QUALITY resistance unit.
Different and Better.

LVALITI

STANDOHM

The

"Self-Supporting
with a number

Resistor

Metallized filament resistance
element -universally accepted
where the best is standard.
2. Molded end caps, insuring
positive mechanical and electrical contact -tapered for
insertion in standard cartridge type mounting where
interchangeability is desired.
1.

5.
6.

Insulated base designed to
permit mounting on metal
surfaces.
4. Tinned wire leads which can
be directly soldered into cir-

7.

3.

8.

of outstanding

cuit, becoming integral therewith and proof against noise
caused by faulty connections.
Special ceramic casing of
sturdy construction and maximum heat dissipation.
Compact assembly with resultant saving in space requirements.
Made in 1.0 Watt and 2.0
individually
types,
Watt
tested and boxed.
Moderate in price and efficient in operation.

Order NOW, or write for complete information.
ARTHUR H. LYNCH, Inc., 1775 B'way, New York

of

TManufacturers

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
30 State Street

Big

A

RESISTORS, EQUALIZORS,SUPPRESSORS,
MOUNTINGS, RESISTANCE-COUPLED KITS, ETC
LYNCH

COMPLETE LINE
Write for
Bulletin 931

Immediate
Delivery

GENERAL RADIO CO. PARTS

IIeJAÏaAM SCO
CONDENSER SERVICE
TO

SET MANUFACTURERS
MRSI71teHorrte

ofRADIO,

45 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Write for Engineering Data and Working
Drawings.
Let us quote on your requirements.

AT THE CHICAGO SHOW
See the DeJur -Amsco complete line

A. C. Line

Voltage Control

For Radio Set Manufacturers
remarkably convenient and
which automatically handles A. C. line
fluctuation over a broad
range.
Cost surprisingly low.
A

efficient device

by the

make1s

Fór information,
write Dept. R.E.

of

6

RADIALL CO.
50 Franklin St.,
New York, N. Y.

PERI

`Jhe "SELF -ADJ

of

"Bath -Tub" Condensers
Booth 149 Stevens Hotel

DeJui,- rlsco

COIKPORATION

Broome and Lafayette Sts., New York City

MI.
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Protected by Patents and Patents Applied For

Single, Double, Triple and Quadruple Types in All
Capacities, With or Without Dials.
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Read what the New York Sun says !
Edition of May 11, 1929

Book Reviews

1

J

THE! MATHEMATICS OF RADIO

by John F. Rider. Volume 1 of "The Service
Man's Manual." Radio Treatise Company,

New York.
OSSIBLY there are more fans who possess
the technical ability to assemble a complicated piece of radio apparatus without
knowing the reason for their various steps
than are allied with any other hobby or vocat ieo.
Radio has grown to be unusually attrac1,
because fine results have been possible
without excessive technical knowledge.
Yet there are thousands who have felt the
need for at least a ground work in the fundamental mathematics of the more simple problems encountered. Tomes there are galore for
the master of trigonometry and calculus but
the vast field lying between the beginner and
the professor has remained uncultivated by the

,

-a

prosperous British country-a popular
market for worthy American products.
All New Zealand is "listening -in ". Are
you selling your products there? We will
gladly supply you with particulars of the
market and people. Write now!

author.

That is why this treatise by John Rider will
without doubt reach a tremendous number of
readers. Knowing the limited time for study
available to the man for whom the book was
prepared Rider has carefully deleted the mass
of preliminary mathematical discussion and
lias proceeded directly to the formula or result
which is vital to the experimenter.
should not be taken to mean that the
Mathematics of Radio is for the beginner.
There are few laboratory workers whose memory is so perfect that the possession of this
publication would be of no benefit. Aided by
an excellent index every page is made available
in a minimum of time. Practically every item
forming a part of the modern receiver is discussed from a mathematical standpoint. All
types of tubes, their characteristics and effects,
battery eliminators and power amplifiers are
treated in turn, with formulae supplied in such
forni that only a simple substitution of values
must be made.
It is safe to assume that the manual will be
a daily aid to every service man in the employ
of every service station not to mention the
east army of home builders who have been
searching for such a work as this for many
moons.

Price $2.00.

Postage extra,

'a

15

cents

pages. 81,4" x 11 ". 119 illustrations printed
bound in th ildh' eo%er . . This book is
sold with a :ruarautee
.
If
are dissatisfied and vou return the book within 5 days after
you receive it, your money will be refunded.

u

.

Write for descriptive literature

"N. Z. Electrical Journal"
Wellington,

r
Every Radio Engineer

e il leI,

Contains 4 L

also formulae for
calculating electro- static capacity, for aerials; charts and
curves for calculating design;
means and methods of checking calculations by actual measurements.

Cloth bound
Gilt edges
$10

John
Rider.

('.

_

'N

By

Philip R.
Coursey

Inst.
M.I.E.E.. Chief

New York City

P.,

Engineer, Dubilier Condenser Co.. Ltd.
Invaluable to Engineers,

Students and Research Workers.
514 illustrations, 635 pages

Naine

Address

t'IU

/

F.

- - Use this Coupon- ----1h re is my
$2.15 f o r
t h e Math.
of Radio bu

.. Stute

.

I

needs this book-the only
work of its kind on Uses,
Theory, Design, Construclion and Testing of
electrical
con densers.

RADIO TREATISE CO.
1110 Broadway

New Zealand

Isaac Pitman & Sons, 2 West 45511 St., New York
Please send me
copies of Electrical Condensers.
I enclose
Name

Address

$
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the most complete,
comprehensive,
and authoritative
Radio Handbook
ever published!

Av Bratsk

and
Radio

GramoPhofirs

Published May, 1929
. . a practical handbook for
Radio Engineers, Operators, . . .
Amateurs, Broadcasters, and Students!
.

Practical
IF

Radio Telegraphy
and Telephony

you are

either selling
or buying
British Radio

By Rudolph L. Duncan
Director, Radio Institute of America

and Charles E. Drew

and Gramophone goods.
"The Wireless
Export Trader"
is your first and

Instructor in Radio, and in charge of Electrical Division, Radio
Institute of America

finest means of
contact with the
British Marke t
and British Manu-

facturers.

gives you first hand information as to the
trend of the British Radio and Gramophone

IT

Trades, the design of receivers and components
and the vogue in eliminators, speakers, constructors kits, gramophones and records, with independent tests and expert opinions on their selling values.

More than 900 pages of practical information on Ship,
Shore, and Broadcast Operating make this Radio Handfor the
book indispensable
practical radio man. Princiequipment
ples, methods and
are described clearly and interestingly and illustrated profusely with more than 460 supplementary and illuminating
diagrams and photographs.
This is all brand new 1929
data presented as a result of
years of study and research on
the part of two of America's
foremost teachers of this subject. The book is a product of
the School Division of the
Radio Corporation of America,
and therefore represents the
last word on the subject.
Everyone at all interested in
this fascinating subject will
find his favorite phase of

Price $7.50

"The Wireless Export Trader" is published
on the first of the month. Can we mail
you a free specimen copy?

Send in this coupon at once
and examine the book at our expense!
.

Salisbury Sq., Fleet St.,

London E.C.4., England

.

.

A Wiley Book

Publishers & Proprietors:

The TRADER PUBLISHING Co., Ltd.,

Radio clearly and fully disthe casual
Even
cussed.
reader will enjoy this book and
discover the answers to a
great many radio mysteries
about which he has vaguely
This book will
wondered.
greatly increase the enjoyment
of your radio and open your
eyes to a great field of new
and progressive discoveries.
Indispensable to the radio
man and extremely interesting to the amateur. this book
is also an ideal Wireless Operators' Handbook and a complete text for the student of
Wireless Communication.
Never before has such a
wealth of ',tactical and usable
data been collected in book
form for the use of the thousands for whom radio is the
most fascinating subject in the
world.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave, New York

Gentlemen: Kindly send me on ten days' examination Duncan
and Drew's "Radio Telegraphy and Telephony."
I agree to remit the price of the book within ten days after its
receipt or return it postpaid.
Name
Address
Position or Reference
Subsc=ibe__

________________E_62_
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Buyers Directory of Materials and Apparatus
Readers interested in products not listed in these columns are invited to tell us of their watts,
and we will inform the proper maufacturers. Address Readers' Information Bureau.
Addresses of companies listed below, can be found in their advertisement-see index on page 116.

ADAPTERS:
Insuline Corp. of Amer.
Lynch, Arthur H., lue.

CHOKES, If ELIMINATOR:
CONDENSERS, FILTER:
COPPER:
American Transformer Co.
Acme Wire Co.
Baltimore Brass Co.
Llougan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Allen- Bradley Co.
ALUMINUM:
CORDS, EXTENSION:
Jefferson Electric Co.
Amrad Co.
Aluminum Co. of America
Acme Wire Co.
Nelson, I. R., Co.
Concourse Elec. Co.
Cornish Wire Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Condenser Corp. of America.
ALUMINUM FOIL:
silver-Marshall, inc.
Dongan
Electric
Mfg.
Co.
Aluminum Co. of America
CURRENT
CONTROLS, AUTOTransformer
Co. of Amer.
Dubilier
Condenser
Mfg.
Co.
Reynolds Metals Co., Inc.
MATIC:
Valley Appliances, Inc.
Fast, John E. & Co.
Radiali Co.
Flechtheim
Co.
AMMETERS:
CLAMPS, GROUND:
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
DI %L S:
General Electric Co.
Insuline Corp. of Amer.
Sangamo Elec. Co.
Crowe Nameplate & Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Fahnestock Elec. Co.
Wireless Specialty Apparatus
liawmnrluuu Erg. Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Scovlll Mfg. Co.
Co.
National Co.. Inc.
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
CONDENSERS.
FIXED:
CLIPS, SPRING:
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
Acme Wire Co.
AMPLIFIERS, POWER:
Electrad, Inc.
Scientific Laboratories
United
G. M. Laboratories, Inc.
Aerovox
Wireless
Fahnestock Elec. Co.
Corpn.
General Amplifier Co.
Allen- Bradley Co.
Scovlll Mfg. Co.
DRUM:
DIALS,
Amrad Co.
General Radio Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
National CO.. Inc.
Concourse Elec. Co.
COIL FORMS:
National Co., Inc.
Samson Elec. Co.
Condenser Corp. of America.
General Radio Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
Dongan Electric Mfg. Co.
-Marshall, Inc.
Silver
United Scientific Laboratories
ANTENNAE. LAMP SOCKET:
Dubilier Condenser Mfg. Co.
DIES:
Dubilier Condenser Mfg. Co.
Electrad,
Inc.
COIL WINDING:
Lima
Metal Craft Co.
Electrad, Inc.
Electro- Motive Fng. Co.
Acme Wire Co.
Willor Mfg. Corp.
Fast. John E.. & Co.
Mfg. Co.
Dudlo
ARRESTERS, LIGHTNING:
Flechtheim Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
DYNAMOTORS:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Rome Wire Co.
Electric Specialty Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Sangamo Elec. Co.
Wireless
Specialty
Apparatus
CHOKE:
COILS,
ENGINEERS.
CONSULTING:
Co.
BASES. VACUUM TUBE:
Acme Wire Co.
Allied Engineering Institute
Formica Insulation Co.
Dudlo Mfg Co.
CONDENSERS,
MIDGET:
General Electric Co.
Jefferson Electric Co.
ESCUTCHEONS:
Cardwell. Allen D. Mfg. Co.
General Plastics Co.
Nelson. I. R., Co.
Crowe Nameplate & Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
National Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund
Mfg. Co.
Synthane Corp.
Rome Wire Co.
National Co., Inc.
EXPORT:
Scovill
Mfg.
Co.
COILS. IMPEDANCE:
BAFFLES:
Ad. Aurlema, Inc.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
Acme Wire Co.
Wright -DeCoster, Inc.
United Scientific Laboratories FILAMENTS:
Dudlo
Nelson, I. R., Co.
BENCHES, STEEL WORK:
CONDENSERS, MULTIPLE:
Cohn, Sigmund
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Standard Pressed Steel Co.
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Callite Products Co., Inc.
,Rome Wire Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Gilby Wire Co.
BINDING POSTS;
National Co., Inc.
Vacuum Tube Products Co.
COILS.
INDUCTANCE:
Eby, H. H., Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co,
Wire
Co.
Acme
General Radio Co.
United Scientific Laboratories. FILAMENT CONTROLS, AUTOAero Products Corp.
MATIC:
Cardwell. Allen, D., Mfg. Co. CONDENSERS,
NEUTRALIZBRACKETS, ANGLE:
Lynch. Arthur H., Inc.
General Radio Co.
ING:
Electrad, Inc.
Mfg. Corp.
Polymet
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Insuline Corp. of Amer.
Radial) Co.
National Co., Inc.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Nelson. I. R.. Co.
CONDENSERS
TRANS- FOIL:
MITTING:
Rome Wire Co.
BRASS:
Aluminum Co. of America
Dubilier Condenser Mfg. Co.
Silver- Marshall. Inc.
Baltimore Brass Co.
Lehmaier, Schwartz & Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
CONDENSERS.
VARIABLE
Reynolds Metals Co., Inc.
MAGNET:
COTT.S.
TRANSMITTING:
Wire
Co.
Acme
BROADCAST STATION
Cardwell. Allen D. Mfe. Co.
GALVANOMETERS:
Dudlo
Mfg
CO
EQUIP'T :
General Radio Co.
General Electric Co.
Nelson. I. R., Co.
Cardwell. Allen D., Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
General Radio Co.
National
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Co., Inc.
Rome Wire Co.
Nelson, I. R., Co.
GASES,
RARE:
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE:
RETARD:
COILS.
Palatine Industrial Co., Inc.
BULBS. PANEL:
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund
Mfg. Co.
DeJur -Amsco Co.
Palatine Industrial Co., Inc.
GEARS:
Frost, Herbert H., Inc.
COILS, SHORT WAVE:
Chicago Stock Gear Wks.
BUTTS:
Aero Products Corp.
General Radio Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
GENERATORS:
General Radio Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Electric Specialty Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
National Co., Inc.
CABINETS, METAL:
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Silver-Marshall, Inc.
Aluminum Co. of America.
MATERIAL:
GETTER
Silver-Marshall. inc.
Copper and Brass Research COILS. TRANSFORMER:
Cohn, Sigmund.
United Scientific Laboratories
Asen.
Acme Wire Co.
Gilby Wire Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Co
CONNECTORS:
CELLS, PHOTOELECTRIC:
GRID LEAKS:
Nelson, I. R., Co.
Cornish Wire Co.
Burt, Robert C.
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
Polymet
Mfg. Corp.
Scovill Mfg Co
G. M. Laboratories, Inc.
Allen- Bradley Co.
Rome Wire Co.
Raytheon Mfg. Co.
DeJur -Amoco Co.
CONTROLS, CURRENT:
Valley Appliances, Inc.
Central
Electrad. Inc.
Radio
Laboratories
CHARGERS:
CONDENSER PARTS:
Electro Motive Eng. Co.
DeJur -Amsco Corp.
Benwood -Linze Co.
Aluminum
insuline
Hardwick, Hindle, Inc.
Co.
of
America
Corp.
of
Amer.
Elkon Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
International Resistance Co.
CHASSES
Lantz Mfg. Co.
Ward Leonard Elec. Co.
Aluminum Co. of America.
CONDENSERS. BY -PASS:
Lynch, Arthur H.. Inc.
Acme Wire Co.
CONTROLS, ILLUMINATED:
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
United Scientific Laboratories,
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
Inc.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Ward Leonard Elec. Co.
Allen- Bradley Co.
Silver -Marshall. Inc.
CHOKES, AUDIO FREQUENCY:
HARNESSES, A -C.:
Amrad
Co.
American Transformer Co.
Cornish Wire Co.
Condenser Corp. of America.
CONTROLS, VOLUME:
General Radio Co.
Eby, H. H. Co.
Concourse Elec. Co.
Central Radio Laboratories
Jefferson Electric Co.
Dongan Electric Mfg. Co.
Clarostat Co.
HEADPHONES:
Silver-Marshall, Inc.
Dubilier
Electrad,
Condenser
Inc.
Mfg.
Co.
Amplion Co. of Amer.
Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrad, Inc.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Transformer Co. of Amer.
HINGES:
Fast. John E. & Co.
CONVERTERS:
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Flechtheim Co.
CHOKES. RADIO FREQUENCY:
Cardwell. Allen D.. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
HORNS:
Cardwell. Allen D., Mfg. Co.
Electric
Specialty
Co.
Sangamo Elec. Co.
Amplion Co. of Amer.
General Radio Co.
Wireless Specialty Apparatus CONVERTERS, ROTARY:
Best Mfg Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
Co.
Electric Specialty Co.
Oxford Radio Corp.
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MASTER
CONDENSER TISSUE AND ALUMINUM FOIL

STOCKS
ARE MAINTAINED IN NEW YORK AND CHICAGO

04r (old

mitts #rrs

Pam

$c

Pulp Turpnrtttinri

Nassau St.
New York City

Monroe St.
Chicago

22 W.

154

"1'ou can forget the Condensers if they are Drlbilier's"

T UST a few of the
thousands of types
of condensers devel-

J
kl

oped by Duhilier Engineers for radio and
industrial purposes.
Ask for Catalog 78

ófR

Reg.

U.S. Pet. Off.

Dubilier

Condenser Corporation
MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

342
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A New Resistor
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That Assures
Noiseless Reproduction
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the extraordinary quietness of

w

COMPARE
the Bradleyunit Resistor with the noisy

e

performance of other resistors. Many resistors
cause disagreeable hissing noises in the loud-
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N speaker. For pure, clear reproduction, use
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Bradleyunit Solid Molded Resistors. They are
unaffected by temperature, moisture or age.

Follow the example of leading set manufacturers by standardizing on Bradleyunits for
grid leaks in detector circuits and for resistors
in resistance coupled amplifiers. The Bradleyunit is your assurance that noises in the loudspeaker cannot originate in your equipment.

EN
Nu
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Write today for data and prices

,
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Bradleyunit Re-

sistors are furnished in ratings
from 500 ohms to
10 megohms.

us

Equipped with

cadmium plated
lead wires up to

six inches in
length. Color

j
u

um

coded for quick
identification.

I

ALLEN- BRADLEY CO.
279 Greenfield Avenue

Milwaukee, Wis.
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RESISTORS .r;:

u

INDUCTANCES,
TRANSMIT.
TING:
Aero Products, Inc.
General Radio Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL:
General Electric Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
INSULATION LAMINATED
Formica Insulation Co.
General Electric Co.
National Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Synthane Corp.
INSULATION. MOULDED:
Bakelite Corp.
Formica insulation Co.
General Electric Co.
General Plastics Co.
National Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Synthane Corp.
INSULATION. VARNISHED:
Acme Wire Co.
IRON. MAGNETIC:
Reid, David, Jr.

MOTORS:
Electric Specialty Co.
MOTOR -GENERATORS:

Electric Specialty Co.

MOUNTINGS, RESISTANCE:
DeJur -Amsco Co.
Electrad, Inc.
Lynch, Arthur H., Inc.
l'ol3 met Mfg. Corp.

NAMEPLATES:
Crowe Nameplate & Mfg. Co.
Scoviil Mfg. Co.
NICKEL:
Cohn, Sigmund
NUTS:
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
OHMMETERS:
General Radio Co.
Western Elec. Instru. Co.
OSCILLOORAPH:
Burt, Dr. Rob't C.
General Radio Co.
JACKS:
OSCILLOSCOPE:
Carter Radio Co.
Burt, Dr. Rob't C.
Eby, H. H., Co.
Electrad, Inc.
PANELS, COMPOSITION:
General Radio Co.
Formica Insulation Co.
Yaxley Co.
Insuline Corp. of Amer.
Synthane Corp.
JACKS, TIP:
Carter Radio Co.
PANELS, METAL:
Eby. H. H., Co.
Aluminum Co. of America
Yaxley Co.
Scovlll Mfg. Co.
PAPER, CONDENSER:
KITS. SHORT WAVE:
Dexter. C. H & Sons. Inc
Aero Products, Inc.
Old Masters Paper & Pulp Co.
Lynch. Arthur H., Inc.
Schweitzer, Peter J., Inc.
Silver-Marshall, Inc.
PAPER. CONE SPEAKER:
KITS. TELEVISION:
Seymour Co.
insuline Co.
Lynch. Arthur H., Inc.
PARTS, SCREW MACHINE:
Standard Pressed Steel Co.
KITS. TESTING:
General Radio Co.
PHONOGRAPH MOTORS:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
(See Motors)
KITS, TRANSMITTING:
PHOSPHOR BRONZE:
Aero Products, Inc.
Baltimore Brass Co.
PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS:
LACQUERS:
(See Cella)
Zapon Co., The
PICK-UPS, PHONOGRAPH:
LABORATORIES, TESTING:
Aniplion Co. of Amer.
Electrical Testing Lae.,.
Jensen Co.
Wright DeCoster
LABORATORIES, ENGINEER INGS
PLATES, OUTLET:
Allied Engineering Institute
Carter Radio Co.
Yaxley Co.
LAMINATIONS:
PLATING:
Lamination Stamping Co,
Valley Appliances, Inc.
Valley Appliances, Inc.
e.:or Mfg. Co.
PLUGS:
Carter
Radio Co.
LAMPS, SOUND RECORDING:
General Radio Co.
G. M. Laboratories, Inc.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Yaxley Co.
LEAD -INS:
I'o rENTIOMETERS:
Electrad, inc.
Allen- Bradley Co.
Insuline Corp. of Amer,
Central Radio Laboratories
DeJur -Amsco Co.
LOCK WASHERS:
Electrad, Inc.
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
General Radio Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
LUGS:
United Scientilic Laboratories
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
POWER UNITS, A-:
Elkon, Inc.
MACHINERY, TUBE:
Jefferson Electric Co.
Eisler Eng. Co.
Kodel Radio Corp.
MACHINES, SPECIAL
POWER UNITS, B-:
Willor Mfg. Corp.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
MAGNESIUM:
Jefferson Electric Co.
Aluminum Co. of America.
National Co., Inc.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
MAGNETS:
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Indiana Steel Products Co.
Webster Co.
Reid, David. Jr.
POWER UNITS. A -B -C:
Thomas & Skinner Co.
Dongan Elec, Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
MERCURY SWITCHES:
Electric Co.
Jefferson
(See Switches)
Kodel Radio Corp.
National
Co.,
Inc.
METERS:
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Jewell Else. Diet t'o
Weston Elec. Instr. Co.
POWER UNITS, PARTS FOR:
Acme Wire Co.
MICROPHONES:
American Transformer Co.
Amplion Co. of America
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Universal Microphone Co.
General Radio Co.
Jefferson Electric Co.
MOLDING MATERIALS
Kodel Radio Corp.
Bakelite Corp.
Lynch, Arthur H., Inc.
Formica Insulation Co.
National Co., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Nelson, I. R., Co.
General Plastics Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
National Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Synthane Corp.
Transformer Co. of Amer.
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PRESSINGS:

SOUND RECORDING LAMPS
(See Lamps)

PUNCHINGS:
Aluminum Co. of America
Luna Metal Craft Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.

SPAGHETTI:
(See Wire, Spaghetti).
SPEAKERS:
Amplion Corp. of Amer.
Best Mfg. Co.
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co.
Oxford Radio Corp.
Rola Co., The
Silver-Marshall. Inc.
Transformer Co. of Amer.
Wright -DeCoster, Inc.
STAMPINGS, METAL.:
Aluminum Co. of America
Luna Metal Craft Co.

Scovill Mfg. Co.

RECEPTACLES, WALL:
Carter Radio Co.
Yaxley Co.

44

RECTIFIERS, DRY:

Benwood- Liuze, lue.
& Mfg. Co.

Elkon, Inc.
Bodel Elec.

REGULATORS, VOLTAGE:

Central Radio Laboratories
Clarostat Co.
ur -Ameeo en.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Radials Co.
Ward Leonard Elec. Co.
Yaxley Co.

Scovill Mfg. Co.
Valley Appliances, Inc.
STEEL, MAGNETIC:
See (Iron Magnetic.)

SPRAYING:
Valley Appliances, inc.
RELAYS:
SUBPANELS:
Co.
Mfg.
Allen
D.,
Cardwell.
Formica Ins. Co.
Leach Relay Co.
Insuline Corp. of Amer.
General Radio Co.
RESISTANCES, FIRED:
National Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Aerovox Wireless Corp.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Allen- Bradley Co.
SWITCHES:
Central Radio Laboratories.
Electrad, Inc.
DeJur -Amsco Co.
Insuline Corp. of Amer.
Electrad, Inc.
Electro-Motive Co.
SWITCHES, MERCURY:
Frost, Herbert H.
G. M. Laboratories, Inc.
Hardwick, Hindle Inc.
International Resistance Co.
TABLES. STEEL WORK:
Lantz Mfg. Co.
Standard Pressed Steel Co.
Lynch, Arthur H., Inc.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
TAPPERS
Elec.
Co.
Ward Leonard
Eastern Tube and Tool Co.
RESISTANCES, VARIABLE:
TELEVISION PARTS:
Allen-Bradley Co.
Allen -Bradley Co.
American Mechanical Labs.
Clarostat Co.. Inc.
Central Radio Laboratories.
Insuline Corp. of Amer.
Electrad. Inc.
Lynch, Arthur H., Inc.
Electro- Motive Co.
Frost, Herbert H.
TESTERS, B-ELIMINATOR:
Hardwick, Hindle Inc.
General Radio Co.
International Resistance Co.
Jewell Electrical Inst. Co.
Lynch, Arthur H., Inc.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
TESTERS, TUBE:
Ward Leonard Elec. Co.
General Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
RHEOSTATS:
INSTRUMENTS:
TESTING
Allen -Bradley Co.
General Electric Co.
Central Radio Laboratories.
Radio Co.
General
Co.
-Amsco
DeJur
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Electrad, Inc.
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp
Electro- Motive Co.
Frost, Herbert H.
TESTING KITS:
General Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
United Scientific Laboratories.
TESTING LABORATORIES:
Electrical Testing Labs.
SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS:
America
of
Co.
Aluminum
Fibre Co. TIN COATED METAL:
National Vulcanized
Senvill Mfe (`n
Baltimore Brass Co.
Standard Pressed Steel Co.
Synthane Corp.
TINFOIL:
Lehmaier, Schwartz & Co.
Reynolds Metals Co., Inc.
SEALING COMPOUNDS:
Candy & Co.
TOOL STANDS:
Standard Pressed Steel Co.
SHIELDING, METAL:
Aluminum Co. of America.
Copper and Brass Research TOOLS:
tra.+rern Tube and Tool Co.
Assn.
Willor Mfg. Corp.
Luna Metal Craft Co.
-

SHIELDS, TUBE:
Carter Radio Co.
SHORT WAVE APPARATUS:
Cardwell, Allen D., Co.
General Radio Co.
Lynch, Arthur H., Inc.
Silver- Marshall, Inc.
SOCKETS, TUBE:
Eby, H. H., Co.
Frost. Herbert H.
General Radio Co. Inc.
Lynch, Arthur H.,
cm-sr-Marshall. Inc.
Yaxley Co.
SOT.DER:
Chicago Solder Co.
SOUND CHAMBERS:
Amplion Corp. of Amer.
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co.
Rola Co.. The
Oxford Radio Corp.

TRANSFORMERS. AUDIO:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.

Ferranti, Ltd.

General Radio Co.
Jefferson Electric Co.
National Co., Inc.
Samson Elec. Co.
Sangamo Elec. Co.
Silver -Marshall. Inc.
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Transformer Co. of America.
Webster Co.
TRANSFORMERS.
B -POWER UNIT:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.

Ferranti, Ltd.

General Radio Co.
Jefferson Electric Co.
National Co., Inc.
Nelson, I. R., Co.
Samson Elec. Co.
Sangamo Elec. Co.
Silver-Marsh all. Inc.
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Transformer Co. of America.
Webster Co.

RADIO engineers recognize CeCo
Tubes as the product of infinitely

exacting technical standards. This professional judgment is based on experience with the rare sensitivity, the tone
quality, and the power that CeCo's
afford throughout their long life.
Leading radio engineers recommend
the use of CeCo Tubes in circuits they
develop.
An interesting technical discussion of
CeCo methods and materials will be
sent on request. Ask for the booklet,
"Radio Vacuum Tubes."

oRadio
Tubes
Listen in on the CeCo Couriers -on the
air every Monday evening at 8.30
Eastern Daylight Saving time over
the Columbia Broadcasting System.

CeCo Mfg. Co., Inc., Providence, R. I.
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TRANSFORMERS. FILAMENT VOLTAGE
REGULATORS:
HEATING:
(See Regulators)
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio co.
VOLTMETERS. A. O.:
Jefferson Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Nelson. I. R.. Co.
General Radio Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.
Transformer Corp. of America.
VOLTMETERS. D. O.:
General Electric Co.
TRANSFORMERS. OUTPUT:
General Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weston Elec. instrument Corp.
Ferranti, Ltd.

Eisler Electric
A. C. Tube

Automatic
Exhaust Machine

Eisler--the
INDEPENDENT RADIO TUBE
MANUFACTURERS'
STANDARD
WHY do the engineers of the

foremost independent Radio
Tube Plants specify Eisler Electric
equipment ?
Because they know that Eisler Automatic Radio Tube Manufacturing
Machines are the result of years of
research; a thorough knowledge of
radio tubes and their requirements.
Every machine is built to endure and
render years of
satisfactory service- embodied in
each machine are
the best quality
of materials and
the finest workmanship t h a t
human skill can
produce.
Are you prepared
to share the
1929
Increased Tube
demand ?

Certainly there is
no better recommendation.

General Radio Co.
Jefferson Electric Co.
WASHERS:
Nelson, I. R., Co.
Aluminum Co. of America
Samson Elec. Co.
Scovfll Mfg. Co.
Sangamo Elec. Co.
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
Syuthane Corp.
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Transformer Corp. of America. WAXES, IMPREGNATING:
Candy and Co.
TRANSFORMERS, POWER:
WAXES,
INSULATING:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Candy and Co.
Ferranti, Ltd.
General Radio Co.
WAXES, SEALING:
fferson Electric CO.
Candy and Co.
National Co., Inc.
elson. I. R., Co.
WIRE. ANTENNA:
Polymet Mfg. Co.
Acme Wire Co.
Samson Elec. Co.
Cornish Wire Co.
Silver- Marshall. Inc.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
National Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Transformer Co. of America.
Roebling, J. A., Sons, Co.
Webster Co.
Rome Wire Co.
TRANSFORMERS, R. F., WIRE, BARE COPPER:
TUNED:
Cornish Wire Co.
Dudio Mfg. Corp.
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Roebling, J. A., Sons, Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
Rome \Vire

J

Co.

COTTON COVERED:
TRANSFORMERS, STEP- WIRE.
Acme Wire Co.
DOWN:
Cornish
Wire Co.
Amplion Corp. of Amer.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Roebling. J. A., Sons Co.
Rome Wire Co.
TUBE MACHINERY:
Eisler Eng. Co.
WIRE, ENAMELED COPPER:
Acme Wire Co.
Cornish Wire Co.
TUBES, A.C.:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Allan Mfg. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Arcturus Radio Co.
Roebling. J. A., Sons Co.
Armstrong Elec. Co.
Rome Wire Co.
Cable Radio Tube Co.
Ceco Mfg. Co.
WIRE, FILAMENT:
Cunningham, E. T., Inc.
Callite Products Co., Inc.
De Forest Radio Co.
Cohn, Sigmund
Duval Tube Co.
Gilby Wire Co.
ilyvac Radio Tube Co.
Vacuum Tube Products Co.
Perryman Electric Co.
Itaytl:eon Mfg. Co.
Sylvania Products Co.
WIRE, HOOK -UP:
Triad Mfg. Co.
Acme \Vire Co.
Cornish Wire Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
TUBES, RECTIFIER:
Roebling, J. A., Sons, Co.
Rome Wire Co.
Allan Mfg. Co.
Arcturus Radio Co.
Armstrong Elec. Co.
WIRE, LITZENDRAHT:
Cable Radio Tube Co.
Cornish Wire Co.
Ceco Mfg. Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Cunningham, E. T., Inc.
Roebling. J. A., Sons Co.
Duval Tube Co.
Rome Wire Co.
Hyvac Radio Tube Co.
Perryman Electric Co.
Raytheon Mfg. Co.
WIRE, MOLYBDENUM:
Sylvania Products Co.
Callite Products Co., Inc.
Triad Mfg. Co.
Palatine Industrial Co., Inc.

TUBES, TELEVISION
See (Cella, Photoelectric.)
TUBES, VACUUM:
Allan Mfg. Co.
Arcturus Radio Co.
Armstrong Elec. Co.
Cable Radio Tube Co.
Ceco Mfg. Co.
Cunningham, E. T., Inc.
Duval Tube Co.
Ilyvac Radio Tube Co.
De Forest Radio Co.
Perryman Electric Co.
Raytheon Mfg. Co
Sylvania Products Co.

Triad Mfg.

EISLER ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Successors to Eisler Eng. Co., Inc.

760 South Thirteenth St.
NEWARK, N. J.

Co.

UNITS, SPEAKER:
Amplion Corp.
Best Mfg. Co.
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co.
Rola Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
Temple. Inc.
Transformer Co. of Amer.
Wright DeCoster, Inc.

WIRE, PIGTAIL:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Roebling. J. A., Sons Co.
Rome Wire Co.

WIRE, RESISTANCE
Gilby Wire Co.
WIRE, SILK COVERED:
Acme Wire Co.
Cornish Wire Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Roebling. J. A., Sons Co.
Rome Wire Co.

WIRE, SPAGHETTI:
Acme Wire Co.
Cornish Wire Co.
Rome Wire Co.
WIRE. TINNED COPPER:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Roebling. J. A.. Sons, Co.
Rome Wire Co.
ZINC FOIL:

Lehmaier, Schwartz & Co.
Reynolds Metals Co., Inc.
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PERMANENT MAGNETS- SILICON LAMINATIONS
FOR EVERY PURPOSE

SINCE

FOR ALL RADIO TRANSFORMERS

OUR PRODUCTS ARE GOOD ENOUGH TO CAUSE

LEADING MANUFACTURERS OF THE COUNTRY TO
BUY AND USE THEM SUCCESSFULLY
YOU
WILL PROFIT BY WRITING TO THE

THOMAS & SKINNER STEEL PRODUCTS CO.
1

1

10 E.

23rd ST.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

-d THOMAS &SKINNER

STEEL OROOUCTSCO

sRkYsn

;MN *;

OUR SERVICE
ATTRACTS NEW CUSTOMERS
HOLDS OLD CUSTOMERS

CONDENSER TISSUES
OF UNIFORM QUALITY
Made of the highest grade materials
Mills at

200 Fifth Avenue

PETE{ P

t

182 Cornelison Ave., Jersey City, N.
And Newark Ave., Elizabeth, N. J.

J.

PETER J. SCHWEITZER, INC.

J. SCH WEtTZER

New York City
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DEPENDABLE
QUALITY -

CONCOURSE

UNIFORMITY

FILTER

SERVICE

-

ON

-&

BY -PASS

CONDENSERS

WAXES
MELTABLE
INSULATING and WEATHERPROOFING COMPOUNDS

MADE
ACCURATELY
TO
MANUFACTURERS'
SPECIFICATIONS

WAXES -All kinds.
IMPREGNATIONS -Condensers, Coils, Rubber Covered and Weather- Proofed Wire, Telephone
and Electrical Cables, Etc.
SEALING COMPOUNDS-Coils, Condensers,
Batteries (Wet & Dry), Pot Heads, Cables, Wiring Devices and Specials.

FINISHING -All grades of Weather Proof and
Rubber- Covered Wire.

SPECIAL COMPOUNDS

Bring your condenser problems to us
and
be assured of a correct solution
2515 W. 35th St.,

Chicago, Ill.

"For over

35

CONCOURSE ELECTRIC CO.
294 E. 137th St., New York City

yrs."
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Between You and
High Costs

W HEN

Typt

11

External Type

Type

20

12

Internal

Terminal

U. S. PATENTS 1.419,566;
1.666.122; 1.697,956

OTHER PATENTS PENDING

FOREIGN PATENTS

SHAliEPROOF

Lock Washer Company
i I) S;;on of Illinois Tool

2509 North Keeler Avenue

Work

J

Chicago, Illinois

costs menace profits

-

call on the Kester line of Flux Core Solders. In the Kester line, is a
solder for every purpose, with the flux
right in the core of the solder-simplifies the operation -saves both time

and money.
Behind Kester Solder is our Research
and Experimental Department
at
your service to help you choose the
best flux core solder for your particular operation. Write us today. No
obligation.

-

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY
Formerly CHICAGO SOLDER COMPANY Established 1899

4224 Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Free Shop Test Sample.
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.,2509 N. Keeler Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Please send me samples of
Shakeproof Lock Washers to fit bolt size

KESTJ

Shakeproof Locking Terminals, size

Firm Name
Address

Town

-CVLDER

State

By
WILLIAMS PRESS, INC., NEW YOr.K- ALBANY

DOC)

Build Your 1929 Receiver

with Approved Parts
A Complete Selection of Audio and
Power Parts and Units

-

Amplifier
Power
994
one of the new
Transformer
types for use with the UX 245
No.

Tubes.

No. 994 Power Amplifier Trans-

former

No. 2189 Push Pull Output Trans-

former

$12.00
$12.00

No. 2142 Push Pull Input Trans- $ 4.50
former
No. 3107 Straight Output Trans$12.00
former
$ 4.50
No. 2158 Audio Transformer
Two Secondary Windings (for
)
3107
No.
or
2189
No.
either
one for Magnetic type and the
other for Dynamic type Speaker.
D -946 Standard Condenser

Unit..$22.50

This Condenser Unit is also designed especially for use with
No. 994 Transformer for Power

See the Dongan Parts Exhibit

Amplification.
No.

5554 Double

Filter Circuit

Choke, use

in

This year a new combination of Power
and Tone Reality is available to the average radio owner at somewhat less cost
than heretofore possible. This big new
market of owners is attained by the introduction of the new UX 245 Tube and the
accompanying Dongan Power Parts, all
designed to coordinate with the remarkable tube.
A radio receiver built around this power
tube and the Dongan Power Parts listed
here will satisfy the demands of a fan
public for the finest quality of radio reception-at comparatively low cost.
Using No. 994 Power Amplifier Transformer, either No. 2189 and No. 2142 or
No. 3107 and No. 2158, plus D -946 and
No. 5554 the entire cost of Power Parts is
$62.00.
Send check or money order for immediate
Complete information o n
delivery.
request.

$11.00

These Dongan Parts are available now. Equip your receiver
with this new amplifier-and enjoy still another of Radio's
greatest advancements.

at the R.M.A. Show

Set Manufacturers and Custom Builders are invited to use the services of

For Push Pull Radio and Phonograph Amplifier No. 2124 Trans- 6.00
$
former

the Dongan Laboratories in planning
their production. Prices quoted on request.

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2995 -3001 Franklin St.,
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

1
Peerless Dynamic Speaker and Bakelite Laminated Armatures, made
by United Reproducers Corp., Rochester, N.

Y.

Peerless found Bakelite Laminated superior
for Dynamic Speaker Armatures
When other insulation materials
proved unsatisfactory for dynamic
speaker armatures, Bakelite Laminated was tried and found a complete success. The armature parts
are short sections of black Bakelite Laminated tubing, accurately
machined to the exact dimensions
and form required.

able. It will not deteriorate in any
climate and does not shrink or
swell, nor split or crumble.
Bakelite Laminated has been
adopted throughout the radio industry, for the insulation of hundreds of different parts of receivers
and speakers, because it is a standardized material possessing defi-

nitely known properties.
Sheets, tubes and rods of Bakelite
Laminated, in a wide range of
sizes, may be purchased under any
of the following trade -names:

In addition to possessing the excellent electrical properties required in radio reproducing equipment, Bakelite Laminated is exceptionally tough, strong and dur-

ft

THENOLITE

.BALITr

.!Mica Mlcarta Textolite

Dilecto

Write for our Booklet 38L, which describes Bakelite Laminated
BAKELITE CORPORATION
247 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
BAKELITE CORP. OF CANADA, LTD.

Chicago Office: 635 W. 22nd Street
163

Dufferin St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada

BAK LITE
NEOISTERED

THE MATERIAL OF

O.

!.

PAT. OFF,

A THOUSAND USES

.The registered Trade Mark and Symbol shown
above
manufactured by Bakelite Corporation Under the capitalmay be used only on products made from materials
is the numencal sign for infinity. or unlimited
Quantity It 0,mbo4ies the infinite number of present and"a"
future uses of Bakelite Corporations products."

1

